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Preface
If you would ask me to summarize this dissertation in one word, it would
neither be software, nor language, nor evolution. It would be change. Change
is a bit of a funny thing. It is often neglected, often ignored and generally
opposed against in whatever way possible. But change is also the trigger for
new thoughts and ideas, it is the driving factor of economic growth, it is the
thing that makes tomorrow different from today. Some like it, some don’t.
But sooner or later it will happen. Change is inevitable.
Partially due to rapid development, partially due to the ease of adaptation,
change is prominent in computer science. I spend four years researching
change in computer science. Four years of my life that did not go as smoothly
as most of you might know. Nevertheless, the research went well and I am
proud of the result: the book you are holding in your hands.
By now, I changed my career path to industry. I even – more or less –
changed my field of work to what some of my PhD colleagues would consider
the dark side (physics). But fear not, change drives new ideas and insights
and can most of all be highly enjoyable. And for those that do not like change,
some things are still the same: I still work with models, they still change all
the time and their change still rises the same issues as the ones addressed in
the following chapters.
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Introduction
This dissertation discusses techniques, tools and theory on coupled evolution. Coupled evolution is the connection of software evolution patterns and
adequate migrations of conforming artefacts, in order to retain artefact conformance. This dissertation covers various application domains of conformance
and coupled evolution, in particular it addresses coupled evolution of metamodels and models and of (object-oriented) schemas and databases.

1.1

MODEL-DRIVEN ENGINEERING

Software development is hard. Programming languages ease software development by offering abstractions through an accessible language. Abstractions
make software descriptions more concise, more readable and easier to understand, thus allowing software developers to write more complex software.
Some programming languages offer support for a broad range of software
domains and are therefore generally referred to as general-purpose programming languages (GPLs). Examples are C, Java and Python. Due to their wide
applicability, GPLs typically offer abstractions over the solution space – the
computing platform – rather than abstractions over the problem space – the
software domain. GPLs focus on exploiting the computing platform, rather
than simplifying software development for a particular problem domain.
The solution-focused abstractions of GPLs enforce a solution-focused software description. The software developer is required to link the problem
domain to the solution space in order to describe software. On the one hand,
this requires a thorough understanding of the technical computation space.
On the other hand, it enforces a computation-oriented (or technical) software
description. There is a large semantic gap between the problem and the defined solution.
Model-driven engineering (MDE) aims to create problem-space abstractions
through domain-specific models. Instead of writing program code in a general purpose language, software is modeled in a modeling language designed
for one particular domain. For example, object role modeling (ORM) targets the domain of data structure definition, the hypertext markup language
(HTML) targets the domain of web page layout, a scene description language
(SDL) targets the domain of rendering 3-dimensional scenes, the structured
query language (SQL) targets the domain of relational database querying.
Models are close to the problem they solve and thereby easier to understand,
validate and develop. Models can generally be interpreted, or transformed
1
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into executable code automatically through compilation. The interpreter implementation, or the generated code are typically set in a GPL, making use of
the solution-space abstractions offered.
Models are the primary software artefacts of model-driven engineering.
The structure of information in a model is described in a metamodel. Metamodels come in many forms. When the models are textual, their metamodel
is implicitly defined as part of their grammar. When models are graphical,
the metamodel is generally explicitly defined. If models are modeled in terms
of objects and object relations, metamodels describe object types and relation characteristics. The metamodel defines concepts such as object features,
inheritance structure, relation cardinalities and inverse relations.
A model conforms to a metamodel when the model complies with the structure defined by the metamodel: All modeled objects must comply with the
structure defined in non-abstract classes, all field values must be correctly
typed, all references must comply with associations and all metamodel restrictions, such as cardinalities and inverses, must be satisfied. Although conformance can be formalized through a set of constraints [Paige et al., 2007],
conformance restrictions are often implicit.
Being a model itself, a metamodel has a metamodel, generally referred
to as meta-metamodel. It describes the structure of a metamodel. Metametamodels generally conform to themselves.

1.2

YELLOWGRASS – TWO EXAMPLE MODELS

Any software of reasonable size is bound to have bugs. Reporting and keeping
track of these bugs is part of software development. Bug trackers ease the
management of bugs. One such bug tracker is YellowGrass1 . YellowGrass
is a web application, which uses tags to manage software issues (such as
bugs, new features and improvement suggestions). Tags are simple strings,
which YellowGrass turns into a powerful organization tool. A more extensive
description of YellowGrass can be found in Appendix A. This chapter (and
later chapters) addresses YellowGrass as running example.
When operational, YellowGrass processes information, such as issues, user
names, project descriptions and tags. It uses a database for persistent storage. The data in this database complies with the structure defined by YellowGrass’s class diagram, a simplified version of which is shown in Figure 1.1.
It describes issues, which are grouped into project and reported by users.
Each project has several members (users), who can comment on issues and
tag issues.
The class diagram of YellowGrass is a metamodel. It defines the structure
of a model, namely the data stored in the database. Different YellowGrass
1 http://yellowgrass.org
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Project
name : String

*

member

*

issues
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name : String
password : Secret
1
1

reporter
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*

Issue
title : String
description : Text
*
tags

author
1

comments
*

Tag
name : String

*

Comment
timestamp : DateTime
content : Text

Figure 1.1 Simplified version of the YellowGrass class diagram.

instances can have different databases and thereby different models, yet provided they use the same YellowGrass version, they share the same metamodel.
Conformance of the data is guarded by the database management system (and
partially by the application as we will see later). A breach of conformance may
cause data loss, as neither the application, nor the database is designed to deal
with incorrectly structured data.

As the data in a database is a model because it conforms to the class diagram, the class diagram itself can also be considered a model (a data model),
as it conforms to a data modeling language. The modeling language defines
the structure of the class diagram, introducing concepts such as classes, class
names, associations and association cardinalities. In Figure 1.1 the modeling
language would be a variant on UML class diagrams. In YellowGrass’s source
code, the data model is defined textually in a language called WebDSL [Visser, 2008a]. WebDSL is a modeling language for defining web applications.
A sub-language of WebDSL supports the definition of data models. Hence,
in the context of YellowGrass we see different layers of conformance, namely:
the data in a YellowGrass database conforms to the YellowGrass data model,
whereas the YellowGrass data model conforms to the WebDSL data modeling
language.
3
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1.3

COUPLED EVOLUTION

Changing requirements, an increased knowledge of the domain and technological progress require software to evolve [Lehman and Belady, 1985]. Being
an intrinsic part of software development, metamodels also evolve. Preventing metamodel evolution by backwards compatible changes is often insufficient as it reduces the quality of the metamodel [Casais, 1995].
As models conform to metamodels, metamodel evolution may break model
conformance. Consequently, existing models may no longer be suitable as
input to model transformations or code generation, they can sometimes no
longer be edited or validated and their semantics is unclear. To prevent
breaking conformance, metamodel evolution requires model migration [Sprinkle, 2003].
Model migration can be applied implicitly by manually editing a model
upon metamodel evolution. However, manual editing is tedious and not feasible for larger models, or larger sets of models. Instead, model migration can
be automated by explicitly specifying a migration. As writing migrations is
generally far from trivial and error-prone, manual migration writing hampers
the evolution process. To completely automate the evolution process, adequate model migrations need to be derived from the metamodel evolution,
which is known as coupled evolution [Lämmel, 2004, Visser, 2008b].
Figure 1.2 shows coupled evolution in the context of conformance graphically. At the top, a metamodel evolves to a new version. At the bottom, a
model conforming to the old metamodel is migrated to a new model conforming to the new metamodel. The dashed lines represent model conformance.
The vertical arrow represents coupled evolution, in which migration is derived from evolution.
Also YellowGrass is subject to evolution. It has evolved from a simple issue
tracker offering support for small projects, to a more feature-rich issue tracker,
offering support for more extensive project management. YellowGrass’s data
4
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Figure 1.3 Improved version of the YellowGrass class diagram.

model evolved along with the application. Figure 1.3 shows a revised version
of the data model from Figure 1.1.
The new version offers support for tagging tags. To this end, two associations are added: one between tags and projects to make tags project-specific
and allow different projects to tag tags differently; and one between tags to
register the tagging of tags. When we try to connect the improved application
to an existing database, the new application will fail. The existing database
neither stores references between tags and projects, nor references between
tags. The existing data does not conform to the new data model. To prevent the loss of existing data, we need to migrate the database to conform to
the revised data model by creating (and instantiating) the added associations.
Figure 1.2 (left) outlines the coupled evolution process for YellowGrass’s data
model.
Additionally, WebDSL – YellowGrass’s modeling language – evolved over
time. The data modeling language was extended with additional constructs
(such as to define default values) and adapted slightly to improve readability.
Some of these changes created new WebDSL versions that were not backward compatible and thus needed existing applications, such as YellowGrass,
to be changed. When a change is not backward compatible, it breaks the
conformance relation. Coupled evolution reestablishes this relation by migration. Figure 1.4 (right) outlines coupled evolution for WebDSL. Note that
coupled evolution for WebDSL may imply a need to change the YellowGrass
data model. Yet, this change does not necessarily enforce a database migra5
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Figure 1.4 Two scenarios of coupled evolution. One in the context of the YellowGrass data model (left) and one in the context of the WebDSL data modeling sub
language (right).

tion. Migrations in coupled evolution generally persist semantics, thereby not
affecting other conformance relations.
To derive migrations automatically, the evolution – implicitly applied by the
developer – needs to be made explicit. There are three common approaches to
obtain an evolution specification: Firstly, evolution can be specified manually by
the developer. This is likely to yield the correct evolution, yet requires additional development effort. Secondly, evolution can be recorded. This provides
the correct evolution, but restricts development to a recording editor and the
provided edit operations. Thirdly, evolution can be detected afterwards. This
poses no restrictions on the development process, yet does not guarantee the
correct evolution.
Evolution specifications can either be difference-based or operator-based.
Difference-based approaches use a declarative evolution specification referred to
as difference model [Cicchetti et al., 2008, Garcés et al., 2009]. Difference
models captures differences, rather than how these differences were applied.
Operator-based approaches model evolution by a sequence of operator applications [Wachsmuth, 2007b]. Each operator represents a change to the metamodel and can generally be coupled to a suitable model migration to form a
coupled operator.

1.4

C O U P L E D E V O L U T I O N S PA C E S

Both evolution and conformance are common concepts throughout different
technological spaces [Kurtev et al., 2002]. Most spaces commonly address
coupled evolution to ease software maintenance. The terminology and requirements may differ across technological spaces, but the coupled evolution
6
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principles are equivalent. Coupled evolution occurs most prominently in the
spaces of dataware, grammarware, xmlware and modelware.
In dataware, the structure of data is modeled using data models (or schemas).
When data models evolve, conforming data sets (or databases) need migration [Roddick, 1992]. For example, evolution of the YellowGrass data model
needs migration of a YellowGrass database. Data sets are generally large, but
frequently small in number. Evolution and migration applies to both objectoriented as well as relational schemas. Data migration is common, yet most
often defined manually. The space of xmlware is similar to dataware with
respect to the structure definitions, yet xml documents are generally smaller
than the data sets faced in dataware, e.g., [Su et al., 2001] and [Guerrini and
Mesiti, 2008].
The structure of sentences (or words) is captured in a grammar in the technological space of grammarware. Grammar evolution needs adaptation of sentences, e.g., [Staudt et al., 1987] and [Jürgens and Pizka, 2006]. Sentences are
small compared to data sets, but generally larger in number. As the data modeling language of YellowGrass (WebDSL) is textual, evolution of WebDSL (of
its grammar) and associated migration of YellowGrass is an example of coupled evolution in grammarware. Support for evolution in grammarware is
limited, and in practice, most conformance-breaking evolutions are prevented
by maintaining backward compatibility.
The space currently most active in terms of coupled evolution research
is modelware. Models conform to metamodels. Metamodel evolution needs
model migration, e.g., [Sprinkle, 2003], [Gruschko et al., 2007] and [Garcés
et al., 2009]. As in grammarware, models are generally large in number, but
relatively small and not in constant use.
The following chapters mostly target the modelware and dataware spaces.
Yet, discussed principles can directly be ported to xmlware and are similar
to the principles encountered in grammarware. A complete discussion of
publications for each of the spaces can be found in Chapter 2.

1.5

P R O B L E M S TAT E M E N T

The combination of evolution and conformance implies a need for migration. Enabling evolution by implementing migrations manually is tedious and
error-prone. Through coupled evolution, the evolution process can be automated by generating migrations automatically. For example, for databases,
coupled evolution can automate the migration of data when the schema is
adapted. In the metamodeling space, coupled evolution can automate the
transformation of models when their metamodel evolves.
Various approaches to coupled evolution in the context of conformance exist in various technological spaces within software engineering. Each space
uses its own terminology. Each space faces its own space-specific require7
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ments, such as high performance for migration of large databases, or the
complexity of migrating models under metamodel constraints that go beyond the typical structure restrictions found in databases (e.g. inverses, or
cardinalities). Each space offers its own solution directions. New coupled
evolution approaches can benefit from existing approaches by reusing concepts and solutions. Yet, it is largely unknown how approaches from different
technological spaces relate to one another. What are the commonalities and
differences? Which ideas can be ported to other spaces? And which concepts
are space-specific?
Despite a significant body of research, existing approaches are frequently
obtrusive – requiring changes to the development methodologies – or not applicable to realistic cases – offering support for simplistic evolution scenarios
or small-sized artefacts. The goal of this thesis is to support the evolution
process, by seeking a coupled evolution approach, which is non-obtrusive, in
line with existing development methodologies, requiring little additional effort and that reduces the likelihood of error and data loss. Next, we seek to
generalize the coupled evolution solution to the various technological spaces.

1.6

CHALLENGES & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1.6.1 Coupled Evolution Across Technological Spaces
Coupled evolution and conformance occur in various technological spaces,
yielding numerous solution approaches. Most of these approaches address a
single space, thus making their implementation space-dependent. Nevertheless, ideas and concepts are generally more widely applicable and although
rarely done, they may well be used in other spaces.
Some spaces offer publications comparing approaches [Roddick, 1992, Casais, 1995, Benatallah, 1999, Rashid and Sawyer, 2005, Rose et al., 2009]. However, it is largely unknown how approaches from different technological spaces
relate to each other. Consequently, most concepts are reinvented repeatedly
for each space. New techniques facing the coupled evolution problem are
likely to start from scratch, mostly being unaware of existing research.
To prevent having to reinvent solutions, we need to find and compare existing approaches from the different spaces and to identify their commonalities
and differences across spaces. We aim to reveal reusable concepts, that can
help new approaches to start from a solid and proved basis instead of from
scratch. Also, we target to find avenues for further research, allowing the
discovery of new solution areas.
Surveying publications across spaces is not a simple task. Obtaining a
complete set of publications on coupled evolution for a single space is hard,
obtaining a complete set of publications for multiple spaces, which generally
publish to different venues, or publish in different journals is even harder.
8
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Additionally, comparing publications between spaces is difficult. Different
spaces tend to use different terminology, to some extent different concepts
and frequently focus on more or less space-specific restrictions (such as the
large size of a data set in the dataware space, or the rich constraint set defined
in metamodels in the modelware space). We aim to find existing solutions
that can be reused across spaces and to identify avenues for further research.
These problems amount to the following research question:
Research Question 1
How do we characterize and compare coupled evolution approaches across technological spaces?
The commonalities between different approaches make different solution
approaches implement similar functionality. As coupled evolution in the context of conformance is a domain of active development, new approaches arise
frequently. To prevent the repetition of work, and to alleviate the commonalities between approaches, we aim to identify the underlying concepts and
capture them in a reusable space-independent framework to coupled evolution. Therefore we ask the following research question:
Research Question 2
How can coupled evolution concepts and solutions be generalized across technological spaces?

1.6.2 Coupled Evolution Design
Coupled evolution approaches use a set of coupled operators, which preserve
conformance, to automate evolution. The quality of the approach largely depends on the quality of the operator set. The set should be large enough to
cover common and realistic evolution scenarios. Yet increasing the size of the
set reduces its usability, thus requiring a careful operator selection as well as
an operator organization to ease selection.
Existing approaches implement small sets of operators, offering a proof of
concept of the approach rather than a practically viable solution. They are
neither applied to realistic cases, nor compared to operator sets from other
solutions. Therefore, we analyze evolution for the modelware space. We
aim to find common evolution patterns and to determine their characteristics
(such as their effect on the conformance relation) as well as their automation
potential through coupled evolution.
9
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Research Question 3
What metamodel evolution patterns can be distinguished, which allow automation in the context of migration?
Evolution is generally implicit, yet needs to be formalized to be used by
coupled operators. A formalization needs to relate back to the actual evolution, such that it is understandable by a developer; needs to be sufficiently
complete to cover arbitrary evolution scenarios; and needs to be automatically
processable.
Research Question 4
How can software language evolution be formalized, such that it both functionally and understandably represents the developer’s evolution intent?

1.6.3 Coupled Evolution Implications
The main goal of coupled evolution in the context of conformance is to ease
software evolution by automating the migration of conforming artefacts. Coupled evolution prevents having to manually construct artefact migration upon
evolution. As evolution is an ongoing process, coupled evolution is not a onetime event, but needs to be present throughout the software lifetime. Continuous coupled evolution support needs to fit into the software development
process. Major development process changes are likely to hamper software
development and unlikely to take ground.
Existing approaches to conformance-preserving coupled evolution have a
significant impact on the software development process. Some approaches
require the developer to consider evolution twice: namely, once by applying
the evolution as in regular software development and once by specifying it
explicitly (e.g., [Rashid and Sawyer, 2000, 2005]). Other approaches restrict
development to a specific (generally recording) editor (e.g., [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009]). Yet other approaches may pose an implicit and generally
hidden risk of data loss on the migration process (e.g., [Hibernate, 2008]).
To encourage the use of coupled evolution, we focus on reducing the impact coupled evolution has on regular development as much as possible.
Although deriving a migration from an explicit evolution is generally fast
and fully automated, specifying the evolution and executing the migration
requires manual effort. Therefore, we search for ways to improve the process
of both and thereby ease the development process. Additionally, software
evolution poses a risk to software usage. Availability of running systems may
be compromised and information may be lost unintentionally. In particular,
manual migration has a risk of human-error. Coupled evolution automates
the evolution process. On the one hand, this reduces the risk when common
10
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evolution steps are reused and repeatedly tested. On the other hand, automation reduces developer checks and increases the risk of error. The latter can
cause undesired data loss. To prevent data loss, yet not hamper software development, we search for techniques to prevent data loss, without requiring
significant development effort.
Research Question 5
How do we support coupled evolution unobtrusively and prevent the undesired
loss of information during migration?

1.7

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

In our work, we distinguish two research methodologies. Firstly, we do research of an analytical nature, in which we examine the status quo as to increase our understanding (Chapters 2 and 3). Secondly, we do research of a
constructive nature, in which we develop new techniques, designs and theories to change and preferably improve the status quo (Chapters 4, 5, 6).
In analytical research, we examine the status quo by analyzing literature, or
existing software evolution cases. As we cannot examine all possible evolution
cases, we aim to select cases that are representative. Thus they need to be
realistic and of significant size and complexity. We include industrial cases
to complete the representation, yet prefer open (public) case studies, to allow
reproduction of the results and to allow the results to be used in comparisons
performed by other researchers.
Research of a constructive nature opens up new opportunities and possibilities. These new possibilities go beyond directly quantifiable improvements
of for example performance. Better evolution support may drastically alter
the evolution of software, not just by shortening or lengthening it, but by
changing its course. Existing case studies only offer evolution using traditional techniques and are therefore not suited for validation of constructive
research. To enable validation, we therefore developed new cases using new
technologies. Both YellowGrass and Researchr (discussed in appendices A
and B) started out as validation cases, yet grew to be much-used products.
Their development was aided by the tools developed for this thesis. Although
these case studies are less in number than the cases used in our analytical
research, the cases offer valuable research input and because they have been
examined in more detail are in most scenarios more valuable than cases of
which the evolution is only recorded by a set of source code versions and
software documentation.
Finally, research has a high risk of repeating past work. In Chapter 2,
we can see that often publications address similar contributions yet lack a
clear discussion of the differences. To prevent duplication, we performed an
11
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extensive literature survey and provide thorough reviews of related work in
each of the chapters. We try to explain how our work compares to or differs
from existing work and highlight the contributions it offers.

1.8

T H E S I S O V E RV I E W

The different chapters discuss different topics in the space of coupled evolution. Figure 1.5 provides a graphical overview.
Chapter 2 discusses existing approaches to coupled evolution by means of
a literature survey (research questions 1 and partially research question 2).
It presents a space-independent feature model, focused on determining commonalities and differences between approaches. It addresses the application
of the feature model and the interpretation of its results, thereby discussing
specifics within spaces, avenues for future research, portability of techniques
across spaces, and correlated features.
Operator-based coupled evolution approaches use an operator set to model
evolution and derive migration. The success and applicability of an approach
strongly depend on the quality of its operator set. Chapter 3 discusses a catalog of coupled operators, which is based on an analysis of real-life case studies
and a set of existing literature (research questions 3 & 5). It aims to be complete enough to apply to any realistic case, yet small enough to remain usable.
The catalog is organized along operator criteria assessing operator impact on
models and metamodels.
12
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When using a model-driven approach to develop software, the runnable
software is generally generated from the model in several step. When using coupled evolution to support evolution of the software model, it needs
to bridge these steps in order to derive the correct migration. Chapter 4
presents an implementation of coupled evolution for a web application language (WebDSL) and an underlying WebDSL database. It covers evolution
representation, efficient database migration as well as how to bridge an object
relational mapping in coupled evolution (research questions 4 & 5).
Coupled evolution needs an explicit evolution definition. Manually specifying such evolution is redundant and error-prone. Recording such evolution
restricts development to a specific (recording) editor. As to not hamper the
evolution process, Chapter 5 discusses reconstruction of evolution (research
question 5). It discusses reconstruction of complex evolution operators, addressing operator dependencies; mixed, overlapping and incorrectly ordered
complex operator components; and operator interference, where the effect of
one operator is partially or completely hidden by other operators.
Coupled evolution approaches occur in various technological spaces. These
approaches focus on a single, homogeneous space, solving the coupled evolution problems locally and repeatedly. Chapter 6 presents a systematic, heterogeneous approach to coupled evolution, providing space-specific transformation language generation and heterogeneous evolution interpretation (research question 2).
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

1.9

ORIGIN OF CHAPTERS

Except for chapter 2, the core chapters of this thesis are directly based on
peer-reviewed publications. Chapter 2 to has been submitted for review. Each
chapter has distinct core contributions and contains a certain degree of redundancy to ensure self-containment to allow them to be read separately.
The authors of the publications forming the basis of chapters 2 and 3 are alphabetically ordered. There is an equal division of contribution between the
authors of both publications.
• Chapter 2 is submitted for publication in ACM Computing Surveys and
is titled Coupled Software Language Evolution – A Survey across Technical
Spaces – [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2011]
• Chapter 3 is an updated version of the SLE 2010 paper An Extensive
Catalog of Operators for the Coupled Evolution of Metamodels and Models.
[Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2010b]
• Chapter 4 is an updated version of the GPCE 2011 paper Generating
Database Migrations for Evolving Web Applications. [Vermolen et al., 2011]
13
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• Chapter 5 is an updated version of the SLE 2011 paper Reconstructing
Complex Metamodel Evolution. [Vermolen et al., 2012]
• Chapter 6 is an updated version of the MODELS 2008 paper Heterogeneous Coupled Evolution of Software Languages. [Vermolen and Visser,
2008]
Other publications resulting from the research for this dissertation, yet
which have not directly been incorporated in the following chapters are:
• Generating Version Convertors for Domain Specific Languages [G. de Geest
and S. D. Vermolen and A. van Deursen and E. Visser, 2008]
• Software Language Evolution [Vermolen, 2008]
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A Survey on
Coupled Software Language Evolution
ABSTRACT
Like any software artifact, software languages are subject to evolution. When
a software language evolves, existing language elements may no longer conform to the evolved language. To prevent loss of information, existing elements need to be migrated. Coupled evolution automates the migration of
existing elements by attaching a migration specification to the evolution of a
language definition. Software language evolution affects different technological spaces such as dataware, grammarware, XMLware, and modelware. In
each technological space, different coupled evolution approaches have been
proposed. However, it is largely unknown how these approaches relate to
each other. To address this, we perform a systematic literature survey on
coupled evolution approaches. We derive a feature model focused on determining commonalities and differences between approaches from different
technological spaces. In this chapter, we present the application of the feature
model and the interpretation of its results, within each technological space
as well as across technological spaces. We address specifics within spaces,
avenues for future research, portability of techniques across spaces, and correlated features.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Various areas of computer science deal with information stored in artefacts
(or elements). For example, programs store the description of an application,
databases store application data and an XML document can store the configuration of an application. Together, we refer to these elements as software
[Kleppe, 2008]. Common to all software is that the stored information is structured to some format. Programs conform to a grammar, databases conform
to a data model and XML documents conform to a schema. The format of a
piece of software, or more generally of a collection of software is described by
the software language.
We say that software elements conform to a software language, when the
software follows the structure outlined in the language. A software language
is needed for the software elements to be understood, to be extended or to be
processed automatically. Breaking conformance generally has as consequence
15
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that some, or all of the information stored in the software artefact is lost.
When a database no longer conforms to a data model (gets corrupted), data
stored in the database may be lost. When a program is not syntax-correct, it
cannot be parsed and thus not compiled. A recovery, or manual intervention
is needed to prevent the program from being lost. Conformance to a language
is essential for the preservation of information.
Due to changing requirements, not only software elements are subject to
change, also software languages commonly need to be adapted [Favre, 2005].
A data model needs to be extended when new functionality is added to the
application using the data described by the data model. A grammar needs to
be extended when a new software design construct is introduced. For some
types of software languages (e.g. data models), change is more common than
for others (e.g. grammars), but all of them are bound to change at some point
if they are in use. These changes may break the conformance of software.
The software needs to be transformed to conform to the language again. We
refer to such conformance-recovering transformations as migrations. When
a software element is small (small programs or little data in the database),
manually editing the element may provide a suitable migration. Yet, manual
migration is tedious and error-prone, and thereby often leads to avoiding software language changes in practice [Casais, 1995]. Instead, automated migration
is needed to recover the conformance relation.
Software language changes are rarely singular events. Changes are applied repeatedly and often continuously, constituting software language evolution. Evolution of software languages does not just require a single migration,
it requires repeated migration to persist the conformance of elements. Even if
a single migration is automated, constructing migration repeatedly is tedious
and has a high risk of introducing bugs and thus losing information. To automate software language evolution, common evolution steps or patterns can
be related to suitable software migrations, which is known as coupled evolution
[Lämmel, 2004, Visser, 2008b]. Software languages are used in different technological spaces [Kurtev et al., 2002], such as programming languages, modeling
languages, XML formats, and database schemas. Thereby, coupled evolution
is also used in different spaces, to evolve different types of software elements.

Problem.

Different technological spaces propose different approaches
to coupled evolution. Each space comes with its own terminology and approaches are only positioned within a single technological space. In some
technological spaces, there are publications that compare the approaches proposed for the technological space with each other [Roddick, 1992, Casais, 1995,
Benatallah, 1999, Rashid and Sawyer, 2005, Rose et al., 2009]. However, it is
largely unknown how the approaches from different technological spaces relate to each other. Consequently, when a new technological space develops
or the requirements for coupled evolution in a technological space change,
new approaches are often developed from scratch—without considering the
approaches already available in the other technological spaces. To overcome
16
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this problem, we are interested in the following five research questions:
1. Which space-independent features can we identify to characterize approaches for coupled evolution in different technological spaces?
2. To which extent is each of these features represented in the different
technological spaces?
3. What is the relation between the different features across technological
space boundaries?
4. What is the relation between approaches in different technological spaces?
5. What are possible avenues for future research in coupled evolution?

Contribution.

To answer these research questions, we perform a systematic literature survey [Kitchenham and Charters, 2007] on coupled evolution approaches in different technological spaces. We systematically search
publications on coupled evolution, using 29 initial sources for publications
and exhaustive citation browsing. We select publications using clearly defined selection criteria, which we disambiguated by means of a first pilot
study. We derive a feature model independent of technological spaces and
disambiguate its application by means of a second pilot study. In this chapter,
we present the application of the feature model and the interpretation of its
results, within each technological space as well as across technological spaces.
We address specifics within spaces, avenues for future research, portability of
techniques across spaces, and correlated features.

Outline.

In Section 2.2, we first introduce the terminology used throughout the survey. The next sections follow the survey methodology as visualized
in Figure 2.1. The larger boxes in the figure outline the main sections of the
survey and discuss the methodology in detail: In Section 2.3, we present the
publication selection process used to obtain a complete set of publications.
Section 2.4 discusses the derivation of the feature model and its usage in classifying coupled evolution approaches. We address the different technological
spaces separately in Sections 2.5 to 2.8, discussing features within each technological space. Section 2.9 interprets the results of the survey across technological spaces. In Section 2.10, we evaluate the survey results in light of the
methodology of the literature survey, before we conclude in Section 2.11.

2.2

TERMINOLOGY

Different technological spaces have established different terminology. We rely
on this existing terminology whenever we discuss a particular technological
space. However, a unifying terminology is needed to compare approaches
and solutions from different technological spaces, such as in a feature model
17
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across technological spaces. Thus, we switch to terms adopted from linguistics [van Sterkenburg, 2003] whenever more than one technological space is
involved. We outline these terms and their relations to existing terminology
from different technological spaces in the remainder of the section and in Figure 2.2. The figure shows the terms from linguistics schematically and in the
top row of the table. The following rows of the table mention the matching
term in each of the technological spaces that we will be addressing.
Various technological spaces deal with intensional definitions of possibly infinite sets. Depending on the technological space, different terms have been
established for such a definition, its extension—i.e., the defined set—and the
elements of the set. Grammarware and modelware specify languages by grammars respectively metamodels. In grammarware, the elements of a language
are either called words or sentences. In modelware, these elements are called
models. XMLware and dataware rely on schemas to define sets of documents respectively databases. While dataware provides no term for a set of databases,
a set of documents is either called format or language in XMLware. For an
element of the extension of a definition, we say the element conforms to the
definition.
Intensional definitions are subject to evolution, triggering the need for element migration. This migration is often called co-evolution, since it depends
on the evolution of the intensional definition. Coupled evolution addresses
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the automation of element migration based on its dependency on evolution
of intensional definitions. Coupled evolution is an example for coupled software transformations where multiple software artifacts must be transformed in
such a way that they remain consistent with each other [Lämmel, 2004, Visser,
2008b].
Figure 2.2 summarizes the various terms used in the different technological
spaces. It is important to not mistake the columns in the figure for metalevels.
As the figure above the table shows, the terminology applies to a pair of
metalevels — any pair of metalevels. The intensional definition resides at
the higher level of such pair, the various elements and the extension reside
at the lower level of such pair. Yet, when considering three meta levels (e.g.
model, metamodel and meta-metamodel), the terminology can be applied to
the lower two adjacent metalevels (to model and metamodel), but also to the
upper two adjacent metalevels (to metamodel and meta-metamodel).
For example, the dataware space distinguishes three levels: Data at the
lowest level, schema definitions at the second level, and data definition languages at the top level. Typically, data definition languages employ grammarware technology and are defined by a grammar. Such grammars reside in a
metalevel above schema definitions. In a similar way, we find grammars for
grammar definition languages residing in another metalevel above. Thus, we
find grammars at different metalevels.
All grammars, schema definitions, and metamodels are intensional definitions of possibly infinite sets—regardless of their metalevel.

2.3

P U B L I C AT I O N S E L E C T I O N

A systematic literature survey requires a thorough publication search strategy
to cover all research conducted within the scope of the survey [Kitchenham
and Charters, 2007]. Unambiguous selection criteria are needed to refine the
set of found publications on relevance. Figure 2.1 outlines our process for
publication selection in the topmost box. In this section, we discuss the selection criteria, the disambiguation of the selection criteria by a pilot study, and
the application of the criteria in a search strategy to yield a complete set of
publications.

2.3.1 Selection Criteria
The survey covers published literature, with the exclusion of workshop publications and technical reports. We set out the scope of the survey by means of
a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, presented below. Publications falling
within the relevant technological space, yet rejected based on the selection
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criteria, are recorded along with the reason for rejection.1
This survey focuses on coupled evolution of an intensional definition and its
elements. We speak of evolution, when external factors cause the intensional
definition to vary over time, yielding different versions of the same definition. Subsequent versions should show clear resemblance. External factors
are influences not enforced by the surrounding system itself—examples are a
changing domain, an increased knowledge or understanding of the system,
or a changing user base. We speak of coupled evolution, when the evolution
of the intensional definition primarily determines element migration. Manual
migration of individual elements falls outside the scope of the survey due to
a lack of coupling to evolution. Tool-supported manual construction of an
executable migration specification falls within the scope of the survey.
We exclude work focused on comparison of intensional definitions, since
these do not discuss a coupling of migration to evolution. Such comparison includes work on change detection, model comparison, difference calculation and difference representation. We also exclude work on schema
matching, schema integration, database integration and migration of legacy
database systems, since in these works, subsequent versions of the intensional
definition—if even existent—do not have to show clear resemblance. As such,
there is no clear focus on evolution. Finally, we also exclude work on views on
elements, when these were not explicitly called in to prevent or aid coupled
evolution.
The space of ontology evolution is considered out of scope of the survey,
since it currently does not take into account element migration. API evolution
is considered out of scope, since the extension is not completely defined by
the intensional definition.

2.3.2 Pilot Study
To ensure unambiguously defined criteria, we perform a first pilot study: We
randomly selected 25 potentially relevant publications from our set of initial
sources (discussed below). Subsequently, each of the three author of this
survey independently applied the selection criteria to each of the publications,
yielding three independent sets of selected publications. We compare the
resulting sets.
Out of the 25 publications, there appears to be disagreement in two cases
and the selection criteria appear to be hard to apply to a third. Consequently,
we have improved the criteria: To resolve the first disagreement, we have
added the restriction on subsequent versions in evolution to show clear resemblance to exclude migrations between independent intensional definitions.
Due to the second disagreement, we have excluded manual migration, but
included manually written migration specifications. To resolve the difficulty
to apply the criteria, we have included publications on views only if these
1 http://swerl.tudelft.nl/twiki/pub/Main/SanderVermolen/ce_survey_excl.pdf
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views are explicitly used to support coupled evolution, and have excluded
publications addressing views which may support coupled evolution, but are
not actually used to this extent by its authors.

2.3.3 Search Strategy
The rigor of the search process is a distinguishing factor for systematic literature surveys versus traditional surveys [Kitchenham and Charters, 2007].
Following an iterative process, we have set a search strategy and follow it
throughout the survey. The search strategy comprises two stages: A selection
of relevant publications from a large set of conferences and journals (the initial sources), and by exhaustive recursion, following relevant references of all
publications included in the survey. Figure 2.1 outlines the search strategy
graphically in the topmost box.
As a starting point of the survey, we comprise the set of relevant conferences and journals shown in Figure 2.3. By studying all editions of each
of these journals and all occurrences of each of these conferences, we select
relevant publications by application of the selection criteria. The set of conferences and journals is not intended to be a complete set containing all relevant
literature. It merely provides an initial set of publications.
To complement the initial sources, for each publication, we include all cited
publications relevant to the survey. By applying reference inclusion recursively, we expand the survey outside the scope of the initial sources. By applying the recursive reference inclusion exhaustively, we complete the set of
selected publications.
We deliberately do not use keyword searches to find initial sources. Due
to the differences in terminology within or across technological spaces, completeness is hard to achieve. Moreover, Brereton et al. [2007] recently observed
that “current software engineering search engines are not designed to support
systematic literature reviews”; this result was confirmed by Staples and Niazi
[2007].

2.3.4 Selection Results
Exhaustive application of the search strategy yielded a total of 86 publications.
Figure 2.4 shows the number of publications for each technological space as
well as for each of the last decades. Coupled evolution appears to be a topic
of increasing interest. It first drew attention in the dataware space, where it
reached a publication peak in the 1990s. In the same decade, coupled evolution spread into the grammarware space, before it found its way to XMLware
and modelware in the last decade. Though being a relatively new topic in
the modelware space, this is where coupled evolution currently draws most
attention.
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Full Name

Years

# P.

Conferences
BNCOD

British National Conf. on Databases

1981 - 2009

505

CAiSE

Int. Conf. on Advanced Information Systems Engineering

1989 - 2009

1,418

CIKM

Int. Conf. on Information and Knowledge Management

1992 - 2009

2,489

CSMR

Europ. Conf. on Software Maintenance and Reengineering

1997 - 2009

518

ECMFA

Europ. Conf. on Modeling Foundations and Applications

2005 - 2009

155

ECOOP

Europ. Conf. on Object-Oriented Programming

1987 - 2009

692

EDOC

Int. “Enterprise Computing Conference”

2000 - 2009

474

ER

Int. Conf. on Conceptual Modeling

1979 - 2009

1,893

GTTSE

Generative and Transformational Techniques in Softw. Eng.

2005 - 2007

39

ICDE

Int. Conf. on Data Engineering

1988 - 2010

3,441

ICMT

Int. Conf. on Model Transformation

2008 - 2009

57

ICSE

Int. Conf. on Software Engineering

1976 - 2009

3,338

ICSM

Int. Conf. on Software Maintenance

1993 - 2009

1,094

MODELS

Int. Conf. on Model Driven Eng. Languages and Systems

1997 - 2009

495

OOPSLA

Object-Oriented Progr., Systems, Languages & Applications

1986 - 2009

1,823

SLE

Int. Conf. on Software Language Engineering

2008 - 2009

47

VLDB

Int. Conf. on Very Large Databases

1975 - 2009

2,525

WCRE

Working Conf. on Reverse Engineering

1993 - 2009

606

Journals
JSME

Journal of Software Maintenance and Evolution

1989 - 2010

266

JVLC

Journal of Visual Languages and Computing

1993 - 2010

500

KAIS

Knowledge and Information Systems

1999 - 2010

502

SIGMOD

ACM’s Special Interest Group on Management of Data

1977 - 2009

1,552

SIGPLAN

ACM’s Special Interest Group on Programming Languages

1987 - 2010

1,453

SoSyM

Software and Systems Modeling

2002 - 2010

237

TKDE

IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering

1989 - 2010

2,084

TOPLAS

ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems

1979 - 2010

920

TOSEM

ACM Transactions on Software Eng. and Methodology

1992 - 2010

267

TSE

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering

1975 - 2010

2,972

VLDBJ

Journal on Very Large Databases

1992 - 2010

492

Figure 2.3 Initial publication sources
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2.4

A P P R O A C H C L A S S I F I C AT I O N

To be able to compare approaches from different technological spaces, we
need a scheme according to which we can classify all approaches. We use a
feature model to represent this classification scheme, as it allows us to define
the features of the different approaches as well as how they can be composed.
Figure 2.1 outlines our process for classifying the approaches. In this section,
we present the grouping of publications to approaches, the derivation of the
feature model, the resulting feature model, its disambiguation in a pilot study,
and its application to approaches.

2.4.1 Grouping Publications to Approaches
Different publications frequently address the same approach. Consequently,
they generally offer similar characteristics. To prevent duplicating classifications, we focus on approaches rather than individual publications. We group
several publications into one approach if they address the same tool, tool set,
or methodology and offer the same characteristics. They generally also share
some or all of the authors. The result is a list of approaches which are shown
in Figures 2.6 to 2.10.

2.4.2 Deriving the Feature Model
Figure 2.1 shows how we derived the feature model from the selected publications: we identified features in publications from different technological
spaces, generalized them across technological spaces, and structured them
into a feature model.
First, we studied all the selected publications and extracted properties that
characterize the presented approaches. The result after studying all the publications is a (large) list of used features. Next, we identified and combined
similar features, thus condensing the feature list. Additionally, we generalized
features to make them applicable to all technological spaces. Repeated com24
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Figure 2.5 Feature model for the classification of coupled evolution approaches

bination and generalization yielded a list of consolidated features. Finally,
we grouped alternative features into composite features, yielding a feature
model. At the topmost level, we grouped the features according to the terminology introduced in Section 2.2. The resulting feature model is shown in
Figure 2.5 and explained in the following section.
To ensure that the feature model is sufficiently unambiguous when applying it to approaches, we performed a pilot study as explained in Section 2.4.4.

2.4.3 Resulting Feature Model
Figure 2.5 presents the feature model to classify approaches from different
technological spaces. We now discuss all the features in detail.

Technological Space.

An approach is typically restricted to a particular technological space. We cover the technological spaces of dataware, grammarware, XMLware, and modelware. In dataware, we distinguish approaches
which address relational and object-oriented database management systems.
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Evolution.

When a developer edits and thus evolves an intentional definition, for example a metamodel, he applies changes (edits) to create a new
metamodel version. When changes are done, it is the result of the changes —
the new metamodel version — which is saved, not the changes themselves.
The evolution of a metamodel, or more generally, an intensional definition,
is thereby implicitly recorded in the original and the evolved version of the
definition.
However, many coupled evolution approaches are based on explicit evolution specifications. They need the applied changes, rather than the result of
these changes. Thus the changes need to be made explicit in a change specification, known as an evolution specification. We distinguish two styles of such
specifications: Imperative specifications describe the evolution by a sequence of
applications of change operators. Change operators are representations of edits applied to the intensional definition, such as renaming a class, moving an
attribute from one class to another, or merging two classes in a metamodel.
In contrast, declarative specifications model the evolution by a set of differences between the original and evolved version of a definition. They do not
record the changes that a developer has applied in the evolution and thus do
not record how the evolution took place. Rather, they record the effect of the
evolution.
In most development environments, evolutions are stored implicitly by
storing versions in a versioning system. The explicit evolution specification
then needs to be derived from these versions in a process known as evolution detection. We distinguish two kinds of detections: First, detections which
are only able to detect simple changes. Simple changes are atomic and can
thus not be decomposed further, they typically include additions, deletions
and renamings. Examples are adding an inheritance link, deleting a class, or
renaming an attribute. For some approaches, simple changes include moves
as well, when these are considered atomic. Second, detections which can also
detect complex changes. Complex changes can be decomposed into (more than
one) simple changes. They capture part of the intention that the developer had
with his edit. For example, the merge of two classes can in simple changes
be recorded implicitly as a several attribute additions, and a class removal,
whereas in complex changes we can record the intention by specifying the
class merge explicitly.
As an alternative to detection, the evolution can be recorded while the user
edits a definition, or user-defined where the user specifies the evolution manually.

Migration.

In contrast to evolution, migration is always specified explicitly. Modelware uses model transformations, dataware uses database migrations and grammarware uses program transformations. The migration has
a direct relation to the evolution it is constructed for. For example, when a
class is deleted in evolution, any objects of that class need to be deleted in
migration. The relation between evolution and migration, is used to couple
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particular migrations to particular evolutions, or evolution patterns. For example, the deletion of class x in evolution can be coupled to the removal of
all x objects in migration. By coupling a suitable migration to an evolution
(pattern), the migration can be reused when the same evolution needs to be
addressed, or in the case of an evolution pattern, when a similar evolution
needs to be addressed. A combination of evolution pattern to a suitable migration, provides a reusable evolution step, which we call a coupled operator. A
coupled operator transforms both the intensional definition and a conforming
element, thus preserving the conformance relation between the two.
We distinguish three kinds of couplings: With a fixed coupling, the migration is completely defined by the evolution. Only the developer of a coupled
evolution tool can add new couplings. With an overwritable coupling, the
user can overwrite single applications of a coupling with custom migration
specifications. With an extendable coupling, the user can add completely new
couplings between elements of evolution and migration specifications.
Approaches with overwritable coupling need to provide a language to
specify the custom migration. Such a language might be customly defined as a
domain-specific migration language. Alternatively, an existing transformation
language (TL) can be reused. Typically, this language comes from the technological space addressed by a coupled evolution approach. Common examples
are SQL or OQL for dataware, XLT or XQuery for xmlware and ATL or QVT
for modelware. Another way is to add migration support to a general-purpose
programming language (GPL) in form of an API or an internal domain-specific
language (DSL).
Migration might be performed either in-place or out-of-place. In the first case,
the target of the migration is the original element itself which is modified during migration. In the second case, the target is a new migrated element which
is created during migration. The original element is preserved. Creating new
elements is only possible when the element-size allows. Thus out-of-place migrations are mostly applied to smaller elements, such as models and in-place
migrations are mostly applied to larger elements, such as databases.
Furthermore, the migration might be executed offline where applications
cannot use some of the elements during the migration, or online where applications can still use all elements and where the usage of an element by an
application triggers lazy migration. Online migrations are needed when the
element is in constant need. Databases, may serve live applications and need
to stay online, thus needing an online migration. On the other hand, models
are typically only used as input to transformations such as compilation and
can thus be transformed offline while not in use.

Evaluation.

Evaluation is crucial for the validation of coupled evolution approaches. It is not a characteristic of the approach itself, but rather
of the development of the approach and the publications on the approach.
Approaches might receive no evaluation at all. They might receive only evaluation of preliminary nature, e.g. by toy examples. Other approaches include
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regular evaluation on industrial or open-source systems of medium to large
scale. Some authors provide a comparison of their approach with existing approaches.

2.4.4 Pilot Study
Using the feature model, we classified all approaches by reviewing their respective publications. To ensure that different reviewers classify an approach
according to the same features, we conducted a second pilot study. We randomly selected five approaches from different technological spaces and classified them independently of one another. We compared the classifications
with respect to inter-rater agreement.
We found a high agreement for all features except for the following issues: First, it was difficult to distinguish user-defined from recorded evolution source, because user-defined evolution can be considered a variant of
recording using a regular editor. To alleviate this issue, we decided that in
case of recording, an explicit representation of changes is directly recorded
by the editor. Second, the difference between GPL and custom language was
not unambiguously defined, due to internal languages and APIs. We refined
the definition of the features to classify internal languages and APIs as GPLs,
since the host language is a GPL. Third, it was difficult to distinguish in-place
from out-of-place migration for database views. However, we classified them
as out-of-place, since the original data is not changed in response to the calculation of views.

2.4.5 Classification Results
In the following sections, we organize approaches by technological spaces.
Each section covers one technological space. A table at the beginning of a
section summarizes the approaches for a technological space and their classification according to the feature model. Each approach and its classification
is then discussed in more detail throughout the section. Some publications
do not present or discuss a particular approach for coupled evolution, but
still contribute to the research on coupled evolution in a technological space.
These publications cannot be classified as approaches, but we discuss them
separately at the end of each section.

2.5

D ATAWA R E

Dataware deals with data stored in databases (the elements). The structure of
this data is described by a schema or data model (the intensional definition).
A data model defines a collection of databases which can be processed by
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an application (the extension). As any other type of application, database
applications evolve over time. As data models are an intrinsic component
of database applications, application changes that result in changes to the
data model are relatively frequent [Sjøberg, 1992]. Consequently, modifying
database application without support for evolution of the data model is a
troublesome task.
As an example, consider a case study by Sjøberg [1993]. He measured evolution and its impact in a health management system, comprising 150k lines
of code. Various types of names (such as class and relation names) and their
usage are tracked, detecting additions and deletions over time. Renaming and
more complex changes are left undetected. Over 18 months, while transitioning from development to production, relations increased by 139% and fields
by 274%. In one month, comprising 140 schema changes, one third of the
names were deleted, and one tenth were added, affecting nearly 6000 code
locations.
Schema evolution has been a field of study for several decades, yielding
a substantial body of research. Due to the large number of approaches,
dataware is further subdivided—according to the data modeling paradigm—
into relational [Codd, 1970] and object-oriented [Kim, 1990] dataware.
On the topic of database schema evolution, Roddick [1992] presents an
annotated bibliography. The bibliography also categorizes publications along
the evolving formalism into evolution of relational data models and objectoriented data models as well as miscellaneous works. The relational papers
present temporal extensions for the relational model to deal with schema
evolution, discuss the implementation of schema changes and propose to
use schema evolution for schema integration. The object-oriented papers
present taxonomies of operations for schema evolution, propose versioning
approaches and discuss different techniques for converting data, including
immediate and lazy conversion. The miscellaneous papers present extensions
of existing languages to support schema evolution and discuss the impact of
domain evolution on schema evolution. Relevant publications from the bibliography are included in this survey.

2.5.1 Technological Space Specifics
There exists a long line of development and innovation on dataware—both in
academia and industry—yielding a broad range of schema evolution traces
and (large) databases. On the one hand, database migration, which is the
transformation of both the data and data structure (schema) inside a database,
faces wide-spread adoption. On the other hand, a coupling of such migrations
to the evolution of the schema to allow reuse, receives much research, yet less
adoption.
Dataware generally deals with few large (or very large) elements, applying
the following restrictions on coupled evolution:
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• Manual editing of elements, manual validation of elements and manual
intervention during migration is hard or impossible.
• Performance of migration is an important factor.
• Schema evolution and data sets are mostly distributed across machines.
• Evolution of a schema frequently requires migration of multiple elements, implying the need for a distributable migration.
• Loss of data generally has significant consequences, as it usually takes
time to restore backups of the data and the migrated data may already
be changed.
Database management systems frequently have internal support for versioning of data [Roddick, 1995] and views on data [Halevy, 2001]. Additionally, databases are generally at the heart of running software, which cannot
be stopped for migration, setting demands on the availability of the data set.

2.5.2 Relational Dataware
In relational dataware, schemas define tables and relations between tables.
Tables consist of records, which are products of primitive values. Relations
are modeled implicitly within records, yet their consistency is generally ensured by the database system. Figure 2.6 lists the approaches from relational
dataware together with their classification according to the feature model presented in Section 2.4. We distinguish a manual specification approach and
operator-based approaches.

Manual Specification Approaches.

When a user constructs a
database migration manually and preserves the coupling to evolution, we
speak of manual specification approaches, referring to the manual specification of the migration.
Ronström [2000] presents an approach for online
schema evolution and migration of a telecom database. Schema evolution is
performed by first creating the new schema elements, copying old data and
keeping the data in sync by appropriate triggers. Next, the new schema elements are tested, and if successful, new transactions may be executed, and
old data and schema elements are removed.

Operator-based Approaches.

Operator-based approaches specify
coupled evolution as a sequence of coupled operators. Coupled operators
encapsulating both schema evolution and database migration. When applied,
they preserve the conformance between schema and database.
Shneiderman and Thomas [1982] propose an architecture for the coupled
evolution of relational schemas and databases as well as applications and programs. They present 15 coupled operators for schema transformation and discuss their effect on databases in terms of a relational algebra. Though based
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Figure 2.6 Classification of the relational dataware approaches

on previous practical experiences with their own schema definition language,
the approach is completely theoretical. Nevertheless, deducing from the fact
that it is often cited by other coupled evolution approaches, it provided inspiration much inspiration. It is, amongst others, cited by [Sprinkle, 2003],
[Lerner, 2000] and [Curino et al., 2008a].
Ambler and Sadalage [2006] propose an agile and evolutionary design of a
relational database. Their book discusses database refactoring, evolutionary
data modeling, database regression testing, configuration management for
database artifacts and sandboxes for developers.
PRISM is a schema evolution workbench providing schema modification
operators, tools to evaluate schema change effects, translation of old queries,
automatic data migration, and documentation of intervened changes [Curino
et al., 2009, 2008a,b]. Migration predictability is achieved by characterizing
the extent of information preservation in response to schema changes, and by
automating data conversion.

Additional Publications.

Some publications do not discuss approaches to coupled evolution, yet are still relevant to the domain of coupled
evolution. These publications improve the understanding of coupled evolution in the technological space, present approach-independent case studies,
or discuss causes and consequences of coupled evolution. We discuss these
publications per technological space. In relational dataware, there are four
such publications.
Sockut and Goldberg [1979] introduce basic concepts of database reorganization. They classify database reorganizations into levels along the affected
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construct. The end-user level represents data views, the infological level defines attributes and relationships, the string level defines access paths, the
encoding level defines physical representation, and the physical device level
maps representation onto storage.
Ventrone and Heiler [1991] argue that, similar to database integration, domain evolution can create problems of semantic heterogeneity—i.e. clashes of
implicit semantics. These are similar to those encountered in database integration and similar solutions apply.
Roddick [1995] discusses schema versioning issues. He concludes for any
versioning solution: A database administrator should guide schema modifications; Schema modifications should be symmetric—i.e. existing data is
viewable through new schema and later recorded data is viewable through
previous schema; And schema modifications should be expressed in algebraic
operations for formal verification.

2.5.3 Object-oriented Dataware
In object-oriented dataware, schemas are defined using classes, which can
inherit from other classes and which define attributes or associations to other
classes. A database consists of objects which are instances of these classes.
Casais [1995], Benatallah [1999], as well as Rashid and Sawyer [2005] present
categories of approaches for object-oriented data-ware which we have combined to group the many approaches in this technological space. Operatorbased and matching approaches modify the schema and database in-place and
specify the schema evolution either imperatively or declaratively. Versioning
and view-based approaches allow to have different schema versions present
at the same time and transform the database between these versions out-ofplace. Hybrid approaches combine complementary approaches. Figure 2.7
enumerates the approaches from object-oriented dataware together with their
classification.

Operator-based Approaches.

Operator-based approaches specify
schema evolution imperatively as a sequence of schema modification operators. An operator application not only adapts the schema, but also triggers
in-place migration of the database to restore a consistent state.
Banerjee et al. [1987a, 1987b] present the semantics of a fixed set of primitive operators for ORION. The operators are sound—i.e., preserve the schema
invariants—and complete—i.e., are expressive enough to transform between
any two schemas. They are implemented by hiding values from the database
which can be performed online. Similar approaches are proposed for GemStone by Penney and Stein [1987] , for Sherpa by Nguyen and Rieu [1989] and
for F2 by Al-Jadir and Léonard [1998] . While GemStone supports only offline
migration, Sherpa automatically propagates changes of a class to its instances.
To improve implementation and performance, F2 splits objects into multiple
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objects (multi-objects), distributing inherited attributes to objects specific to
the class they were inherited from.
In addition to high-level operators that are composed of primitive operators [Zicari, 1991, Brèche, 1996], Ferrandina et al. present operators to redefine
and remove a class as a whole in O2 [Ferrandina et al., 1995, Brèche and
Wörner, 1995]. To guarantee consistency between schema and data, a default
migration function is associated to each class that has been modified. O2 offers the possibility to overwrite the default migration functions by attaching
custom migration functions encoded in a general-purpose language.
Besides a language to implement custom migrations, SERF (Schema evolution through an Extensible, Re-usable and Flexible framework) also provides
a template mechanism to extend the predefined couplings with a new operator [Claypool et al., 1998, 2000]. However, the flexibility comes at the price
that the migration can no longer be performed online.

Schema Matching Approaches.

Schema matching approaches derive the in-place migration based on a difference between schema versions that
is either recorded or detected. The difference is a declarative specification of
the changes between the two schema versions.
OTGen (Object Transformer Generator) records changes performed on a
schema by updating a transformation specification from which a migrator
can be generated [Lerner and Habermann, 1990]. For each simple change
applied to the schema, OTGen adds default rules to the transformation that
preserve consistency between database and schema, and affect the database
as little as possible. To support more complex migrations, the transformation
can be manually modified using commands to initialize variables, perform
context-dependent changes, move data, create objects and share information
among objects.
TESS (Type Evolution Software System) derives migration rules by detecting changes between two schema versions [Lerner, 1997, 2000]. The detection
is based on a comparison algorithm with three stages that compare classes
by their name, use sites or structurally. TESS allows to customize the comparison by selecting which stages are used, which classes are compared and
which rules have to be acknowledged. TESS verifies whether the resulting migration rules are complete, i.e., cover the whole schema. TESS was evaluated
by means of a case study and two experiments, showing that it performs well
in case of strong naming and structural similarities.
Draheim et al.propose a matching approach for object-oriented schemas
that are mapped to relational schemas via object-relational mapping [Draheim et al., 2004, Bordbar et al., 2005]. For simple changes, they generate SQL
statements for updating the relational schema and Java code for data migration which can be customized. The migration is performed offline by cloning
the data and in-place by turning off the constraints during migration. The
approach has been evaluated in an industrial system for collecting distributed
measurement data.
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Class Versioning Approaches. Class versioning approaches allow
several versions of the same class to be present at the same time. They provide
mechanisms to perform an out-of-place migration of instances from one class
version to another.
Skarra and Zdonik [1986] propose to manage all versions of a class interface
in a common version set interface. Additional error handling is added to
existing classes, to prevent invalid (outside domain) and undefined properties.
To support database migration, an object of class can be transformed into an
object of another as part of the interface.
Monk and Sommerville [1992, 1993] propose to use update and backdate
functions on classes to allow for more flexible migration. The update and
backdate functions are user-defined with the query language CLOSQL, but
applied automatically when needed. Combination of update and backdate
functions allows objects of any class version to be transformed online to any
other version.
SADES (Semi-Autonomous Database Evolution System) employs aspectorientation to make migration code independent of the changed classes [Rashid
and Sawyer, 2000]. Thereby, SADES can be easily adapted to different definitions of conformance of the objects to the classes. SADES was extensively evaluated by a qualitative and quantitative comparison to related approaches [Rashid and Sawyer, 2005].

Schema Versioning Approaches.

Schema versioning approaches
version the schema as a whole in contrast to class versioning approaches.
Kim and Chou [1988] extend Banerjee’s approach for ORION to derive new
schema versions instead of changing the schema. Schema evolution is specified imperatively using the same operators, but new invariants and operators
are necessary to manage schema versions. Andany et al. [1991] propose a
similar approach for Farandole 2 which is also able to version sub schemas.
Clamen [1994] proposes to specify evolution declaratively by relating different schema versions which can also be used for schema integration. For each
schema version, an interface is provided. Attributes can be shared between,
independent of, derived from, or dependent on other interfaces. Whenever
an attribute value is modified, dependent attributes in other interfaces need
to be updated.
Lautemann [1996, 1997] proposes an approach which specifies the evolution imperatively. Migration between objects of different schema versions is
specified by forward and backward migration functions. For certain schema
changes, default migration functions are derived automatically, and can be
overwritten by custom functions. Bouneffa and Boudjlida [1995] presents a
comparable approach, in which each object-schema version combination is
represented by a facet. User-defined mapping functions map objects from
one facet into another.
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View-based Approaches. View-based approaches use the view mechanism of database systems to simulate schema evolution. View definition languages provide a declarative way to specify schema evolution. The database
is not modified, but is transformed out-of-place, when calculating the view
online.
Tresch and Scholl [1993] are the first to propose database views as a means
to manage schema evolution, as database migrations are expensive and break
compatibility of existing applications. Views can be used to simulate capacitypreserving and -reducing changes, but cannot be used to simulate capacityincreasing transformations. They envision an implementation in COCOON
using the view definition language COOL. Brèche et al.propose a similar approach for simulating schema changes in O2 using VDL (View Definition Language).
Liu et al., Liu et al. [1993, 1994] enhance the graphical constructs used
in Entity Relationship diagrams, and develop EVER (EVolutionary ER diagrams). EVER diagrams can be translated into relational or object-oriented
database schemas. For each schema version, a consistent, updatable view is
maintained. The user has to specify derivation relationships between schema
versions. For capacity-increasing changes, new attributes are added to the
underlying database schema.
TSE (Transparent Schema Evolution) also supports a view-based simulation of capacity-increasing changes [Ra and Rundensteiner, 1995b, 1997,
Crestana-Jensen et al., 2000]. Schema changes mapped onto views are expressed in the view definition language MultiView. Thereby, each object instance can be accessed directly using different schema versions. Only for
capacity-increasing changes, the actual database schema is changed. Besides
the set of primitive changes known from other approaches, TSE was extended
to handle more complex changes [Ra and Rundensteiner, 1995a].

Hybrid Approaches.

Benatallah [1999] proposes a hybrid approach
that combines schema versioning and schema modification. When a schema
change operator is applied, the user can decide whether the current schema
version is modified or a new version is created. A language based on the
standardized Object Query Language (OQL) is provided to define arbitrary
migration semantics. Depending on whether the schema is modified or not,
the migration specification is used to migrate the database in-place or out-ofplace.

Additional Publications.

In object-oriented dataware, five publications do not address approaches, but focus on coupled evolution from different perspectives.
Casais [1995] presents a survey of techniques to manage class evolution in
object-oriented systems. On the class level, he distinguishes: tailoring which
creates subclasses; surgery which uses change primitives; versioning; and
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reorganization which performs more complex changes. On the object level,
Casais distinguishes: change avoidance, conversion, and filtering.
Meyer [1996] addresses schema evolution from the perspective of applications which need to persist objects. He discusses different forms of persistency, i.e., files, relational databases and object-oriented databases. Migrations
are performed online but need to be implemented manually without any coupling to the evolution.
Pons and Keller [1997] propose to organize operators in a multi-level catalog in which operators from higher levels are implemented using operators
from lower levels. The catalog shows which modifications can be performed
to the schema, starting from the primitives a database system provides.
Li [1999] identifies important issues in research on object-oriented schema
evolution. The issues are semantic integrity consisting of referential integrity
and consistency of constraints, schema evolvability encompassing structural
and behavioral evolution, as well as application compatibility consisting of
downward and upward compatibility.
Vermolen and Visser [2008] present a cross-space generalization of coupled
evolution and propose to generate a domain-specific transformation language
for the metalevel . The generalized solution is applied by a coupled evolution
tool set for object-oriented schemas and relational databases.

2.5.4 Intra-Space Interpretations
Schema evolution is generally user-defined to achieve flexibility. This is the
case for 23 out of the 26 approaches we identified. More recent approaches
generally focus on in-place and preferably lazy migrations, to cope with the
trend of increasing database size.
Due to the risks of migrating large data sets, research on dataware has
a stronger focus on preventing loss of data. Additionally, there is a more
explicit focus on the impact of schema evolution on other artifacts than the
database—mostly queries. Also, attention goes to the process of applying
coupled evolution [Roddick, 1995].
Originating in database support for versioning, an extension to schema
and class versioning is found in 8 out of the 26 approaches. Continuing this
extension, research has focused on supporting different software and different versions of the same software in parallel on a single data set, thereby
satisfying availability requirements on the data set. Continuous support for
multiple versions involves support for reading and writing to the same data
from different perspectives of different schema versions, as well as support
for forward and backward migrations to convert data from one perspective to
another [Monk and Sommerville, 1993]. A field of research within dataware
focuses on using data views for schema evolution, comprising 4 out of the 26
approaches we found. Views neither change nor version the data, but allow
reading and generally writing of data from different version perspectives.
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Figure 2.8 Classification of the grammarware approaches

From the rich history of dataware, one would expect that evaluation of
approaches is most thorough. This is clearly not the case. Only 6 out of 26
approaches received some form of non-preliminary evaluation.

2.6

G R A M M A R WA R E

Grammarware deals with grammars (the intensional definition), which define
a language (the extension). An element of a language is referred to as a word,
sentence, or in the context of a programming language, a program.
In contrast to the dataware space, migration is less common in the grammarware space. Main programming languages (such as Java or C++) try to
avoid the need for migration. New versions of such languages typically include older versions of the same language. Although this may degrade the
quality of the language, and thus the quality of the programs, it appears sustainable for slowly evolving languages. Domain specific languages on the
other hand are less stable and need more extensive evolution support.

2.6.1 Technological Space Specifics
Grammarware is the traditional technological space of programming and programming languages. In comparison to databases, a program is typically
spread over several textual artifacts, each of it tending to be rather small
than big. Programs are edited manually or transformed automatically into
other programs or other software artifacts. There is a long tradition in program transformation, typically performed out-of-place. Even typical in-place
transformations like refactorings are often performed by out-of-place trans38
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formation systems. In contrast to other technological spaces, there is a strong
emphasis on language semantics in grammarware. If a language evolves syntactically, migration is required to preserve the semantics of programs. Typically, this is hard to achieve and thus programming language evolution tries
to avoid the need for migration by maintaining backward compatibility.

2.6.2 Approaches
There are a few approaches which address migration explicitly by coupled
evolution. As is shown in Figure 2.8, we group them into the two categories
of grammar matching and operator-based approaches. Though originally proposed for modelware approaches [Rose et al., 2009], these categories fit here
as well.

Grammar Matching Approaches.

TransformGen comprises a grammar matching approach that infers the migration specification between two
grammar versions from a recorded grammar history [Staudt et al., 1987, Garlan et al., 1994]. The migration is specified as a transformation on the abstract
syntax tree. Starting from an identity transformation, the transformation is
altered when editing operations are applied to the grammar. Additionally
the migration specification can be customized by the user. Thereby, a static
analysis helps to prevent errors. TransformGen was applied to evolve the
tree-oriented programming language ARL.

Operator-based Approaches.

Lever is an operator-based approach
that provides a suite of operators coupling grammar evolution with word migration [Jürgens and Pizka, 2006, Pizka and Jürgens, 2007b,a]. Furthermore,
it supports the migration of compilers. Lever comes with three DSLs embedded in a scripting language: One for specifying grammar evolution, one for
specifying word migration, and another one offering abstractions on top of
the other two for defining coupled operators. It has been evaluated using a
fictitious evolution of a catalog description language.

Additional Publications.

In grammarware, language evolution is
considered an interesting problem on its own. Lämmel [2001] presents an
operator suite just for grammar evolution. A similar operator suite is used in
a lightweight verification method to maintain the correspondence between
grammar versions [Lämmel and Zaytsev, 2009a], e.g.between different releases of the Java Language Standard [Lämmel and Zaytsev, 2009b].
Overbey and Johnson [2009] discuss a side effect when programming languages like Fortran and Java evolve but migration is avoided. In this case, old
programs use outdated constructs instead of newer ones introduced later. For
example, the introduction of assert statements, more advanced for loops or
generics to the Java language, rendered older (generally more elaborate) constructions that had a similar goal outdated. They envision a refactoring-based
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solution to the problem where refactorings replace the old constructs with the
new and better ones.

2.6.3 Intra-Space Interpretations
Since languages are more stable than metamodels and schema, there are only
two approaches for coupled evolution in grammarware. Furthermore, migration is often avoided by backward compatible evolution. Most research on
language evolution focuses on understanding language evolution in grammarware by formalizing the effect of different evolution operators. One of
the approaches for coupled evolution is also based on such operators, and
the other is based on declarative evolution specifications. Since programs are
development time artifacts which are most of the time unused, there is no
need for online migration in grammarware. Thus, both approaches perform
migrations offline. Using a general-purpose language for the migration is
somehow surprising, since grammarware offers many program transformation languages. But these languages typically support only out-of-place transformations, while the Lever approach focuses on in-place migrations. Both
approaches allow for user-defined extensions of couplings and are evaluated.
As opposed to general purpose languages, domain specific languages tend
to evolve faster and more extensively. The rapidly increasing use of domain
specific languages implies an increasing need for coupled evolution in the
grammarware domain. Similar to what we see in the modelware domain over
the past ten years, research on coupled evolution in the grammarware domain
is therefore likely to expand in the upcoming years.

2.7

X M LWA R E

In XMLware an XML schema (intensional definition) defines a language or
format of XML documents (element). Schemas are expressed in schema languages like DTD [200, 2008] or XML Schema (XSD) [Walmsley, 2001], both
recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium. Similar to databases in
the dataware space, XML documents are often used by applications. The
structure of the documents therefore needs to evolve when requirements or
the context of the application change.

2.7.1 Technological Space Specifics
We can distinguish two kinds of XML documents: user and application documents. User documents are edited manually by a user and are automatically processed or transformed into other software artifacts. Examples are
HTML documents, or XML configuration files. Like programs in grammar40
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Figure 2.9 Classification of the XMLware approaches

ware, these kinds of documents are unused most of the time. Application
documents are employed by applications to store or retrieve data. Examples
are XML databases, or XML-based log files. In contrast to the dataware space,
XML documents are more portable than databases, but due to their relatively
inefficient format XML documents are typically not accessed as frequently.
XML documents vary largely in size. Large documents like genome descriptions can reach a size which makes it impossible to entirely parse them.
Furthermore, the XMLware space provides mature language and tool support for transforming XML documents. These transformations are typically
performed out-of-place.

2.7.2 Approaches
Figure 2.9 shows the XMLware approaches as well as their classification.
We distinguish manual specification and operator-based approaches. Again,
these categories where originally proposed for modelware approaches [Rose
et al., 2009] but fit here as well.

Manual Specification Approaches. Tan and Goh [2005] present
a manual specification approach which requires the user to manually specify the migration of documents from one schema version to another. They
propose an extension to XML Schema that allows to declaratively specify the
differences to previous versions directly in the schema. Additions, removals,
moves, and renames of elements and attributes are supported. The information is then used for migrating documents between different schema versions.
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Operator-based Approaches.

Operator-based approaches provide
a set of reusable coupled operators, which are for xmlware mostly different
from the operators found in dataware approaches. The user specifies schema
evolution imperatively by a sequence of operator applications. Since the operators work at the schema level as well as at the document level, such a
sequence specifies both schema evolution and document migration.
The XML Evolution Manager XEM addresses the evolution of DTD schemas
[Su et al., 2001]. It provides a complete, minimal and sound suite of primitive
operators. At the schema level, these operators work on DTD schemas represented as labeled graphs. At the document level, they operate on labeled
ordered trees.
Lämmel and Lohmann [2001] suggest transformation operators for DTD
schemas from which specifications for document migration are induced. The
effect of the operators at the schema level are described as informal text,
whereas the migrations are specified by XSLT. The operators preserve the
well-formedness of both DTD schemas and XML documents. Moreover, the
operators are classified whether they preserve, extend, or reduce the structure
of XML documents.
X-Evolution is a tool addressing the evolution of schemas defined in XML
Schema [Guerrini et al., 2007]. Like XEM, it provides a complete, minimal
and sound suite of primitive operators. At the schema level, the operators
work on schemas represented as labeled trees. At the document level, an
incremental validation algorithm performs a minimal number of insertions,
modifications and deletions to make a document valid again. To overwrite
this default migration, a DSL provides means for the specification of custom
migrations [Guerrini and Mesiti, 2008]. This DSL extends the standardised
XQuery Update.

2.7.3 Intra-Space Interpretations
There are few approaches for coupled evolution in XMLware. Main stream
schema evolution seems to be either restricted to backward compatibility in
order to avoid migration or to go hand in hand with manually written migration specifications. 2 of the 4 approaches address XSD as a schema definition
language; The other two approaches cover DTD. Operator-based approaches
dominate the technological space of XMLware, comprising a total of 3 out of
4. Only 2 of the 4 approaches allow user-defined extensions of the migration specification by overwriting. Though transformation is a central concept
in XMLware, only two approaches reuse standard XMLware transformation
technology for the migration. Because XML documents are typically not accessed frequently at runtime, there is not much need for online migration in
XMLware. All approaches support only offline migration. Moreover, they
have in common that they require user-defined specification of the evolu42
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tion and are not evaluated. 2 of the 4 approaches support in-place migration
needed for large XML documents.

2.8

M O D E LWA R E

In the modelware space, a metamodel (intensional definition), defines a modeling language (extension). An element of a modeling language is called a
model. Metamodels are expressed in a metamodeling formalism like MOF
as standardized by the Object Management Group [2006], Ecore of the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [Steinberg et al., 2009], or MetaGME of the Generic
Modeling Environment (GME) [Ledeczi et al., 2001]. All these formalisms
provide object-oriented means similar to UML class diagrams.
Evolution of metamodels is common and can have large impact on existing models. Additionally, because of the relative small model size, lack of
need for constant availability of models and well defined model structure
(rich metamodels), there is much potential for automation of migration upon
evolution.
Street and Pettit [2005] analyzed the evolution of UML from version 1.4 to
2.0. They classified changes to the UML metamodel into additions, modifications, and deletions. Most of the changes were additions which allow to
improve existing models. Required migrations for modifications and deletions could be mostly automated.
Another study on automated coupled evolution was performed by Herrmannsdoerfer et al. [2008]. They present a classification of changes with
respect to their potential for automation. Applying the classification to the
evolution of two industrial metamodels indicated a high potential for automation: For over 80 percent of the changes, the corresponding migration could
be given automatically.
The combination of frequent evolution and high potential for automation
triggered a large body of research and high number of publications on the
topic.

2.8.1 Technological Space Specifics
Specification and execution of model migration is always separated in time,
since there might be several models for a metamodel, possibly distributed
over several machines. In addition to the metamodel, modeling languages often have an explicit semantics, and thus a migration specification is required
to preserve the semantics of all the models. Models are usually rather small,
since modeling is about abstracting away unnecessary details, and thus migration performance is usually not an issue.
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The transformation of models from one metamodel to another is a wellestablished research area in modelware. However, existing model transformation languages are not particularly suited for specifying migration [Sprinkle, 2003]. Exogenous transformation languages [Mens and Van Gorp, 2006]
target completely different source and target metamodels and thus require to
specify the complete mapping from the source to the target metamodel, leading to a lot of identity rules. Endogenous transformation languages [Mens
and Van Gorp, 2006] focus on the transformation of a model within the same
metamodel and thus require the metamodel to stay the same, which is not the
case for metamodel evolution. Exogenous transformation languages usually
perform transformation out-of-place, and endogenous languages in-place.
Another research area related to model migration is model matching and
differencing, which can be employed to compare different metamodel versions.

2.8.2 Approaches
Rose et al. [2009] compare different approaches to automate model migration in response to metamodel evolution. They identify three categories of
approaches: manual specification, metamodel matching, and operator-based
approaches. We take this comparison which is restricted to Ecore as a metamodeling formalism as a starting point, but consider the other metamodeling
formalisms as well. Figure 2.10 lists all the modelware approaches and groups
them according to three categories.

Manual Specification Approaches. Model migrations are specified manually through custom model transformation languages in manual
specification approaches. Thereby, specific model migration constructs reduce
the effort for building a migration specification.
Sprinkle et al.[Sprinkle, 2003, Sprinkle and Karsai, 2004] introduce a visual language to declaratively specify the differences between two versions
of a GME-based metamodel. The Model Change Language MCL is another
visual migration language targeting GME [Narayanan et al., 2009, Balasubramanian et al., 2009]. With both languages, the user does not only specify the
metamodel differences, but defines a model migration based on them. This
overwrites the default copying behavior. The migration is performed out-ofplace and offline. MCL permits a number of idioms that—according to the
authors’ experience—cover most common migration cases. Migration algorithms not covered by MCL can be specified imperatively using a C++ API.
Sprinkle’s approach is evaluated by an experience report about its application
in an industrial context.
Flock is a textual migration language for EMF-based models [Rose et al.,
2010]. Here, only the model migration is specified. Differences between metamodel versions are not made explicit. Instead, Flock automatically copies
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only those model elements which conform to the evolved metamodel. The
user then iteratively redefines the migration specification to migrate nonconforming elements. Using the Petri net example from Wachsmuth [2007b],
Flock has been compared to migration specifications in model transformation
languages ATL and Ecore2Ecore as well as to an operator-based approach
with COPE which we introduce later.

Metamodel Matching Approaches.

In metamodel matching approaches, the differences between two metamodel versions are automatically
detected. These are stored in a declarative difference model from which a
migration specification is generated.
Gruschko et al.support the automatic detection of simple changes in Ecore
metamodels [Gruschko et al., 2007, Becker et al., 2007]. They propose automatic migration steps for resolvable changes and envision to support the
user in overwriting the migration specification for unresolvable changes. The
approach is only prototypically implemented and thus not yet evaluated.
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G. de Geest and S. D. Vermolen and A. van Deursen and E. Visser [2008] apply a similar approach in the context of Microsoft DSL Tools. The difference
model is obtained by a possibly human-aided comparison of the metamodel
versions. Only simple changes can be detected and the generated migration
specification can be overwritten. The approach has been evaluated on evolving metamodels from the Web Service Software Factory (WSSF).
Cicchetti et al. [2008] also detect complex changes. Here, the difference
model consists of simple changes which are interpreted in terms of complex
changes. The migration specification consists of a set of model transformations to be executed consecutively. Since this is prevented by interdependent
changes, they characterize dependencies between complex changes [Cicchetti
et al., 2009].
The Atlas Matching Language AML allows the user to parametrize the detection of complex changes [Garcés et al., 2009]. Therefore, the user combines
existing or user-defined heuristics to a matching algorithm. From a difference
model obtained by such an algorithm, an ATL transformation specifying the
migration is automatically generated. The approach was evaluated on the
Petri net example from Wachsmuth [2007b], and on the Java metamodel from
NetBeans.

Operator-based Approaches.

Operator-based approaches provide—
similar to corresponding grammarware and XMLware approaches—a set of
reusable coupled operators that work at the metamodel level as well as at the
model level. The operator sets often show much resemblance to the operator
sets found in approaches for evolution of object-oriented databases.
Hößler et al. [2005] formalize a fixed suite of reusable coupled operators.
The completely theoretical approach is based on a generic instance model
supporting versioning and is neither implemented nor evaluated.
Wachsmuth [2007b] presents an operator suite for the MOF metamodeling
formalism. Based on ideas from grammar evolution [Lämmel, 2001], operators are classified according to language and model preservation properties.
For migration, the evolution specification is translated into a QVT Relations
model transformation.
COPE adds tool support for the evolution of Ecore-based metamodels to
EMF [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009]. It provides an extendable suite of coupled operators. In addition to user-defined evolution specifications, COPE
supports recording of operator applications. The operators are specified in
a DSL embedded into a general-purpose language. COPE is the only modelware approach performing in-place migration. Its evaluation by reverse
engineering the evolution of the Palladio Component Model and the Graphical Modeling Framework [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009, 2010a] proved the
applicability of operator-based approaches in modelware.

Additional Publications.

There is one remaining publications which
does not propose an approach, but which analyzes evolution operator suites.
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Based on literature and several case studies, Herrmannsdoerfer et al. [2010b]
derive a library of coupled operators for evolution of EMOF-like metamodels
(Chapter 3). The library is complete with respect to practical usage, which is
validated against several case studies. They classify the operators and present
and apply coupled operator features, such as language preservation, model
preservation and bidirectionality, which are further discussed in Chapter 3.

2.8.3 Intra-Space Interpretations
Most approaches target MOF or its implementations, in total 7 out of the
10 identified approaches. MOF is a well-recognized standard in modelware.
Approaches targeting the same modeling framework can be easily compared
with each other, leading to evaluations by comparison.
6 out of the 10 approaches use declarative evolution specifications, since
they define or make use of declarative model transformation languages. In
modelware, there is only one recording approach which is probably more
complex to implement, i.e., most approaches focus on specifying the model
migration after the metamodel evolution has been performed.
To be able to specify semantics-preserving model migrations, most approaches allow at least to overwrite the migration specification 7 out of the
10 in total. But only two approaches can be extended by reusable couplings.
Most of the approaches reuse or refine existing model transformation languages (7 out of 10): Manual specification approaches tailor model transformation languages to migration (3 approaches), metamodel matching approaches synthesize difference specifications (3 approaches), and Wachsmuth’s
operator-based approach specifies operators in QVT (1 approach). Only one
approach performs in-place migration, since exogenous transformation languages that are required for metamodel evolution do not support in-place migration. None of the 10 approaches can perform migration online—probably
since models are design-time artifacts, thus being stored most of the time and
not in use.
Finally, 5 out of the 10 approaches are evaluated, 4 of which at least on a
regular level, thus exceeding a preliminary state.

2.9

I N T E R - S PA C E I N T E R P R E TAT I O N S

In the previous sections, we addressed the various technological spaces individually. In this section, we interpret approach classifications across technological space boundaries, yielding avenues for future research. We address
common and uncommon features, discuss portability of techniques across
space boundaries, and analyze correlations between features.
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2.9.1 Common and Uncommon Features
To derive avenues for future research, we assessed which features received
much attention and which features received little attention. To this end, we
counted occurrences of each feature individually and compared these feature
counts within each composite feature, thus obtaining a cross-space interpretation. In the following, we discuss the most common and most uncommon
features and derive avenues for future research.
Most approaches (32 out of 42) choose to have evolution defined by the
developer. Although this offers a user-verified and thereby most likely correct
evolution trace, it also requires a developer to first apply needed evolution by
editing the intensional definition and subsequently specify the same evolution
to be used as input to coupled evolution. Most approaches acknowledge the
redundancy in these steps, yet refrain from countermeasures such as detection or recording due to their complexity or practical limitations. Detection
and recording are often mentioned as directions of future work. Yet, only
6 approaches actually support detection and merely 3 approaches support
recording. The lack of means for obtaining evolution hampers the usability of
coupled evolution approaches. Detection, recording, or other approaches to
obtaining evolution need to be addressed in future research, to allow coupled
evolution approaches to be used in real-life development.
Most approaches (22 out of 35 that are overwritable) choose to use a transformation language for specifying migration. 4 others choose to define a custom language, which generally resembles a transformation language, but offers language constructs particularly useful for migration, such as automatic
identity migration of element parts that do not require adaptation. Nevertheless, still 9 approaches choose to use a general purpose language. Although
this choice is usually not explicitly motivated, it suggests a lack of a suitable
transformation languages within the technological space at hand. Transformation languages ease the construction of migrations and thus of coupled evolution. Yet they also ease overwriting existing coupled operators and thereby
coupled evolution usability. Future research should fill the gap that many
coupled evolution approaches face.
The type of migration is primarily determined by the element under migration. Modelware, XMLware and grammarware all deal with elements that
do not require continuous availability, and therefore the approaches all favor
the simpler offline migration. In dataware, 18 out of the 26 approaches choose
to support online migration, as their database systems support live software.
Along the same lines, the small element size in modelware, XMLware and
grammarware enables a choice for out-of-place migrations for 12 out of the
16 approaches. In dataware, the database size generally enforces in-place migrations. Out-of-place migration is only used if the migration is online and
the approach either uses versioning or views, which allow the migration to be
executed lazily or be postponed until needed.
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Finally, only 9 out of the 42 approaches present a regular evaluation. Additionally, 2 approaches compare to related approaches and 3 approaches provide preliminary (toy example) results. The remaining 28 approaches do not
present evaluation at all. On the one hand, this opens evaluation and approach comparisons (possibly within a technological space) as directions of
future research. On the other hand, it emphasizes the lack of evaluation cases
and benchmarks, thereby proposing development of such.

2.9.2 Feature Portability
With the feature model from Section 2.4, we are able to classify approaches
from the different technological spaces along the same criteria. Furthermore,
we found approaches from all technological spaces to fit into categories which
were originally proposed by Rose et al. [2009] for the modelware space. These
categories are manual specification, matching approaches, and operator-based approaches. The unique feature of manual specification approaches is a custom migration language for overwriting a default migration manually. For
matching approaches, it is a declarative evolution specification which is either recorded or detected. The unique feature of operator-based approaches is
an imperative evolution specification as a sequence of operator applications.
Notably, the dataware space offers a wider range of evolution techniques beyond these categories. Some of these techniques are specific to databases or
schemas, yet others can be ported to different spaces. In this section, we
discuss such portable techniques and features.
Element views offer a different presentation of the element, yet leave the
element unchanged. Views are an integral part of many database systems and
are commonly used to continuously support different versions of a schema [Liu
et al., 1993, 1994, Ra and Rundensteiner, 1995a,b, 1997, Crestana-Jensen et al.,
2000], or to support coupled evolution without having to change or recreate
the original database [Tresch and Scholl, 1993, Brèche et al., 1995]. In modelware, grammarware and XMLware, (editable) views are not widely used,
hence their application to coupled evolution is lacking. Nevertheless, the
solutions that views can offer may prove equally beneficial in other spaces,
posing views for coupled evolution as a direction for future research.
In addition to the features present in the feature model, dataware approaches can also be classified along the type of versioning they use. Versioning can be class-based [Skarra and Zdonik, 1986, Monk and Sommerville,
1992, Rashid and Sawyer, 2000], schema-based [Kim and Chou, 1988, Andany
et al., 1991, Clamen, 1994, Lautemann, 1997, Bouneffa and Boudjlida, 1995],
view-based or hybrid (a combination of the previous) [Benatallah, 1999]. Both
data and schema versioning are common. As versioning primarily applies to
dataware approaches at present, we decided to exclude it from the feature
model. Yet, although versioning is not explicitly used in coupled evolution
approaches in modelware or grammarware, there is generally an implicit and
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frequently manual approach to versioning. Furthermore, there is a body of
research covering versioning in the modelware space [Altmanninger et al.,
2009], and its usage in the dataware space suggests direct applicability in the
other spaces.
Similar to databases, models may be used for live systems. Coupled evolution of live systems requires in-place migrations. Similarly, the size of a model
or a program may enforce in-place transformations. Yet, few techniques exist
to support in-place transformations in modelware or grammarware. In-place
transformations and their application in coupled evolution provides a direction for future research.

2.9.3 Feature Correlations
Correlations between features can help to identify feature combinations that
are often used together or combinations that are rarely used together. Often used combinations may suggest that the features can be easily combined,
and that these combinations should be exploited, when implementing an approach for a new technological space. In contrast, rarely used combinations
may indicate that the features are hard to combine, and thus hint at possible
avenues for future research.
To identify correlations between two features, the presence of a feature in
an approach can be modeled as a binary variable. To measure correlations
between two binary variables, we use the Phi correlation test [Hilderman and
Peckham, 2007]. We have applied the Phi correlation test to all combinations of two features from different composite features. We excluded features
within the same composite feature, as they are largely orthogonal to each
other and thus by definition show a strong negative correlation. We also
excluded the technological spaces as features, since the presence of certain
features within technological spaces is already covered by the intra-space interpretations. In the remaining combinations, we found no two features that
exhibit strong correlation. Figure 2.11 gives an overview over the weak correlations that we identified. In the following, we discuss the positive and
negative correlations together, as they often imply each other.
Since declarative approaches define the evolution as a mapping between
the versions of the intensional definition, they often detect the evolution specification, allow to overwrite the migration specification, and perform the migration out-of-place. However, they rarely allow the users to define the specification or restrict them to fixed couplings, and seldom perform the migration
in-place. To improve declarative approaches, predefined couplings provide
a means to reuse recurring migration specifications across intensional definitions, user-defined evolution specifications enable the definition of more
correct migrations, and in-place migration increases migration performance—
especially for large elements.
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Figure 2.11 Weak feature correlations ordered by strength

In contrast, since imperative approaches define the evolution as a sequence
of operators, they often require the user to define the evolution specification, only support fixed sets of couplings, and perform the migration in-place.
However, they rarely detect the evolution, allow to overwrite the migration,
perform the migration out-of-place, and implement a custom migration language. Whereas out-of-place migration does not provide a clear advantage,
detecting the operation sequence automates the migration definition, overwritable migration specifications enable more expressive specifications, and
custom migration languages better support the verification of migration specifications.
Approaches that detect the evolution specification often perform migration
offline and rarely online. In contrast, approaches with user-defined specifications often perform migration online and rarely offline. However, online
migration is desired in situations in which the elements are used at the same
time when the migration is performed. Approaches that extend a GPL to
specify migrations often perform migration in-place and rarely out-of-place.
It seems that embedded languages can be more easily extended to perform inplace transformation. Approaches that are restricted to fixed couplings rarely
use an existing transformation language. Apparently, existing transformation
languages provide appropriate means to specify expressive migrations, but
do not provide a way to reuse migration specifications.
A regular evaluation is often conducted for approaches that are detected or
recorded, perform the migration in-place or offline, but rarely for approaches
that allow the user to define the evolution or perform the migration out-ofplace or online. We conjecture that such approaches currently do not provide
adequate tool support for applying them in practice. Therefore we recom51
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mend further research into tool support for user-defined, in-place and offline
coupled evolution approaches.

2.10

E VA L U AT I O N

Finally, we evaluate the survey results in light of the methodology of the literature survey by discussing potential threats to the validity of our results. We
structure the threats according to the main phases of the survey methodology
as depicted in Figure 2.1.

2.10.1 Publication Selection
When selecting publications, we might miss publications important for the
survey due to a multitude of reasons.
The initial sources may not be complete enough to find all important publications: we might miss old or new publications, publications within a technological space, or a complete technological space. We mitigated the first two
issues by exhaustive citation browsing, which however only helps to complete
publications within a single technological space. To address the last issue, we
also took cross technological space publications into account in which experts
tie the ideas of different technological spaces together. Since there are however
not many of these publications, our survey may be biased.
The selection criteria may not be appropriate for unambiguously finding
all important publications. They may be too strict—e.g.we excluded schema
matching which can arguably also be applied for schema evolution. To mitigate this issue, we clearly excluded publications which do not directly support the migration of elements in response to the evolution of the intensional
definition. Moreover, the selection criteria may yield different results when
applied by different people. To ensure their unambiguity, we conducted a
pilot study as explained in Section 2.3.2. While the study confirmed the already high degree of unambiguity of the selection criteria, it also helped us to
further improve them.
Nevertheless, although we carefully selected the scope, some of the topics outside the scope of this survey may be of interest to coupled evolution
in the context of a conformance relation. In particular, we excluded schema
matching (and schema integration) from the scope since in these approaches,
schemas do not have to show clear resemblance. Yet, schema matching can
thereby be considered to solve a more complex problem. This may yield different solutions, yet the solutions may still be of interest to coupled evolution.
Additionally, we excluded the domain of ontology evolution, as it does not
take element migration into account and API evolution as the extension is
not completely defined by the intensional definition. Although approaches
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in these domains may thereby not directly be applicable to coupled evolution
of artefacts related by conformance, indirectly they could provide inspiration
to new approaches. Further research is needed to include these additional
domains into the survey and into the classification.

2.10.2 Approach Classification
When classifying approaches according to the feature model, we might misclassify approaches due to a number of reasons.
We might have built a feature model that exhibits non-orthogonal features
within the same composite feature. To mitigate this threat, we checked correlations between the features contained in each composite feature. Since all
these correlations have been strong negative, we concluded that the features
are orthogonal to each other.
To prevent duplicated classifications, we decided to classify approaches and
not publications. However, this may lead to an unbalance in representation,
since an approach with one publication gets as much attention as approaches
with more than one publication. To avoid this issue, we covered approaches
with more than one publication more extensively in the text. Moreover, selected publications may either address multiple approaches (e.g.surveys), or
may not address a concrete approach (e.g.empirical studies). We decided to
not leave these publications out, but mentioned them in the “Additional Publications” section within the appropriate technological space.
The application of the feature model may yield different results, when applied by different people. To ensure the unambiguity of the features, we
conducted a pilot study as explained in Section 2.4.4. The study showed that
most of the approaches could be classified unambiguously, but also helped to
remove a few unambiguities in the feature model.

2.10.3 Interpretation
The interpretations of the classification within or across technological spaces
may be biased. To avoid the bias in the interpretations, we derived most
of the interpretations using a systematic approach. We derived intra-space
interpretations from the numbers of approaches for a certain feature within
a technological space. Similarly, we derived cross-space interpretations by
exploiting the feature model common to all technological spaces: we used
common and uncommon features, as well as correlations between features.
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CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have reported on a systematic literature survey on coupled
evolution in the technological spaces of dataware, grammarware, XMLware
and modelware. While our initial focus was on eighteen conferences and
eleven journals, exhaustive reference browsing to include publications from
other venues yielded a research body that is comprised of 86 relevant publications of up to 40 years old.
Through a detailed reading of this research body, we identified 42 different
approaches to coupled evolution and derived a feature model that is independent of technological spaces and was consequently used to characterize these
approaches systematically. We have characterized the approaches on the basis
of four main features: technological space, evolution, migration, and evaluation. The resulting classification is useful as a reference work for researchers
in the field of coupled evolution, and helps them to identify both related work
and avenues of future research in different technological spaces.
In advance, we posed five research questions pertaining to: the identification of a space-independent feature model; the application of the feature
model to the various approaches, identification of feature and approach relations; and the distillation of directions of future research.
We identified a set of space-independent features and organized them in
the feature model shown in Figure 2.5. We characterized the surveyed approaches along the feature model, shown in Figures 2.6 to 2.10. We identified positive and negative correlations between the features, provided by
Figure 2.11. And finally, we provided an interpretation of approach classifications across technological space boundaries and pointed out avenues for
future research in Section 2.9.
Based on this interpretation, we have learned three significant lessons:
First, we were able to identify space-independent categories of approaches,
namely manual specification approaches, matching approaches, and operatorbased approaches. Each of these three categories can be characterized by
unique features from the feature model, namely a custom migration language,
a declarative evolution specification, and an imperative evolution specification
respectively. We identified two more categories which are still unique to the
dataware space but can give rise to new approaches in the other technological spaces, namely versioning approaches and view-based approaches (Section 2.9.2).
Second, we observed that most approaches require the user to define the
evolution. Though detection and recording of evolution are often mentioned
as possible directions for future work, only few approaches actually follow
these directions (Section 2.9.1). Considering most approaches recognize the
need for detection or recording, it opens a much-needed direction of research.
Third, we have learned that most approaches lack significant evaluation.
This holds particularly for the many approaches with user-defined evolu54
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tions (Section 2.9.1 and 2.9.3). It implies a need for more thorough evaluation,
but also a need for open case studies or benchmarks.
In summary, the work described in this chapter makes the following contributions:
• A selection of key publications on coupled evolution in different technological spaces, based on explicit selection criteria.
• An overview of coupled evolution approaches discussed in these publications.
• A feature model that can be used to characterize coupled evolution approaches from different technological spaces.
• An actual characterization of the presented approaches in terms of the
features in this model.
• An intra-space interpretation of the features found in each technological
space.
• An inter-space interpretation of these features.
• A series of recommendations on future research directions based on this
interpretation.
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ABSTRACT
Modeling languages and thus their metamodels are subject to change. When
a metamodel evolves, existing models may no longer conform to it. Manual migration of these models in response to metamodel evolution is tedious
and error-prone. To significantly automate model migration, operator-based
approaches provide reusable coupled operators that encapsulate both metamodel evolution and model migration. The success of an operator-based approach highly depends on the library of reusable coupled operators it provides. In this chapter, we thus present an extensive catalog of coupled operators that is based both on a literature survey as well as real-life case studies.
The catalog is organized according to a number of criteria to ease assessing
the impact on models as well as selecting the right operator for a metamodel
change at hand.

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Just as any other type of software, modeling languages are subject to evolution due to changing requirements and technological progress [Favre, 2005].
A modeling language is adapted to the changed requirements by evolving
its metamodel. Due to metamodel evolution, existing models may no longer
conform to the evolved metamodel and thus need to be migrated to reestablish conformance to the evolved metamodel. Avoiding model migration by
downwards-compatible metamodel changes is often a poor solution, since it
reduces the quality of the metamodel and thus the modeling language [Casais, 1995]. Manual migration of models is tedious and error-prone, and hence
model migration needs to be automated. In coupled evolution of metamodels
and models, the association of a model migration to a metamodel evolution is
managed automatically. There are two major coupled evolution approaches:
difference-based and operator-based approaches.
Difference-based approaches use a declarative evolution specification, generally referred to as difference model [Cicchetti et al., 2008, Garcés et al., 2009].
The difference model is mapped onto a model migration. The model migration can be specified declaratively as well as imperatively.
Operator-based approaches specify metamodel evolution by a sequence of
operator applications [Wachsmuth, 2007b, Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009]. Each
operator application can be coupled to a model migration separately. Operator57
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based approaches generally provide a set of reusable coupled operators which
work at the metamodel level as well as at the model level. At the metamodel
level, a coupled operator defines a metamodel transformation capturing a
common evolution. At the model level, a coupled operator defines a model
transformation capturing the corresponding migration. Application of a coupled operator to a metamodel and a conforming model preserves model conformance.
In both operator-based and difference-based approaches, evolution can be
specified manually [Wachsmuth, 2007b], can be recorded [Herrmannsdoerfer
et al., 2009], or can be detected automatically, as discussed in Chapter 5. When
recording, the user is restricted to a recording editor. Using automated detection, the building process can be completely automated, but may lead to an
incorrect model migration.
In this chapter, we follow an operator-based approach to automate building
a model migration for EMOF-like metamodels [Object Management Group,
2006].

Problem.

The success of an operator-based approach highly depends on
the library of reusable coupled operators it provides [Rose et al., 2009]. The
library of an operator-based approach needs to fulfill a number of requirements. A library should seek completeness so as to be able to cover a large set
of evolution scenarios. However, the higher the number of coupled operators,
the more difficult it is to find a coupled operator in the library. Consequently,
a library should also be organized in a way that it is easy to select the right
coupled operator for the change at hand.

Contribution. To provide guidance for building a library, we present
an extensive catalog of coupled operators in this chapter. To ensure completeness, the coupled operators in this catalog are either motivated from the
literature or from case studies that we performed. However, we do not target theoretical completeness—to capture all possible migrations—but rather
practical completeness—to capture migrations that likely happen in practice.
To ease usability, the catalog is organized according to a number of criteria.
The criteria do not only allow to select the right coupled operator from the
catalog, but also to assess the impact of the coupled operator on the modeling language and its models. For difference-based approaches, the catalog
serves as a set of composite changes that such an approach needs to be able
to handle.
Outline.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 presents the
EMOF-like metamodeling formalism on which the set of coupled operators
is based. Section 3.3 introduces the papers and case studies from which the
coupled operators originate. Section 3.4 defines different classification criteria
for coupled operators. Section 3.5 lists and groups the coupled operators of
the catalog. Section 3.6 discusses the catalog, and Section 3.7 concludes the
chapter.
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M E TA M O D E L I N G F O R M A L I S M

Metamodels can be expressed in various metamodeling formalisms. Wellknown examples are the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [Object Management
Group, 2006], the metamodeling standard proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) and Ecore [Steinberg et al., 2009], the metamodeling formalism underlying the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). In this chapter,
we focus only on the core metamodeling constructs that are interesting for
coupled evolution of metamodels and models. We leave out annotations, derived features, and operations, since these cannot be instantiated in models.
An operator catalog will need additional operators addressing these metamodeling constructs in order to reach full compatibility with Ecore or MOF.

3.2.1 Metamodel
Figure 3.1 gives a textual definition of the metamodeling formalism used in
this chapter. A metamodel is organized into Packages which can themselves
be composed of sub packages. Each package defines a number of Types which
can be either primitive (PrimitiveType) or complex (Class). Primitive types are
either DataTypes like Boolean, Integer and String or Enumerations of literals.
Classes consist of a number of features. They can have super types to inherit
features and might be abstract, i.e. are not allowed to have objects. The name of
a feature needs to be unique among all features of a class, including inherited
ones. A Feature has a multiplicity (lower bound and upper bound) and is either
an Attribute or a Reference. An attribute is a feature with a primitive type,
whereas a reference is a feature with a complex type. An attribute can serve
as an identifier for objects of a class, i.e. the values of this attribute must be
unique among all objects. A reference may be composite and two references
can be combined to form a bidirectional association by making them opposite
of each other.

3.2.2 Model
At the model level, instances of classes are called objects, instances of primitive
data types are called values, instances of features are called slots, and instances
of references are called links. The set of all links of composite references forms
a containment structure, which needs to be tree-shaped and span all objects
in a model.

3.2.3 Notational Conventions
Throughout the chapter, we use the textual notation from Figure 3.1 for metamodels. In this notation, features are represented by their name followed by a
separator, their type, and an optional multiplicity. The separator indicates the
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abstract class NamedElement {
name
:: String (1..1)
}
class Package : NamedElement {
subPackages ♦
Package (0..*)
types
♦
Type (0..*)
}
abstract class Type : NamedElement
{}
abstract class PrimitiveType : Type
{}
class DataType : PrimitiveType
{}
class Enumeration : PrimitiveType {
literals
♦
Literal (0..*)
}

class Class : Type {
isAbstract :: Boolean
superTypes → Class (0..*)
features
♦
Feature (0..*)
}
abstract class Feature
: NamedElement {
lowerBound :: Integer
upperBound :: Integer
type
→ Type
}
class Attribute : Feature {
isId
:: Boolean
}
class Reference : Feature {
isComposite :: Boolean
opposite
→ Reference
}

class Literal : NamedElement
{}

Figure 3.1 Metamodeling formalism providing core metamodeling concepts. The
used integers are signed integers, such that -1 can refer to a missing lower or upper
bound.

kind of a feature. We use :: for attributes, → for ordinary references, and ♦
for composite references.

3.3

O R I G I N S O F C O U P L E D O P E R AT O R S

The coupled operators are either motivated from the literature or from case
studies that we performed.

3.3.1 Literature
First, coupled operators originate from the literature on the evolution of metamodels as well as object-oriented database schemas and code.
Wachsmuth [2007b] first proposes an operator-based approach for metamodel evolution and classifies a set of operators according to the preservation
of metamodel expressiveness and existing models. Gruschko et al. envision
a difference-based approach and therefore classify all primitive changes according to their impact on existing models [Becker et al., 2007, Burger and
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Gruschko, 2010]. Cicchetti et al. [2008] list a set of composite changes which
they are able to detect using their difference-based approach.
Banerjee et al. [1987b] present a complete and sound set of primitives for
schema evolution in the object-oriented database system ORION and characterize the primitives according to their impact on existing databases. Brèche
[1996] introduces a set of high-level operators for schema evolution in the
object-oriented system O2 and shows how to implement them in terms of
primitive operators. Pons and Keller [1997] propose a three-level catalog of
operators for object-oriented schema evolution which groups operators according to their complexity. Claypool et al. [2000] list a number of primitives
for the adaptation of relationships in object-oriented systems.
Fowler [1999] presents a catalog of operators for the refactoring of objectoriented code. Dig and Johnson [2006] show—by performing a case study—that
most changes on object-oriented code can be captured by a rather small set of
refactoring operators.

3.3.2 Case Studies
Second, coupled operators originate from a number of case studies that we
have performed. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of these case studies. It mentions the tool that was used in a case study, the name of the evolving metamodel, and whether the evolution was obtained in a forward or reverse engineering process. In forward engineering, the tool is used to aid and possibly
record evolution as it happens, whereas in reverse engineering, the tool is
used to reconstruct evolution after it occurred. To provide evidence that the
case studies are considerable in size, the table also shows the number of different kinds of metamodel elements at the end of the evolution as well as the
number of operator applications needed to perform the evolution.
Herrmannsdoerfer et al. [2008] performed a case study on the evolution
of two industrial metamodels to show that most of the changes can be captured by reusable coupled operators: Flexible User Interface Development
(FLUID) for the specification of automotive user interfaces and Test Automation Framework - Generator (TAF-Gen) for the generation of test cases for
these user interfaces.
Based on the requirements derived from this study, Herrmannsdoerfer
et al. [2009] implemented the operator-based tool COPE1 which records change
histories on metamodels of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). To demonstrate its applicability, COPE has been used to reverse engineer the operator
history of a number of metamodels: Palladio Component Model (PCM) for
the specification of software architectures [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009] and
Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) for the model-based development of
diagram editors [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2010a]. Currently, COPE is applied
1 COPE

web site, http://cope.in.tum.de
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Figure 3.2 Statistics for case studies. [H08] abbreviates [Herrmannsdoerfer et al.,
2008]; [H09] abbreviates [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009]; and [H10a] abbreviates
[Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2010a]

to forward engineer the operator history of a number of metamodels: Unicase2 for UML modeling and project management and Quamoco3 for modeling the quality of software products.
We implemented the operator-based tool Acoda4 (Chapters 4 and 5), which
detects operator histories on object-oriented data models. To demonstrate its
applicability, Acoda has been used to reverse engineer the operator history of
the data model behind BugZilla which is a well-known tool for bug tracking
and the operator history behind Researchr5 , a web application for maintaining scientific publication meta data. Currently, Acoda is applied to forward
engineer the operator-based evolution of YellowGrass6 , a web application for
tag-based issue tracking.
The crossed-out cells in Figure 3.2 indicate that the metamodeling constructs are currently not supported by the used data modeling formalism.

2 Unicase

web site, http://unicase.org
web site, http://www.quamoco.de
4 Acoda web site, http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/Acoda
5 Researchr web site, http://researchr.org
6 YellowGrass web site, http://yellowgrass.org
3 Quamoco
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3.4

Classification of Coupled Operators

C L A S S I F I C AT I O N O F C O U P L E D O P E R AT O R S

Coupled operators can be classified according to several properties. We are
interested in language preservation, model preservation, and bidirectionality.
Therefore, we stick to a simplified version of the terminology from [Wachsmuth,
2007b].

3.4.1 Language Preservation
A metamodel is an intensional definition of a language. Its extension is a set of
conforming models. When an operator is applied to a metamodel, this has an
impact on its extension and thus on the expressiveness of the language. We
distinguish different classes of operators according to this impact [Lämmel,
2001, Wachsmuth, 2007b]: An operator is a refactoring if there exists always a
bijective mapping between extensions of the original and the evolved metamodel. An operator is a constructor if there exists always an injective mapping
from the extension of the original metamodel to the extension of the evolved
metamodel. An operator is a destructor if there exists always a surjective mapping from the extension of the original metamodel to the extension of the
evolved metamodel.

3.4.2 Model Preservation
Model preservation properties indicate when migration is needed. An operator is model-preserving if all models conforming to an original metamodel
also conform to the evolved metamodel. Thus, model-preserving operators
do not require migration. An operator is model-migrating if models conforming to an original metamodel might need to be migrated in order to conform to the evolved metamodel. It is safely model-migrating if the migration
preserves distinguishability, i.e. different models (conforming to the original metamodel) are migrated to different models (conforming to the evolved
metamodel). In contrast, an unsafely model-migrating operator might yield the
same model when migrating two different models.
Classification of operators w.r.t. model preservation is related to the classification with respect to language preservation: Refactorings and constructors are either model-preserving or safely model-migrating operators. Destructors are unsafely model-migrating operators. Furthermore, the classification is related to a classification of changes known from difference-based approaches [Becker et al., 2007, Burger and Gruschko, 2010]: model-preserving
operators perform non-breaking changes, whereas model-migrating operators
perform breaking, resolvable changes. However, there is no correspondence for
breaking, non-resolvable changes, since coupled operators always provide a migration to resolve the breaking change.
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3.4.3 Bidirectionality
Another property we are interested in is the reversibility of evolution. Bidirectionality properties indicate that an operator can be safely undone on the
language or model level. An operator is self-inverse iff a second application
of the operator—possibly with other parameters—always yields the original
metamodel. An operator is the inverse of another operator iff there is always
a sequential composition of both operators which is a refactoring. Finally, an
operator is a safe inverse of another operator iff there is always a sequential
composition of both operators which is model-preserving.

3.5

C ATA L O G O F C O U P L E D O P E R AT O R S

Metamodel adaptation requires migration of instances to reestablish conformance. Similar metamodel adaptations frequently require similar instance
migrations. Metamodel adaptation operators can thereby be coupled to an
instance migration operator. Such coupled operators ensure instance conformance on metamodel adaptation. Similar metamodel operators may require
different types of instance migration operators and may thereby occur in different coupled operators. Coupled operators prove reusable in practice.
In this section, we present a catalog of 61 coupled operators that we consider complete for practical application. As discussed in Section 3.3, we included all coupled operators found in nine related papers as well as all coupled operators identified by performing nine real-life case studies. In the following, we explain the coupled operators in groups which help users to navigate the catalog. We start with primitive operators which perform an atomic
metamodel evolution step that can not be further subdivided. Here, we distinguish structural primitives which create and delete metamodel elements and
non-structural primitives which modify existing metamodel elements. Afterwards, we continue with complex operators. These can be decomposed into a
sequence of primitive operators which has the same effect at the metamodel
level but not neccessarily at the model level. We group complex operators
according to the metamodeling techniques they address—distinguishing specialization and generalization, delegation, and inheritance operators—as well
as their semantics—distinguishing replacement, and merge and split operators.
Each group is discussed separately in the subsequent sections. For each
group, a table provides an overview over all operators in the group. Using
the classifications from Section 3.4, the table classifies each coupled operator
according to language preservation into refactoring (r), constructor (c) and destructor (d) as well as according to model preservation into model-preserving
(p), safely (s) and unsafely (u) model-migrating. The table further indicates
the safe (s) and unsafe (u) inverse of each operator by referring to its number.
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Figure 3.3 Structural Primitives

Finally, each paper and case study has a column in each table. An x in such a
column denotes occurrence of the operator in the corresponding paper or case
study. Papers are referred to by citation, while case studies are referred to by
the name of the case. For each coupled operator, we discuss its semantics in
terms of metamodel evolution and model migration.

3.5.1 Structural Primitives
Structural primitive operators (Figure 3.3) modify the structure of a metamodel, i.e. create or delete metamodel elements. Creation operators are parameterized by the specification of a new metamodel element, and deletion
operators by an existing metamodel element.
Creation of non-mandatory metamodel elements (packages, classes, optional features, enumerations, literals and data types) is model-preserving.
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Creation of mandatory features is safely model-migrating. It requires initialization of slots using default values or default value computations.
Deleting metamodel elements, such as classes and references, requires deleting instantiating model elements, such as objects and links, by the migration.
However, deletion of model elements poses the risk of migration to inconsistent models: For example, deletion of objects may cause links to non-existent
objects and deletion of references may break object containment. Therefore,
deletion operators are bound to metamodel level restrictions: Packages may
only be deleted when they are empty. Classes may only be deleted when they
are outside inheritance hierarchies and are targeted neither by non-composite
references nor by mandatory composite references. Several complex operators discussed in subsequent sections can deal with classes not meeting these
requirements. References may only be deleted when they are neither composite, nor have an opposite. Enumerations and data types may only be deleted
when they are not used in the metamodel and thus obsolete.
Deletion operators which may have been instantiated in the model (with
the exception of Delete Opposite Reference) are unsafely model-migrating due
to loss of information. Deletion provides a safe inverse to its associated creation operator. Since deletion of metamodel elements which may have been
instantiated in a model is unsafely model-migrating, creation of such elements
provides an unsafe inverse to deletion: Lost information cannot be restored.
Creating and deleting references which have an opposite are different from
other creation and deletion operators. Create Opposite Reference restricts the set
of valid links and is thus an unsafely model-migrating destructor, whereas
Delete Opposite Reference removes a constraint from the model and is thus a
model-preserving constructor.
Create / Delete Data Type and Create / Delete Enumeration are refactorings, as
restrictions on these operators prevent usage of created or deleted elements.
Deleting enumerations and data types is thus model-preserving. Merge Literal
deletes a literal and replaces its occurrences in a model by another literal.
In migration, occurrences of merged literals are replaced by the single target
literal. Merging a literal provides a safe inverse to Create Literal.
A number of literals l1, . . . , ln defined in the same enumeration can be
merged into a single literal l1. In migration, these literals are all replaced
by l1. Merging literals provides a safe inverse to creating literals. Vice versa
provides an unsafe inverse.

3.5.2 Non-structural Primitives
Non-structural primitive operators (Figure 3.4) modify a single, existing metamodel element, i.e. change properties of a metamodel element. All nonstructural operators take the affected metamodel element, their subject, as
parameter.
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Change Package can be applied to both package and type. Additionally, the
value-changing operators Rename, Change Package and Change Attribute Type
are parameterized by a new value. Make Class Abstract requires a subclass parameter indicating to which class objects need to be migrated. Switch Reference
Composite requires an existing composite reference as target.
Packages, types, features and literals can be renamed. Rename is safely
model-migrating (when parametrized by an unused name) and finds a selfinverse in giving a subject its original name back. Change Package changes
the parent package of a package or type. Like renaming, it is safely modelmigrating and a safe self-inverse.
Classes can be made abstract, requiring migration of objects to a subclass,
because otherwise, links targeting the objects may have to be removed. Consequently, mandatory features that are not available in the super class have to be
initialized to default values. Make Class Abstract is unsafely model-migrating,
due to loss of type information and has an unsafe inverse in Drop Class Abstract.
Super type declarations may become obsolete and may need to be removed.
Remove Super Type S from a class C implies removing slots of features inher67
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ited from S. Additionally, references targeting type S, referring to objects of
type C, need to be removed. To prevent breaking multiplicity restrictions, Remove Super Type is restricted to types S which are not targeted by mandatory
references—neither directly, nor through inheritance. The operator is unsafely
model-migrating and can be unsafely inverted by Add Super Type. A special
type of super type declaration removal is removing a superfluous super type
declaration. A super type declaration is superfluous when its features are
already inherited through other super type declarations. Superfluous super
type removal is strictly instance preserving and language preserving. It has a
safe inverse in adding the removed declaration.
Attributes defined as identifier need to be unique. Make Attribute Identifier
requires a migration which ensures uniqueness of the attribute’s values and is
thus unsafely model-migrating. Drop Attribute Identifier is model-preserving
and does not require migration.
References can have an opposite and can be composite. An opposite reference declaration defines the inverse of the declaring reference. References
combined with a multiplicity restriction on the opposite reference restrict the
set of valid links. Make Reference Opposite needs a migration to make the link
set satisfy the added multiplicity restriction. The operator is thereby unsafely
model-migrating. Drop Reference Opposite removes cardinality constraints from
the link set and does not require migration, thus being model-preserving.
Make Reference Composite ensures containment of referred objects. Since
all referred objects were already contained by another composite reference,
all objects must be copied. To ensure the containment restriction, copying
has to be recursive across composite references (deep copy). Furthermore, to
prevent cardinality failures on opposite references, there may be no opposite
references to any of the types of which objects are subject to deep copying.
Switch Reference Composite changes the containment of objects to an existing
composite reference. If objects of a class A were originally contained in class
B through composite reference b, Switch Reference Composite changes containment of A objects to class C, when it is parameterized by reference b and a
composite reference c in class C. After applying the operator, reference b is
no longer composite. Switch Reference Composite provides an unsafe inverse to
Make Reference Composite.

3.5.3 Specialization / Generalization Operators
Specializing a metamodel element reduces the set of possible models, whereas
generalizing expands the set of possible models. Generalization and specialization can be applied to features and super type declarations (Figure 3.5).
All specialization and generalization operators take two parameters: a subject
and a generalization or specialization target. The first is a metamodel element
and the latter is a class or a multiplicity (lower and upper bound).
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Generalization of feature types does not only generalize the feature itself,
but also generalizes the metamodel as a whole. Feature generalizations are
thus model-preserving constructors. Generalizing a super type declaration
may require removal of feature slots and is only unsafely model-migrating.
Feature specialization is a safe inverse of feature generalization. Due to the
unsafe nature of the migration resulting from feature specialization, generalization provides an unsafe inverse to specialization. Super type generalization
is an safe inverse of super type specialization which is an unsafe inverse vice
versa.
Specialize Attribute either reduces the attribute’s multiplicity or specializes
the attribute’s type. When reducing multiplicity, either the lower bound is
increased or the upper bound is decreased. When specializing the type, a
type conversion maps the original set of values onto a new set of values
conforming the new attribute type. Specializing type conversions are surjective. Generalize Attribute extends the attribute’s multiplicity or generalizes
the attribute’s type. Generalizing an attribute’s type involves an injective type
conversion. Type conversions are generally either implemented by transformations for each type to an intermediate format (e.g. by serialization) or by
transformations for each combination of types. The latter is more elaborate
to implement, yet less fragile. Most generalizing type conversions from type
x to y have a specializing type conversion from type y to x as safe inverse.
Applying the composition vice versa yields an unsafe inverse.
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Similar to attributes, reference multiplicity can be specialized and generalized. Specialize / Generalize Reference can additionally specialize or generalize
the type of a reference by choosing a sub type or super type of the original type, respectively. Model migration of reference specialization requires
deletion of links not conforming the new reference type. Specialize Composite
Reference is a special case of reference specialization at the metamodel level,
which requires contained objects to be migrated to the targeted subclass at the
model level, to ensure composition restrictions. Specialize Composite Reference
is unsafely model-migrating.
Super type declarations are commonly adapted, while refining a metamodel. Consider the following example, in which classes A, B and C are part
of a linear inheritance structure and remain unadapted:
class A { }
class B : A {
f :: Integer (1..1)
}
class C : A
{ }

class A {}
class B : A {
f :: Integer (1..1)
}
class C : B
{ }

From left to right, Specialize Super Type changes a declaration of super type
A on class C to B, a sub type of A. Consequently, a mandatory feature f is
inherited, which needs the creation of slots by the migration. In general,
super type specialization requires addition of feature slots which are declared
mandatory by the new super type. From right to left, Generalize Super Type
changes a declaration of super type B on class C to A, a super type of B. In the
new metamodel, feature f is no longer inherited in C. Slots of features which
are no longer inherited need to be removed by the migration. Furthermore,
links to objects of A that target class B, are no longer valid, since A is no longer
a sub type of B. Therefore, these links need to be removed, if multiplicity
restrictions allow, or adapted otherwise.

3.5.4 Inheritance Operators
Inheritance operators (Figure 3.6) move features along the inheritance hierarchy. Most of them are well-known from refactoring object-oriented code
[Fowler, 1999]. There is always a pair of a constructor and destructor, where
the destructor is the safe inverse of the constructor, and the constructor is the
unsafe inverse of the destructor.
Pull up Feature is a constructor which moves a feature that occurs in all
subclasses of a class to the class itself. The operator is a constructor since
instances of the class can now convey additional information. It is in general
instance-preserving modulo variation. For migration, slots for the pulled up
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Figure 3.6 Inheritance Operators

feature are added to objects of the class and filled with default values. The
corresponding destructor Push down Feature moves a feature from a class to
all its subclasses. It is the safe inverse of Pull up Feature while the latter is
only a unsafe inverse of the first. This makes it a destructor since instances of
the class can convey less information. It is only partially instance-preserving.
While objects of the subclasses stay unaltered, slots for the original feature
must be removed from objects of the class itself. As an alternative, objects of
the class might be converted into objects of subclasses.
Extract Super Class is a constructor which introduces a new class, makes
it the super class of a set of classes, and pulls up one or more features from
these classes. In general, it is a constructor because the new class adds expressiveness to the language. It is strictly instance-preserving. The corresponding
destructor Inline Super Class is the safe inverse for it. pushes all features of
a class into its subclasses and deletes the class afterwards. References to the
class are not allowed but can be generalized to a super class in a previous step.
The operator is a destructor since the removed class restricts expressiveness of
the language. It is partially instance-preserving modulo variation. Objects of
the class need to be migrated to objects of the subclasses. This might require
the addition of slots for features of the subclasses. In general, this migration
is irreversible which makes Extract Super Class only an unsafe inverse of Inline
Super Class.
The constructor Fold Super Class is related to Extract Super Class. Here, the
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new super class is not created but exists already. This existing class has a
set of (possibly inherited) features. In another class, these features are defined as well. The operator then removes these features and adds instead an
inheritance relation to the intended super class. In the same way, the destructor Unfold Super Class is related to Inline Super Class. This operator copies all
features of a super class into a subclass and removes the inheritance relation
between both classes. Here is an example for both operators:
class A {
f1 :: Integer
}

class A {
f1 :: Integer
}

class B : A {
f2 :: Integer
}

class B : A {
f2 :: Integer
}

C {
:: Integer
:: Integer
:: Integer

class C : B {
f3 :: Integer
}

class
f1
f2
f3
}

From left to right, the super class B is folded from class C which includes all
the features of B. These features are removed from C, and B becomes a super
class of C. From right to left, the super class B is unfolded into class C by
copying features A.f1 and B.f2 to C. B is not longer a super class of C.
The constructor Extract Subclass introduces a new class, makes it the subclass of another, and pushes down one or more features from this class. In
general, it is a constructor because the new class adds expressiveness to the
language. Objects of the original class must be converted to objects of the new
class, in order not to loose instantiations of pushed down features. The corresponding destructor Inline Subclass pulls up all features from a subclass into
its non-abstract super class and deletes the subclass afterwards. References in
other classes pointing to the class are not allowed but can be generalized to a
super class in a previous step. The operator is a destructor since the removed
class restricts expressiveness of the language. Objects of the subclass need to
be migrated to objects of the super class. Extract Subclass is an unsafe inverse
of Inline Subclass.

3.5.5 Delegation Operators
Delegation operators (Figure 3.7) move metamodel elements along compositions or ordinary references. Most of the time, they come as pairs of corresponding refactorings being safely inverse to each other.
Extract Class moves features to a new delegate class and adds a composite
reference to the new class together with an opposite reference. It takes the
original class, the set of features, the name for the delegate class, and the name
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Figure 3.7 Delegation Operators

for the containment reference as arguments. This refactoring is languagepreserving and instance-preserving modulo variation. During migration, an
object of the delegate class is created for each object of the original class, slots
for the moved features are moved to the new delegate object, and a link to
the delegate object is created. The corresponding Inline Class is a safe inverse
for Extract Class and vice versa. Like its counterpart, it is a refactoring which
is model-preserving modulo migration. On the metamodel level, it removes
a delegate class and adds its features to the referring class. There must be no
other references to the delegate class. On the model level, slots of objects of
the delegate class are moved to objects of the referring class. Objects of the
delegate class and links to them are deleted.

Fold and Unfold Class are quite similar to Extract and Inline Class. Both
operators are model-preserving modulo migration as well as safe inverses
of each other. The only difference is that the delegate class exists already
and thus is not created or deleted. The names of these operators have been
adopted from grammar adaptation [Lämmel, 2001]. The following example
illustrates the difference:
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class
a1
a2
r1
r2
}

A {
:: Integer
:: Boolean
→ B (1..1)
→ B (0..*)

class A {
c ♦ C (1..1)
d ♦ D (1..1) opposite a
}
class B
{ }

class B
{ }
class C {
a1 :: Integer
r1 → B (1..1)
}

class C {
a1 :: Integer
r1 → B (1..1)
}
class
a2
r2
a
}

D {
:: Boolean
→ B (0..*)
→ A (1..1) opposite d

From left to right, the features a1 and r1 of class A are folded to a composite
reference A.c to class C which has exactly these two features. In contrast, the
features a2 and r2 of class A are extracted into a new delegate class D. From
right to left, the composite reference A.c is unfolded which keeps C intact
while A.d is inlined which removes D.
Move Feature along Reference is a constructor which moves a feature over a
single-valued reference to a target class. This operator is a constructor since
objects of the target class which are not referenced by instances of the source
class can now convey additional information. It is instance-preserving modulo variation. Slots of the original feature must be moved over links to objects
of the target class. For objects of the target class which are not linked to
an object of the source class, slots with default values must be added. The
destructor Collect Feature over Reference is a safe inverse of the last operator.
It moves a feature backwards over a reference. The multiplicity of the feature might be altered during the move depending on the multiplicity of the
reference. For optional and/or multi-valued references, the feature becomes
optional respectively multi-valued too, or remains such if it already was. Slots
of the feature must be moved over links from objects of the source class. If an
object of the source class is not linked from objects of the target class, slots of
the original feature are removed. Here is an example for both operators:
class
f1
r1
r2
}

A {
:: Integer (1..*)
→ B (1..1)
→ C (0..*)

class B
{ }
class C {
f2 :: Integer (1..1)
}
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class
f2
r1
r2
}

A {
:: Integer (0..*)
→ B (1..1)
→ C (0..*)

class B {
f1 :: Integer (1..*)
}
class C
{ }
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Figure 3.8 Replacement Operators

From left to right, the feature A.f1 is moved along the reference A.r1 to class
B. Furthermore, the feature C.f2 is collected over the reference A.r2 and ends
up in class A. Since A.r2 is optional and multi-valued, A.f2 becomes optional
and multi-valued, too. From right to left, the feature B.f1 is collected over the
reference A.r1. Its multiplicity stays unaltered. Note that there is no single
operator for moving A.f2 to class C which makes Collect Feature over Reference
in general uninvertible. For the special case of a single-valued reference, Move
Feature along Reference is an unsafe inverse.

3.5.6 Replacement Operators
Replacement operators (Figure 3.8) replace one metamodeling construct by
another, equivalent construct. Thus replacement operators typically are refactorings and safely model-migrating. With the exception of the last two operators, an operator to replace the first construct by a second always comes with
a safe inverse to replace the second by the first, and vice versa.
To be more flexible, empty subclasses of a class can be replaced by an
attribute which has an enumeration as type, and vice versa. Subclasses to Enumeration deletes all subclasses of the class and creates the attribute in the class
as well as the enumeration with a literal for each subclass. In a model, objects
of a certain subclass are migrated to the super class, setting the attribute to
the corresponding literal. Thus, the class is required to be non-abstract and to
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have only empty subclasses without further subclasses. Enumeration to Subclasses does the inverse and replaces an enumeration attribute of a class by
subclasses for each literal. The following example demonstrates both directions:
class C {
...
}
class S1 : C
{ }
class S2 : C
{ }

class C {
e :: E
...
}
enum E {
s1, s2
}

From left to right, Subclasses to Enumeration replaces the subclasses S1 and
S2 of class C by the new attribute C.e which has the enumeration E with
literals s1 and s2 as type. In a model, objects of a subclass S1 are migrated to
class C, setting the attribute e to the appropriate literal s1. From right to left,
Enumeration to Subclasses introduces a subclass to C for each literal of E. Next,
it deletes the attribute C.e as well as the enumeration E. In a model, objects
of class C are migrated to a subclass according to the value of attribute e.
To be able to extend a reference with features, it can be replaced by a class,
and vice versa. Reference to Class makes the reference composite and creates
the reference class as its new type. Single-valued references are created in
the reference class to target the source and target class of the original reference. In a model, links conforming to the reference are replaced by objects of
the reference class, setting source and target reference appropriately. Class to
Reference does the inverse and replaces the class by a reference. To not lose
expressiveness, the reference class is required to define no features other than
the source and target references. The following example demonstrates both
directions:
class S {
r → T (l..*)
...
}

class S {
r ♦ R (l..*)
...
}
class R {
s → S (1..1) opposite r
t → T (1..1)
}

From left to right, Reference to Class retargets the reference S.r to a new reference class R. Source and target of the original reference can be accessed via
references R.s and R.t. In a model, links conforming to the reference r are
replaced by objects of the reference class R. From right to left, Class to Reference
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removes the reference class R and retargets the reference S.r directly to the
target class T.
Inheriting features from a superclass can be replaced by delegating them
to the superclass, and vice versa. Inheritance to Delegation removes the inheritance relationship to the superclass and creates a composite, mandatory
single-valued reference to the superclass. In a model, the slots of the features
inherited from the superclass are extracted to a separate object of the super
class. By removing the super type relationship, links of references to the superclass are no longer allowed to target the original object, and thus have to
be retargeted to the extracted object. Delegation to Inheritance does the inverse
and replaces the delegation to a class by an inheritance link to that class. The
following example demonstrates both directions:
class C : S {
...
}

class C {
s ♦ S (1..1)
...
}

From left to right, Inheritance to Delegation replaces the inheritance link of class
C to its superclass S by a composite, single-valued reference from C to S. In a
model, the slots of the features inherited from the super class S are extracted to
a separate object of the super class. From right to left, Delegation to Inheritance
removes the reference C.s and makes S a super class of C.
To decouple a reference, it can be replaced by an indirect reference using
an identifier, and vice versa. Reference to Identifier deletes the reference and
creates an attribute in the source class whose value refers to an id attribute in
the target class. In a model, links of the reference are replaced by setting the
attribute in the source object to the identifier of the target object. Identifier to
Reference does the inverse and replaces an indirect reference via identifier by
a direct reference. Our metamodeling formalism does not provide a means to
ensure that there is a target object for each identifier used by a source object.
Consequently, Reference to Identifier is a constructor and Identifier to Reference a
destructor, thus being an exception in the group of replacement operators.

3.5.7 Merge / Split Operators
Merge operators (Figure 3.9) merge several metamodel elements of the same
type into a single element, whereas split operators split a metamodel element
into several elements of the same type. Consequently, merge operators typically are destructors and split operators constructors. In general, each merge
operator has an inverse split operator. Split operators are more difficult to define, as they may require metamodel-specific information about how to split
values. There are different merge and split operators for the different metamodeling constructs.
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Merge Features merges a number of features defined in the same class into a
single feature. In the metamodel, the source features are deleted and the target
feature is required to be general enough—through its type and multiplicity—
so that the values of the other features can be fully moved to it in a model.
Depending on the type of feature that is merged, a repeated application of
Create Attribute or Create Reference provides an unsafe inverse. Split Reference
by Type splits a reference into references for each subclass of the type of the
original reference. In a model, each link instantiating the original reference
is moved to the corresponding target reference according to its type. If we
require that the type of the reference is abstract, this operator is a refactoring
and has Merge Features as a safe inverse.
Merge Classes merges a number of sibling classes—i.e. classes sharing a
common superclass—into a single class. In the metamodel, the sibling classes
are deleted and their features are merged to the features of the target class
according to name equality. Each of the sibling classes is required to define
the same features so that this operator is a destructor. In a model, objects
of the sibling classes are migrated to the new class. Split Class is an unsafe
inverse and splits a class into a number of classes. A function that maps each
object of the source class to one of the target classes needs to be provided to
the migration.
Merge Enumerations merges a number of enumerations into a single enumeration. In the metamodel, the source enumerations are deleted and their
literals are merged to the literals of the target enumeration according to name
equality. Each of the source enumerations is required to define the same literals so that this operator is a destructor. Additionally, attributes that have the
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source enumerations as type have to be retargeted to the target enumeration.
In a model, the values of these attributes have to be migrated according to how
literals are merged. A repeated application of Create Enumeration provides a
safe inverse.

3.6

DISCUSSION

3.6.1 Completeness
At the metamodel level, an operator catalog is complete if any source metamodel can be evolved to any target metamodel. This kind of completeness is
achieved by the catalog presented in the chapter. An extreme strategy would
be the following [Banerjee et al., 1987b]: In a first step, the original metamodel
needs to be discarded. Therefore, we delete opposite references and features.
Next, we delete data types and enumerations and collapse inheritance hierarchies by inlining subclasses. We can now delete the remaining classes.
Finally, we delete packages. In a second step, the target metamodel is constructed from scratch by creating packages, enumerations, literals, data types,
classes, attributes, and references. Inheritance hierarchies are constructed by
extracting empty subclasses.
Completeness is much harder to achieve, when we take the model level
into account. Here, an operator catalog is complete if any model migration
corresponding to an evolution from a source metamodel to a target model can
be expressed. In this sense, a complete catalog needs to provide a full-fledged
model transformation language based on operators. A first useful restriction
is Turing completeness. But reaching for this kind of completeness comes at
the price of usability. Given an existing operator, one can always think of a
slightly different operator having the same effect on the metamodel level but a
slightly different migration. But the higher the number of coupled operators,
the more difficult it is to find an operator in the catalog. And with many
similar operators, it is hard to decide which one to apply.
We therefore do not target theoretical completeness to capture all possible
migrations, but rather practical completeness to capture migrations that likely
happen in practice. When we started our case studies, we found the set of
operators from the literature rather incomplete. For each case study, we added
frequently reoccurring operators to the catalog. The number of operators we
added to the catalog declined with every new case study, thus approaching a
stable catalog. Our latest studies revealed no new operators. Although, most
case studies showed some operators which were only applied once. They
were never reused in other case studies. Therefore, we decided not to include
them in the catalog.
We expect similar special cases in practical applications where only a few
evolution steps can not be modeled by operators from the catalog. These
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cases can effectively be handled by providing a means for overwriting a
coupling [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009]: The user can specify metamodel
evolution by an operator application but overwrites the model migration for
this particular application. This way, theoretical completeness can still be
achieved.

3.6.2 Metamodeling Formalism
In this chapter, we focus only on core metamodeling constructs that are interesting for coupled evolution of metamodels and models. But a metamodel
defines not only the abstract syntax of a modeling language, but also an API
to access models expressed in this language. For this purpose, concrete metamodeling formalisms like Ecore or MOF provide metamodeling constructs
like interfaces, operations, derived features, volatile features, or annotations.
An operator catalog will need additional operators addressing these metamodeling constructs to reach full compatibility with Ecore or MOF. Such additional operators are relevant for practical completeness.
In the GMF case study [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2010a], we found 25% of
the applied operators to address changes in the API. Most of these operators
do not require migration. The only exceptions were annotations containing
constraints. An operator catalog accounting for constraints needs to deal with
two kinds of adaptations: First, the constraints need to be co-evolved when the
metamodel evolves. Operators need to provide this co-evolution in addition
to model migration. Second, evolving constraints might invalidate existing
models and thus require model migration. Here, new coupled operators for
the evolution of constraints are needed.
Things become more complicated when it comes to CMOF [Object Management Group, 2006]. Concepts like package merge, feature subsetting, and
visibility affect the semantics of operators in the chapter and additional operators are needed to deal with these concepts. For example, we would need four
different kinds of Rename due to the package merge: 1) Renaming an element
which is not involved in a merge neither before nor after the renaming (Rename Element). 2) Renaming an element which is not involved in a merge in
order to include it into a merge (Include by Name). 3) Renaming an element
which is involved in a merge in order to exclude it from the merge (Exclude by
Name). 4) Renaming all elements which are merged to the same element (Rename Merged Element).

3.6.3 Tool Support
In operator-based tools, operators are usually made available to the user
through an operator browser [Wachsmuth, 2007a, Herrmannsdoerfer et al.,
2009]. Here, the organization of the catalog into groups can help to find an
operator for a change at hand. The preservation properties can be used to
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reason about the impact on language expressiveness and on existing models.
In grammarware, similar operators have been successfully used in [Lämmel
and Zaytsev, 2009b] to reason about relationships between different versions
of the Java grammar. To make the user aware of the impact on models, it can
be shown by a traffic light in the browser: green for model-preserving, yellow
for safely and red for unsafely model-migrating. Additionally, the operator
browser may have different modes for restricting the presented operators in
order to guarantee language- and/or model-preservation properties. Bidirectionality can be used to invert an evolution that has been specified erroneously
earlier. Recorded operator applications can be automatically undone with different levels of safety by applying the inverse operators. Tools that support
evolution detection should evade of destructors in favor of refactorings to
increase the preservation of information by the detected evolution.
Difference-based tools [Cicchetti et al., 2008, Garcés et al., 2009] need to be
able to specify the mappings underlying the operators from the catalog. When
they allow to specify complex mappings, they could introduce means to specify the mappings of the operators in a straightforward manner. Introducing
such first class constructs reduces the effort for specifying the migration. For
instance, the declarative language presented by Narayanan et al. [2009] provides patterns to specify recurrent mappings.

3.7

CONCLUSION

We presented a catalog of 61 operators for the coupled evolution of metamodels and models. These so-called coupled operators evolve a metamodel and
in response are able to automatically migrate existing models. The catalog
covers not only well-known operators from the literature, but also operators
which have proven useful in a number of case studies we performed. The
catalog is based on the widely used EMOF metamodeling formalism [Object
Management Group, 2006] which was stripped of the constructs that cannot
be instantiated in models. When a new construct is added to the metamodeling formalism, new operators have to be added to the catalog: Primitive
operators to create, delete and modify the construct as well as complex operators to perform more intricate evolutions involving the construct. The catalog
not only serves as a basis for operator-based tools, but also for differencebased tools. Operator-based tools need to provide an implementation of the
presented operators. Difference-based tools need to be able to specify the
mappings underlying the presented operators.
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Generating Database Migrations
for Evolving Web Applications
ABSTRACT
WebDSL is a domain-specific language for the implementation of dynamic
web applications with a rich data model. It provides developers with objectoriented data modeling concepts but abstracts over implementation details
for persisting application data in relational databases. When the underlying
data model of an application evolves, persisted application data has to be
migrated. While implementing migration at the database level breaks the
abstractions provided by WebDSL, an implementation at the data model level
requires to intermingle migration with application code. In this chapter, we
present a domain-specific language for the coupled evolution of data models
and application data. It allows to specify data model evolution as a separate
concern at the data model level and can be compiled to migration code at the
database level. Its linguistic integration with WebDSL enables static checks
for evolution validity and correctness.

4.1

INTRODUCTION

WebDSL is a domain-specific language for the implementation of dynamic
web applications with a rich data model [Visser, 2008a]. It provides developers with object-oriented data modeling concepts. These concepts abstract
over implementation details for persistence. These details are added in a
two-step compilation process. In the first step, the WebDSL compiler generates application code in an object-oriented general purpose programming
language, which is Java. To achieve persistence, the generated code relies on
the Hibernate framework. This framework realizes an object-relational mapping (ORM): Application data is kept in objects at runtime but is persisted
in a relational database. In the second step, the generated application code
is compiled and the persistence framework generates a relational database
schema. When deploying the application, a relational database management
system (RDBMS) generates an initial, empty database from this schema. The
deployed application will interact with the RDMBS to store and to retrieve its
data.
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Problem.

As any other software, web applications and their data models evolve. An evolved application has to be recompiled and redeployed.
During recompilation, the persistence framework generates a new database
schema. Typically, the original database no longer complies with the new
schema and original application data cannot be accessed from the evolved
application anymore. During redeployment, the RDBMS instead generates a
new initial database from the new schema. But original application data is a
valuable asset. It needs to be migrated to co-evolve with the application and
its data model.
Implementing migrations at the database level breaks the abstractions provided by WebDSL. Developers have to be aware of the persistence framework
and its ORM to make sure that the migrated database complies with the new
schema. They also have to be aware of the RDBMS to provide details such as
character set definitions, collations, and storage engines.
To avoid breaking abstractions, migrations can be implemented at the data
model level in WebDSL. Since the generated code will make extensive usage
of the ORM, migration does not scale to large amounts of data and is typically
performed lazily. The application migrates original data only when it needs
to access this data. As a consequence, the original data model has to remain
part of the evolving data model and application code is intermingled with
migration code. Maintenance of data model, application code, and migration
code becomes harder with every new evolution step.

Contribution.

In Chapter 3, we compiled an extensive catalog of coupled operators for the evolution of object-oriented data models. These operators couple common evolution steps at the data model level with their
corresponding migrations at the data level. In this chapter, we focus on the
implementation of these operators in Acoda, a tool for the coupled evolution
of WebDSL data models and databases.
Acoda provides a domain-specific language for specifying data model evolution as a separate concern at the data model level. Its IDE offers static checks
for evolution validity and correctness. While evolution validity ensures that
an evolution can be applied to the original data model, evolution correctness
secures that the evolution yields the evolved data model.
Acoda implements coupled operators as a mapping from evolution steps
to migration code in SQL. In this chapter, we discuss this mapping for particular operators in detail, including complex operators that work along the
inheritance hierarchy or over references. Thereby, we distinguish three kinds
of migrations. First, schema modifications change only the database schema.
Second, conservative migrations rearrange data without data loss. Third, lossy
migration supports potential data loss on purpose.

Outline.

We briefly introduce WebDSL’s data modeling concepts and its
ORM in the next section. In Section 4.3, we discuss evolution specification. In
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Sections 4.4 to 4.6, we address the generation of migration code for selected
operators in detail. We conclude the chapter with a discussion in Section 4.8.

4.2

WEBDSL

WebDSL is a domain-specific language for the development of dynamic web
applications that integrates data models, user interface models, actions, validation, access control, and workflow [Visser, 2008a]. The WebDSL compiler
verifies the consistency of web applications and generates complete implementations in Java. In this section, we focus on WebDSL’s data modeling
concepts and the ORM underlying the generated Java code.

4.2.1 Data modeling
A data model definition in WebDSL features entity declarations, which comprise a name and a set of properties. An entity declaration might inherit from
another entity declaration, indicated with : . Each property has a name and
a type. We distinguish two kinds of properties: Value properties, indicated
with :: , and associations, indicated with → . For value properties, WebDSL
supports basic data types such as Bool and String , but also domain-specific
types such as Email, Secret, and WikiText, which all provide additional functionality. Associations refer either to entities declared in the data
model (single-valued) or to a Set or List thereof (multi-valued).
Figure 4.1 (left) shows a data model for a publication management application similar to Researchr1 . It models publications written by authors and
a special type of publication, namely the published volume. Additionally,
users can register and create personal bibliographies, which are collections of
publications.

4.2.2 Object-relational Mapping
WebDSL’s data modeling concepts abstract over implementation details for
persistence. These details are added by the WebDSL compiler which addresses Hibernate as a persistence framework. At runtime, application data
is kept in objects which are stored persistently in a relational database. There
is a database table for each hierarchy of entities, named after the root entity declaration in a hierarchy. Throughout the chapter, we will call these
tables hierarchy tables. In the running example, there will be four tables _User,
_Bibliography, _Publication, and _Author. Each of these tables has at
least two columns: id stores object ids and acts as the primary key of the ta1 Researchr is a web application for finding, collecting, sharing, and reviewing scientific publications: http://researchr.org.
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entity Author {
name
:: String
}
entity User {
email
:: Email
password :: Secret
public
:: Bool
}
entity Bibliography {
owner
→ User (not null)
publications
→ Set<Publication>
}
entity Publication {
key
:: String
title
:: String
abstract :: WikiText
authors
→ List<Author>
}
entity PublishedVolume
: Publication {
publisher :: String
}

Chapter 4

entity Person {
alias
→ Set<Alias> (not empty)
email
:: Email
}
entity Alias {
name
:: String (id)
}
entity User : Person {
password
:: Secret
}
entity Bibliography {
public
:: Bool
owner
→ User (not null)
publications
→ Set<Publication>
}
entity Publication {
registrant → User
key
:: String
title
:: String
abstract
:: WikiText
authors
→ List<Person>
}
entity PublishedVolume
: Publication {
editors
→ List<Person>
publisher :: String
}

Figure 4.1 Original and evolved data model for the running example

1 create Publication.registrant → User;
2 collect Bibliography.public over owner;
3
4
5
6

rename entity Author to Person;
create PublishedVolume.editors → List<Person>;
add super Person to User;
pull up Person.email;

7 extract
entity Alias{ name::String }
from Person
as alias;
8 make Alias.name id;
9 generalize Person.alias to Set;

Figure 4.2 Evolution Model for the running example
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ble while DISCRIMINATOR is used to distinguish which entity in the hierarchy
is instantiated by an object. Object ids are implemented by universally unique
identifiers (UUIDs) and are therefore database-wide (and beyond) unique.
Additional columns are added for each value property and for each singlevalued association declared in one of the entities in an entity hierarchy. Since
columns for single-valued associations will store the ID of a referred object,
they act as implicit references. The implicit references are made explicit by
a foreign key to the id column in the table corresponding to the type of an
association. The RDBMS enforces foreign keys by preventing (or canceling)
database operations that break integrity. The _Bibliography table will have
three columns: id (primary key), DISCRIMINATOR, and Bibliography_owner
(with a foreign key to id in _User).
Multi-valued associations are stored in separate connection tables. The names
of these tables are composed from the names of the declaring entity, the association, and the association type. Each connection table has two columns to
store pairs of object ids (referring and referred object). Both columns are foreign keys to the id column of the table corresponding to the declaring entity
respectively the association type. A multi-valued association can either be a
Set or a List . For sets, we place a primary key on the two columns, since we
may not store a pair of objects twice. For lists, an additional index column is
needed to persist order. Here we place a primary key on the combination of
declaring entity reference and the index, since there can just be one reference
per position in a list. For example, the association Publication.authors is
stored in a connection table named Publication_authors_Author comprising three columns, namely: _Publication_id (with a foreign key to id in
_Publication), Publicationauthorindex, and authors_id (with a foreign
key to id in _Author), where the first two columns act as the primary key.

4.3

M O D E L I N G D ATA M O D E L E V O L U T I O N

Typically, the evolution of a data model is only implicitly defined by its original and evolved version. For example, the right part of Figure 4.1 shows an
evolved version of the data model. In this section, we discuss means to model
this evolution explicitly.

4.3.1 Coupled Operators
Informally, the example evolution follows three stages: First, bibliography
management is extended by allowing users to submit new publications, hence
they are linked to publications as registrant and can now individually
set bibliography visibility. This requires adding an association from User
to Publication and a public property to bibliographies. The latter is
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collected from the owner of a bibliography as not to lose the user settings.
Second, the system is refactored to support editors. This requires addition of
an editors association, as well as renaming Author to a more general Person
. Consequently, User can become a sub entity of Person , since they may also
be editor or author of publications. The email of users is then generalized to
be able to store email addresses for editors and authors. Third, the system is
extended to support people (authors, editors, or users) to have different name
aliases. Therefore, a person’s name is extracted into a new entity, in which
names are stored uniquely.
We can model evolution as a sequence of coupled operator applications.
At the data model level, coupled operators capture common evolution steps.
Thereby, they go beyond simple creations, changes, and deletions of entities
and properties. For example, the evolution model from Figure 4.2 includes
the collection of a property over an association, the pull-up of a property
into a parent entity, and the extraction of an entity. Each of these operators
couples the evolution step at the data model level with a corresponding migration. This allows us to compile evolution models into migration code for
the database level.

4.3.2 Linguistic Integration
The language for evolution models is linguistically integrated with WebDSL.
It reuses WebDSL’s data modeling concepts and parts of their syntax definition. For example, constructs for property and entity creation reuse the
syntax for properties and entities. An evolution model includes references to
the original and evolved data model. Static checks ensure evolution validity and correctness with respect to these data models. For evolution validity,
preconditions for operator applications are checked in the context of the original data model (Chapter 5). These preconditions secure that the evolution
can be applied to the original data model. For evolution correctness, it is
checked whether the evolution maps the original data model to the evolved
data model.

4.3.3 Migration
To migrate the original database, each operator application in an evolution
model is compiled to its corresponding migration code. Thereby, the compiler
follows the same ORM as the WebDSL compiler, namely Hibernate. This ensures that migrating the original database and generating an initial schema for
the evolved data model will result in the same database schema. Furthermore,
the compiler is aware of the RDMBS and generates details such as character
set definitions, collations, and storage engines2 .
2 In
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the examples, we omit these details for readability.
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In the following sections, we discuss database migration for selected coupled operators. Thereby, we distinguish three kinds of migrations. Operators
such as property and entity creation only require schema modification. Their
corresponding migrations affect the database schema but not the stored data.
We discuss such operators in Section 4.4. Many other operators such as entity
renaming, entity extraction, super addition, or cardinality generalization allow for conservative data migration. Their corresponding migrations affect both
the database schema and the stored data. But the stored data is completely
preserved during migration, no data is lost. We discuss such operators in
Section 4.5. Only few operators such as property collection or property identification require lossy migration. Their corresponding migrations may not preserve the stored data completely. Some data may be lost intentionally during
migration. We discuss such operators in Section 4.6.

4.4

S C H E M A M O D I F I C AT I O N

Schema modifying migrations change the database schema, but leave the persistent data untouched. They generally allow for more information to be
stored and are thereby most commonly needed while extending application
functionality.

4.4.1 Property Creation
In Chapter 3, we identified two coupled operators for property creation: one
for value properties and one for associations. But in WebDSL and its Hibernate configuration, single-valued associations and multi-valued associations
are dealt with differently. The first is stored inside the containing entity’s table, the second is stored in its own connection table. Thus, Acoda provides
three different coupled operators for property creation: one for value properties, one for single-valued associations, and one for multi-valued associations.
When we create a new value property in a data model, the original database
schema is missing a column for this property. To be precise, the hierarchy
table corresponding to the entity containing the new property is missing a
column. We need to create the missing column in order to migrate the original
database.
For the creation of a new single-valued association, the migration is similar.
Again, the hierarchy table corresponding to the containing entity is missing
a column for storing ids of the associated entity. Additionally, a foreign key
needs to be created to enforce validity. This foreign key needs to point to the
id column of the hierarchy table corresponding to the associated entity.

Example.

Acoda generates the following migration for the creation of the
association registrant in the running example:
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1 create Publication.registrant → User;
ALTER TABLE _Publication
ADD COLUMN ‘Publication_registrant‘
VARCHAR(32) default NULL,
ADD CONSTRAINT f_Publication_registrant
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Publication_registrant‘
(Publication_registrant)
REFERENCES _User (id);

It consists of a single SQL statement altering the _Publication table. First, it
adds a new column Publication_registrant to store the association. Afterwards, it constrains this column with a foreign key to id in _User.
In contrast to single-valued references, multi-valued references are stored
in separate connection tables. When we create a new multi-valued association
in a data model, the original database schema is missing a table for this association. We need to create this table in order to migrate the original database.

Example.
editors

Acoda generates the following migration for the creation of the
association:

4 create PublishedVolume.editors → List<Person>;
CREATE TABLE ‘PublishedVolume_editors_Person‘ (
‘_PublishedVolume_id‘ VARCHAR(32) default NULL,
‘_editors_id‘ VARCHAR(32) default NULL,
‘PublishedVolumeeditorsindex‘ integer,
PRIMARY KEY (‘_PublishedVolume_id‘,
‘PublishedVolumeeditorsindex‘),
INDEX ‘forward_lookup‘
(_PublishedVolume_id(14)),
CONSTRAINT ‘f_PublishedVolume_editors_b‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_PublishedVolume_editors_b‘
(_PublishedVolume_id)
REFERENCES _Publication (id),
CONSTRAINT ‘f_PublishedVolume_editors_f‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_PublishedVolume_editors_f‘
(_editors_id)
REFERENCES _Person (id)
);

It comprises a single SQL statement creating a table connecting records
in _PublishedVolume to records in _Person. The table has three columns
to store ids of published volumes, ids of persons, and list indices since order
does matter. For a published volume and an index, the associated editor needs
to be unique. Thus, the published volume and the index form the primary
key of the table. Validity of the two columns which store ids is ensured
by foreign keys. These point to the id columns in the connected tables. In
order to support efficient use of the connection table, database indices are
generated for the primary key, allowing efficient single editor lookup, and for
the published volumes column, allowing efficient collection of the complete
list of editors for a published volume.
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4.4.2 Entity Creation
Similar to property creation, Acoda provides different coupled operators for
the creation of a new entity: one for entities that do not extend another entity
and one for entities that do.
When we create a new entity which does not extend another entity, the
original database is missing a hierarchy table for this entity and connection
tables for its multi-valued associations. We need to create these tables in order
to migrate the original database. Since we explained the creation of connection
tables already in the previous section, we only focus on the hierarchy table.
Following Hibernate, this table needs to be named like the entity and needs to
provide two columns id and DISCRIMINATOR as well as additional columns for
value properties and single-valued associations. Columns for single-valued
associations need to be constrained by foreign keys.
When we create a new entity which extends another entity, the original
database is missing columns for its value properties and single-valued associations and connection tables for its multi-valued associations. The columns
are missing in the hierarchy table of the extended entity. Thus, the migration
is the same as for creating the properties of the new entity. Creating its value
properties and single-valued associations will add the missing columns while
creating its multi-valued associations will add the missing connection tables.
Figure 4.3 presents creation of an entity A:B with single- and multivalued features sf 1 .. sf n and mf 1 .. mf m graphically. The figure above
the dashed line shows the database before migration, the figure below the
dashed line after migration. Each array denotes a table, each cell within an
array a column. An open cell denotes columns which were already present
before modification and remain unaltered. A solid double arrow denotes
a uniqueness key, a dashed double arrow denotes a database index, and a
single arrow denotes a foreign key. A* denotes the root entity in the hierarchy
of entity A, t(a) denotes the target type of an association a. The id columns
are always unique. We therefore omit the double solid uniqueness arrow on
id columns.

4.5

C O N S E RVAT I V E D ATA M I G R AT I O N

Conservative migrations are needed when the domain of an application shifts
or expands. They change the schema and rearrange data but do not lose information. Conservative migrations are most common in practice, yet tedious
and error-prone to write manually.
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Figure 4.3 Database modification for entity creation

4.5.1 Entity Renaming
In schema generation, entity names influence table and column names in hierarchy and connection tables as well as associated foreign keys. When an
entity is renamed, these names need to be updated and foreign keys need
to be recreated. More specifically, renaming entity A requires the following
schema modifications:
1. Drop foreign keys for single- and multi-valued associations in A
2. Drop foreign keys for single- and multi-valued associations of type A
3. Rename the hierarchy table for A if A=A*
4. Rename columns for value properties and single-valued associations in
A

5. Rename connection tables for multi-valued associations in A
6. Rename columns for multi-valued associations in A
7. Rename columns for multi-valued associations of type A
8. Create foreign keys for single- and multi-valued associations in A
9. Create foreign keys for single- and multi-valued associations of type A
However, entity names are also used as discriminator, distinguishing between
different entities in a hierarchy. An entity rename therefore needs to migrate
the data inside the hierarchy table for A , by replacing the old entity name in
the DISCRIMINATOR column by the new entity name.
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Acoda generates the following migration for renaming Author

to Person:
3 rename entity Author to Person;
ALTER TABLE Publication_authors_Author
DROP FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Publication_authors_f‘;
ALTER TABLE _Author
RENAME _Person;
ALTER TABLE Publication_authors_Author
RENAME Publication_authors_Person,
ADD CONSTRAINT ‘f_Publication_authors_f‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Publication_authors_f‘ (_authors_id)
REFERENCES _Person (id),
UPDATE _Person
SET DISCRIMINATOR = "Person"
WHERE DISCRIMINATOR = "Author";

First, the foreign key for the Publication.authors association is dropped,
after which the hierarchy table _Author can be renamed. Next, the connection
table for the association is renamed and the dropped foreign key is recreated.
Finally, the object discriminators are updated.

4.5.2 Super Addition
When the original application models two inheritance-unrelated entities, separate tables are used to store the inheritance trees of both. When the application evolves by adding a super entity joining the two inheritance trees,
the target application only uses a single table to store both entities. To support the new application, the original tables and associated data needs to be
merged. The schema modifications are presented graphically in Figure 4.4.
The migration of adding super entity A to entity B comprises the following
steps:
1. Expand the table for A* by all single-valued properties in the inheritance
tree of B ( inh(B) )
2. Create foreign keys for outward single-valued associations in
inh(B)

3. Copy single-valued data from the old table for B to the table for A*
4. Drop foreign keys for outward (multi-valued and single-valued) associations in inh(B)
5. Create foreign keys for outward multi-valued associations in
inh(B)

6. Drop foreign keys for inward associations to inh(B)
7. Create foreign keys for inward associations to inh(B)
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Figure 4.4 Database modification for super type addition

8. Drop the old table for B
Step 1 creates the new space to store data for B and its sub entities inside
the table, which was originally only used for A* and its sub entities. Step 2
creates foreign keys pointing away from the table of A* . Step 3 prevents any
loss of data. Steps 5 and 7 create foreign keys pointing to the table of A* ,
which work on the copied data. Steps 4 and 6 drop all foreign keys, that point
to the table for B , to prevent breaking the database integrity. Finally, step 8
deletes the old data. The order of steps is crucial, it targets to maximize the
number of constraints at any point in migration: Foreign keys for outward
single-valued associations are added before copying data, since they point
away from the table for A* and thereby also hold on an incomplete (or empty)
set of B records. Foreign keys for outward multi-valued associations and
inward associations are created after copying, since they point to the table for
A* and therefore require a complete data set. The foreign keys are dropped
before the data is dropped to prevent them from breaking and the foreign
keys are dropped before they are recreated to prevent name clashes. Note
that except for their foreign keys, any connection table associated to inh(B)
remains unaltered.

Example.

In the running example, Person becomes super entity of User .
Following the scheme outlined above: User has two single-valued properties
email and password, which are added to the Person table in step 1. Both
these properties are attributes, hence step 2 can be omitted. Next, the user
data is copied from the User table to the Person table in step 3. Step
4 can again be omitted. User has one inward association registrant from
Publication, whose new foreign key is added in step 5 and whose old foreign
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key is dropped in step 7. Step 6 can again be omitted and step 8 drops the
old user data. The steps are formalized in the following migration:
5 add super Person to User;
ALTER TABLE _Person
ADD COLUMN ‘User_email‘ VARCHAR(255) DEFAULT ’’;
ADD COLUMN ‘User_password‘ VARCHAR(255) DEFAULT ’’;
INSERT INTO _Person
(id,DISCRIMINATOR, version_opt_lock,
User_email, User_password)
SELECT id,DISCRIMINATOR,
version_opt_lock,_email,_password
FROM _User;
ALTER TABLE _Publication
DROP FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Publication_registrant‘;
ALTER TABLE _Publication
ADD CONSTRAINT ‘f_Publication_registrant‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Publication_registrant‘
(Publication_registrant)
REFERENCES _Person (id);
DROP TABLE _User;

4.5.3 Entity Extraction
To enrich a data model, an entity may need to be extracted from another
entity. During entity extraction, a new entity is created using some or all
of the properties of an existing source entity. A single-valued association is
created to link objects of the two entities. An example entity extraction can be
found in the running example, where Alias is extracted from Person , using
a new association alias . We distinguish the following steps in a migration
for extracting entity B from A as a :
1. Adapt the schema to store B
2. Add a column for a to the table for A*
3. Generate new identifiers in the column for a
4. Copy a as id and other single-valued columns in B from the table for
A*

5. Create a foreign key for a
6. Drop the old columns in the table for A*
7. Move the data for multi-valued properties in B and update their ids
using the mapping provided by a
Step 1 comprises a migration for creating an entity, as discussed in Section
4.4.2. Step 2 adds a column, but leaves out its foreign key. Step 3 generates
new ids, which can be sequentially numbered, or as in our case UUIDs. Step
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Figure 4.5 Database modification for entity extraction

4 then performs the extraction for all single-valued data, by copying their
columns including the newly generated ids and a discriminator (’B’) to the
new table. As the identifier duplication now validates the foreign key, it can
be created in step 5. Step 6 then drops the old single-valued data from the
table for A* . Finally, step 7 moves the multi-valued data to new connection
tables, which were created in step 1. This data references A objects, whereas
they should now be referencing B objects, therefore there links need to be
updated using the mapping specified in the table for A* (id, A_a) . After
moving the multi-valued data, the old connection tables are dropped. Note
that step 4 moves each property across association a to B . We could therefore
have reused the migration generation for moving properties, yet this would
yield an inefficient migration. Copying all data in one pass over the table
for A* is more efficient then separate passes for each of the single-valued
properties in B .
Figure 4.5 shows the database before and after migration. The data set
identifiers are generated (step 3 above) and the data set for B_id is obtained
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by applying the mapping from A objects to B objects (step 7).

Example. In the running example, we extract entity Alias and its name
property from Person , while creating an association alias. To adapt the
database, we generate the migration shown below. Step 7 above is not represented, since Alias has no multi-valued properties.
7 extract entity Alias{name::String} from Person as alias;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS ‘_Alias‘ (
‘DISCRIMINATOR‘ VARCHAR(255) default ’’,
‘id‘ VARCHAR(32) default NULL,
‘Alias_name‘ VARCHAR(255) default ’’,
PRIMARY KEY (‘id‘)
);
ALTER TABLE _Person
ADD COLUMN ‘Person_alias‘ VARCHAR(32)
default NULL;
UPDATE _Person
SET Person_alias = UUID();
INSERT INTO _Alias
SELECT "Alias", Person_alias, Person_name
FROM _Person;
ALTER TABLE _Person
ADD CONSTRAINT ‘f_Person_alias‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Person_alias‘ (Person_alias)
REFERENCES _Alias (id);
ALTER TABLE _Person
DROP COLUMN Person_name;

4.5.4 Maximum Cardinality Generalization
During the lifetime of an application, attributes often get generalized to expand the application’s functionality. One type of property generalization is increasing its maximum cardinality. Any multi-valued cardinality uses the same
database structure, its exact number is irrelevant. However, a single-valued
association is represented as a column, whereas a multi-valued association as
a connection table. In the running example, a person’s alias is stored within
the Person table before step 7 and stored in a connection table afterwards.
To support such generalization, we need to generate a migration, which first
creates the connection table, then moves the data from the main table to the
connection table and subsequently drops the old column.

Example.

For generalizing the maximum alias cardinality in the running example, we generate the migration below. The first statement creates a
connection table as discussed in Section 4.4.1. The second statement inserts
the old data into the new connection table. The last two statements drop the
old column by first dropping the foreign key and then dropping the column
itself.
9 generalize Person.alias to Set;
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CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS ‘Person_alias_Alias‘ (
‘_Person_id‘ VARCHAR(32)default NULL,
‘_alias_id‘ VARCHAR(32)default NULL,
INDEX ‘forward_lookup‘ (_Person_id(14)),
CONSTRAINT ‘f_Person_alias_b‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Person_alias_b‘ (_Person_id)
REFERENCES _Person (id),
CONSTRAINT ‘f_Person_alias_f‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Person_alias_f‘ (_alias_id)
REFERENCES _Alias (id)
);
INSERT INTO Person_alias_Alias
SELECT id, Person_alias
FROM _Person
WHERE Person_alias IS NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE _Person
DROP FOREIGN KEY f_Person_alias;
ALTER TABLE _Person
DROP Person_alias;

4.5.5 Property Pull-Up
For pulling up a property, Acoda provides different migrations for value properties, single-valued associations, and multi-valued associations. Value properties as well as single-valued associations are stored inside the inheritance
hierarchy table. A property is pulled up from each of the sibling entities inside the hierarchy. The pulled up property is stored in one database column.
During migration, the values for the different sibling columns need to be combined. This is achieved by creating the new column A_f, copying the data sets
of each of the sibling properties separately and dropping the sibling properties afterwards. Figure 4.6 presents single-valued pull up. The pulled up data
(a12 to an2) is merged to form a new column A_f. When associations are
pulled up, the old foreign keys are dropped (arrows in figure) and a single
foreign key is created along with the new column A_f.

Example.

In the running example, email is pulled up from User to
Person . Email is a single-valued property and User has no sibling entities.
Thus, for the example, we need to merge a single column with no foreign key,
which amounts to creating a new column, copying the data and dropping the
old column:
6 pull up Person.email;

ALTER TABLE _Person
ADD COLUMN ‘Person_email‘
VARCHAR(255) DEFAULT ’’;
UPDATE _Person
SET Person_email = User_email
WHERE DISCRIMINATOR=’User’;
ALTER TABLE _Person
DROP COLUMN ‘User_email‘;
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Figure 4.6 Database modification for single-valued property pull up

When pulling up a multi-valued association, the set of sibling associations
is stored in a collection of connection tables. These need to be merged into
a new table which has column names and foreign keys adapted to the new
containing type. In contrast to single-valued associations, merging of multivalued associations comprises a union of the sibling data sets and can thus be
done in one SQL statement.

4.6

L O S S Y M I G R AT I O N

Although data loss is generally not desirable, when correcting design flaws
it can often not be avoided. Additionally, in many cases a migration may in
theory potentially cause data loss, yet in practice for many databases this will
not actually be the case.

4.6.1 Property Collection
It is common for properties to be repositioned during the life-span of an application. They can be repositioned across an inheritance relation (e.g. pull up
), but can also be repositioned across an association. In WebDSL, associations
are directed. When repositioning a property in the direction of the association,
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we speak of moving a property, when repositioning opposite to the association
direction, we speak of collecting a property. When a property is repositioned
across an association, we call the association a bridge.
There are two main reasons for collecting properties: First, the application may use numerous dereferences to access a property, in which case the
dereference can be made permanent by collecting the property. Second, the
property might no longer logically belong to the referred object but to the
referring object. This is the case in our running example: We want to distinguish for each bibliography if it is public or not. In the original data model,
the distinction is made only on a per user basis. Thus, the corresponding
property public needs to be collected from User to Bibliography, using
owner as a bridge.
Property collection may cause loss of data, since the bridge may not be
surjective. There may be users who have set their public field but do not have
a bibliography. To adapt a database to a collected single-valued property f
in A from B across single-valued association bridge 3 , we first create the new
column to store f. Next, we join the tables for A* and B* (we compute
their cross product) and filter the result on records where the bridge holds
(A.bridge = B.id) . Then we copy the old column for f to the new column
for f in the cross product result. Finally we drop the old column for f . If f
is an association, its new foreign key needs to be created along with creating
its new column and its old foreign key needs to be dropped before dropping
the old column. Note that the database index on the (primary) id column of
the table for B ensures that the table join can be computed efficiently.
Figure 4.7 shows the process graphically, in which the middle stage represents the intermediate signature during update. During migration, data is
typically duplicated: A user can have multiple bibliographies, each of which
gets the same public value.

Example.

To collect public from User to Bibliography in our running
example, we generate the migration below. The first and last statement create
and delete columns to store the public property. The second statement copies
(and duplicates) the information by updating the Bibliography and User table
joined together using owner as criterium.
2 collect Bibliography.public over owner;
ALTER TABLE _Bibliography
ADD COLUMN ‘Bibliography_public‘ BIT(1)
DEFAULT FALSE;
UPDATE _Bibliography target, _User source
SET target.Bibliography_public = source.User_public
WHERE target.Bibliography_owner = source.id;
ALTER TABLE _User
DROP User_public;

3 Note
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There are different migrations for collecting multi-valued properties and
for collecting properties across a multi-valued bridge. In both cases, the migration is extended by including connection tables. When collecting a property across a multi-valued bridge, we need to extend the join above by the
connection table representing the bridge. When collecting a multi-valued
property, the property is represented as a connection table and we can thereby
make a new connection table by rewriting the connection table’s reference to
B into a reference to A , using the bridge. To apply the rewriting efficiently, a
database index on the bridge needs to be generated first.

4.6.2 Property Identification
When a property is kept unique by the application, yet is not modeled as such,
it can be made unique to ensure correctness of the application logic. Also,
when data is stored redundantly, it can be compacted by enforcing uniqueness
of redundant properties. The latter is the case in the running example, where
multiple aliases with the same name exist after entity extraction. By making
an alias’ name unique, only one object would be needed per name.
Although the schema generated for the new application would match the
original schema, the application logic assumes property uniqueness, whereas
this is not guaranteed by the database. The original database may contain
duplicate values. Migration needs to resolve these duplicates as to ensure
uniqueness. There are two approaches to enforcing uniqueness: Either the
identifying values are adapted to be unique, yet it is hard to provide a decent
strategy to do so and in practice this is rarely desirable. Or the objects which
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Figure 4.8 Database modification for attribute identification

contain duplicate values are merged. We use the latter. It may merge objects,
which are not exactly the same, in which case information is lost.
Merging objects along an identifying property comprises two tasks: the
objects need to be merged and all associations to these objects need to be
updated to point to the merged objects. Both tasks make extensive use of a
mapping from original objects to merged objects. As this mapping is computationally complex to derive, we compute it once and reuse the result. The
schematical changes for making property A.f an identifier are shown in Figure 4.8. The top-most part shows the table for A and associations to this
table, which may both be from single-valued associations (columns) as well
as multi-valued associations (connection tables). The middle part shows the
computed mapping from A object ids (source) to merged A object ids (target).
Only the target column has a foreign key to A* . At the start of migration
the source column also references A ids, yet after merge, source may point to
no longer existing, merged objects. The bottom part shows the schema after
migration.
For making Alias.name an identifier (step 8 in the running example), Acoda
generates the following migration:
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8 make Alias.name id;
CREATE TABLE Alias_merge
( INDEX forward_lookup (source),
INDEX reverse_lookup (target)
)
CONSTRAINT ‘f_Alias_merge‘
FOREIGN KEY ‘f_Alias_merge‘
(target)
REFERENCES _Alias (id)
SELECT original.id AS source, target
FROM
_Alias AS original,
( SELECT min(id) AS target, Alias_name
FROM _Alias
GROUP BY Alias_name
) AS merged
WHERE original.Alias_name = merged.Alias_name;
UPDATE _Person AS ref, Alias_merge AS map
SET ref.Person_alias = map.target
WHERE ref.Person_alias = map.source;
DELETE FROM _Alias
WHERE NOT EXISTS
( SELECT *
FROM Alias_merge AS map
WHERE map.target = id);
ALTER TABLE _Alias
ADD CONSTRAINT ‘Alias_name_unique‘
UNIQUE (_name);
DROP TABLE MergeMap_Alias;

The first statement computes and stores the mapping form original aliases to
merged aliases. It uses two indices for efficient lookup: a forward index to
rewrite the associations and a backward index to update the alias table. The
second statement updates the alias association from Person , which at this
point in migration is still single-valued. The update joins the Person table
and the map to update all associations efficiently. The third statement drops
the old and redundant aliases, which can now safely be removed, since they
are no longer in use. The fourth statement enforces uniqueness and the final
statement removes the merge map.

4.7

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

The presented evolution modeling language is implemented as a part of Acoda4 .
To seamlessly integrate into regular development, Acoda offers an Eclipse
plugin developed using Spoofax/IMP [Kats et al., 2009]. It operates in cooperation with the (already available) WebDSL plugin, which provides WebDSL
application editing and compilation services. Acoda offers additional functionality around evolving WebDSL data models, such as comparison of original and evolved data model to yield an evolution model (Chapter 5); editor
support for editing evolution models (such as syntax highlighting, instant error marking and content completion); generation of SQL migration code; and
4 http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/Acoda
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Figure 4.9 Screenshot of the Acoda Eclipse plugin. The left-most column shows
the regular Eclipse project tree. The top-left editor displays a WebDSL data model.
The top-right editor shows the evolution specification. The bottom editor shows the
generated SQL migration.
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application of migrations to a database. The plugin can be used in the context
of agile development, in which it supports a short development - migration deployment - testing loop. For migration of production databases, Acoda also
offers a stand alone version, which can be run on-site or remotely.
Figure 4.9 shows a screenshot of the plugin. The left-most column shows
the regular Eclipse project tree. The top-left editor displays a WebDSL data
model (the running example). This editor is provided by the WebDSL plugin. The top-right editor shows the evolution specification used throughout
the chapter, with a small typo to show evolution validity checking and corresponding error marking. This editor is provided by the Acoda plugin. The
bottom editor shows the SQL migration generated by the plugin. Although
this migration can be viewed and adapted by the developer, general practice
is to apply the evolution specification directly, without examining SQL code.
However, this still generates the SQL migration internally, which is then applied to the database.

4.8

DISCUSSION

4.8.1 Related Work
Migration generation is common in software development. Evolving data
models require data migration, evolving DTDs require XML migration, and
evolving schema require database migration. Furthermore, migration is not
restricted to data modeling. It also occurs where meta-models evolve, where
domain-specific languages evolve [Pizka and Jürgens, 2007b], and where grammars evolve. The coupled transformation problem is ubiquitous [Lämmel,
2004]. In this section, we relate our work to existing work on data model
evolution and to work on coupled evolution in general.
Ruby on Rails offers support for migration of databases along an evolving
web application5 . The web applications use an ORM to persist data in a relational database. They offer support for versioning different databases running
different versions of the same application. In contrast to our work, the Ruby
on Rails migration support requires the developer to define database migrations himself in terms of the relational database. Ruby on Rails offers a set of
SQL-like methods to alter a database, such as create_table, add_column
and remove_index. They do not offer an evolution language at the application abstraction level.
In the area of data model evolution, most work focuses on evolving schema
and migrating databases [Berdaguer et al., 2007, Gupta et al., 1993, Hainaut
et al., 1994]. Schema describe structure of data storage, primarily focusing
on storage techniques to improve query performance. Evolving schema requires the developer to be concerned with database implementation details.
5 http://guides.rubyonrails.org/migrations.html
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In our work, we bridge the ORM to allow the developer to define evolution
in the application domain and abstract away from database details. From
the application-level evolution specification, we generate schema evolution
definitions (in SQL). We rely on the previous work on schema evolution to efficiently map the generated schema evolution onto a database migration. On
the one hand, this allows the developer to reason in terms of application logic
instead of database techniques. On the other hand, it allows us to introduce
more advanced concepts into evolution specifications, such as inheritance,
cardinalities, and associations.
Visser et al. formalize the more general coupled transformations [Cunha
et al., 2006, Visser, 2008b, Alves et al., 2008a]: Not only conforming artifacts
are considered (such as a database or XML document), also dependent artifact transformations are formalized (such as query and constraint migration).
The formalization makes use of data refinement theory and uses Haskell for
presentation. Visser et al. do not offer concrete migrations in addition to the
presented formalization. Although they consider flattening hierarchies and
present a formalization of such, they do not consider inheritance, or a complete ORM. In their concluding remarks, they point out that inheritance would
be useful to include, to extend the scope to object-oriented data models.
Lämmel and Lohmann discuss migration of XML data along evolving DTDs
[Lämmel and Lohmann, 2001]. They formalize the migration concepts and
distinguish two groups of evolution: refactorings and structure-extending and
-reducing evolutions. They discuss higher-level evolutions, such as folding
and generalization. Lämmel and Lohmann do not offer a language for describing evolution.
Similar to the application models considered in our work, meta-models are
defined in terms of high-level concepts, such as inheritance and cardinalities.
Meta-model evolution languages cover a high level of abstraction and are similar to evolution steps on object-oriented data models [Cicchetti et al., 2008,
Wachsmuth, 2007b, Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009, Hößler et al., 2005]. We
therefore reused the evolution steps defined on meta-models, which are outlined in Chapter 3. In contrast to our work, in meta-modeling, there is a close
relationship between the data set structure and the data definition: models
closely follow the structure defined in their meta-model. The relational structure of a RDBMS, does not closely follow the object-oriented structure of an
application-level model. Thus, where model migration does not need to cover
the gap between defined structure and implemented structure, our work covers the mapping between object domain and relational domain: the ORM.

4.8.2 Changing Persistence Implementation
WebDSL abstracts over implementation details for persistence. The presented
migration generation is aligned to Hibernate. But the WebDSL compiler might
change some of the parameters for Hibernate’s ORM or might even address
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another persistence framework. Such changes would be transparent to evolution models, since Acoda abstracts over implementation details for migration and preserves WebDSL’s data modeling abstractions. The Acoda compiler needs to reflect these changes and has to address the same ORM as
the WebDSL compiler. These changes primarily amount to naming differences (of columns, tables, and keys) and a different type of inheritance representation (e.g. using separate tables for each entity, instead of hierarchy tables). To cope with naming differences, the naming in Acoda is pluggable and
can be replaced by another naming scheme. To cope with a different inheritance representation, migration generations dealing with inheritance (e.g. the
presented sub entity creation, property pull-up, and super addition) need to
be adapted. Considering inheritance flattening is the more complex variant,
adaptation will generally simplify migration generation.

4.8.3 Performance & Uptime
Databases may serve live web applications. Database migration may cause
application downtime. Good performance of migration is important to limit
downtime.
Acoda constructs migrations from database operations. Efficiency of their
implementation depends on the used RDBMS. Nevertheless, we optimize the
usage of database operations at two levels: First, we combine evolution operators at the data model level to form more complex operators with a more
efficient migration at the database level. For example, a class creation and a
feature addition can be combined into a single class creation. Second, we combine SQL operations in the generated migrations at the database level. Acoda
compiles a sequence of evolution operators into a sequence of SQL statement
sequences. These sequences may overlap. For example, two changes on a table (e.g. a rename and a column addition) may be generated for different evolution operators, yet can be combined into a single ALTER TABLE statement,
thus significantly improving performance. The two kinds of optimizations
target to generate the most efficient migration script.
Furthermore, the generated migrations attempt to shorten the time in which
the database is inaccessible as much as possible. For example, the super addition postpones data deletion to the last step, even though it could have been
applied earlier. This allows the database to stay online in read-only mode
while the more computation intensive steps are executed (such as copying
data). Additionally, migrations generally only target a part of the database,
remaining application data stays accessible (both readable and writable). In
practice however, most migrations are short and can be executed while the application is updated. They cause little or no additional downtime on regularsized (WebDSL) databases.
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CONCLUSION

The previous chapter (Chapter 3) focused on constructing an extensive catalog
of operators for metamodel evolution. This chapter implemented this catalog
for the evolution of web applications specified in WebDSL and the coupled
migration of their databases. To specify evolution of WebDSL applications, it
proposes an evolution DSL which shows close integration with the WebDSL
language. The DSL receives an IDE to check evolution validity, ensuring the
evolution can be applied, and evolution correctness, ensuring that applying
the evolution yields the intended evolved WebDSL application. The chapter further describes the implementation of coupled operators, mapping from
the evolution DSL to SQL migration scripts. It distinguishes schema modifications, which only adapt the database schema; conservative migrations,
which rearrange data without data loss; and lossy migrations, which support
intended loss of data.
The implementation of the coupled operators and the IDE are part of
Acoda. Acoda is a tool set for evolving WebDSL applications. It has been
used in the evolution of both case studies YellowGrass and Researchr, discussed in Appendices A and B respectively. The latter of these offered the
basis for the running example of this chapter.
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Reconstructing Complex Metamodel
Evolution
ABSTRACT
Metamodel evolution requires model migration. To correctly migrate models,
evolution needs to be made explicit. Manually describing evolution is errorprone and redundant. Metamodel matching offers a solution by automatically
detecting evolution, but is only capable of detecting primitive evolution steps.
In practice, primitive evolution steps are jointly applied to form a complex
evolution step, which has the same effect on a metamodel as the sum of its
parts, yet generally has a different effect in migration. Detection of complex
evolution is therefore needed. In this chapter we present an approach to reconstruct complex evolution between two metamodel versions, using a matching result as input. It supports operator dependencies and mixed, overlapping
and incorrectly ordered complex operator components. It also supports interference between operators, where the effect of one operator is partially or
completely hidden from the target metamodel by other operators.

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Changing requirements, an increased knowledge of the domain and technological progress require metamodels to evolve [Favre, 2005]. Preventing metamodel evolution by downwards-compatible changes is often insufficient as it
reduces metamodel quality [Casais, 1995]. Metamodel evolution may break
conformance of existing models and thus requires model migration [Sprinkle, 2003]. To correctly migrate models, the evolution – implicitly applied by
developers – needs to become explicit. Metamodel evolution can be specified manually by developers, yet this is error-prone, redundant and hard in
larger projects. Instead, evolution needs to be detected automatically from the
original and evolved metamodel versions.
The most-used solution for detecting evolution is matching [Sun and Rose,
2003]. Metamodel matching attempts to link elements from the original metamodel to elements from the target metamodel based on similarity. The result
is a set of atomic differences highlighting what was created, what was deleted
and what was changed.
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Problem.

In practice, groups of atomic differences may be applied together to form complex evolution steps such as pulling features up an inheritance chain or extracting super classes (see Chapter 3). In model migration,
a complex operator is different from its atomic changes. For example, pulling
up a feature preserves information, whereas deleting and recreating it loses
information. To correctly describe evolution, we therefore need to detect complex evolution steps.
There are three major problems in reconstructing complex evolution steps:
Dependency. While metamodel changes are unordered, evolution steps are generally applied sequentially and may depend on one another [Cicchetti
et al., 2009]. Dependencies need to be respected by a mapping from
metamodel changes to evolution steps.
Detection. To detect a complex evolution step, we must find several simple
steps which make up this complex step. But these steps are likely to be
separated, incorrectly ordered and mixed with parts of other complex
evolution steps.
Interference. An evolution step can hide, change or partially undo the effect of
another step. Multiple steps can completely mask a step. As such, some
or all simple steps forming a more complex step may be missing, which
impedes its detection.

Example.

Figure 5.1 shows two metamodel versions for a tag-based issue
tracker. In the original metamodel on the left-hand side, each issue has a
reporter, a title and some descriptive text. Projects are formed by a group of
users and have a name and a set of issues. Users can comment on issues and
tag issues. Additions and removals of tags are recorded, such that they can
be reverted.
While evolving the issue tracker, tagging became the primary approach
for organization. As such, it became apparent, that not only issues, but also
projects should be taggable. Additionally, the metamodel structure had to be
improved to allow users to more easily subscribe to events, as to send them
email updates. The resulting metamodel is shown in Figure 5.1 (right). An
Event entity was introduced, which comprises comments as well as tag events
(tag additions and removals). Furthermore, projects obtained room for storing
tags and events on these tags.
Matching the original and evolved metamodel yields the difference model
presented in Figure 5.2. Two classes and seven features were added to the
evolved metamodel (left column), eight features were subtracted (middle column), and three classes have an additional super type in the evolved metamodel (right column). We will use this difference model as a starting point
to detect the complex evolution steps involved in the evolution of the original
metamodel.
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class Issue {
title :: String
description :: Text
reporter → User
project → Project
opposite issues
tags ♦ Tag (0..*)
}
class Project {
name :: String
issues → Issue (1..*)
opposite project
members → User (1..*)
}
class Tag {
name :: String
}
class TagAddition {
issue → Issue
tag → Tag
timestamp :: DateTime
}
class TagRemoval {
issue → Issue
tag → Tag
}
class Comment {
issue → Issue
timestamp :: DateTime
content :: Text
author → User
}
class User {
...
}

class Issue {
title :: String
description :: Text
reporter → User
project → Project
opposite issues
log ♦ Event (0..*)
opposite issue
tags ♦ Tag (0..*)
}
class Project {
name :: String
issues → Issue (1..*)
opposite project
members → User (1..*)
log ♦ TagEvent (0..*)
tags ♦ Tag (0..*)
}
class Tag {
name :: String
}
class TagAddition : TagEvent
{ }
class TagRemoval : TagEvent
{ }
class Event {
issue → Issue
opposite log
time :: DateTime
actor → User
}
class TagEvent : Event {
tag → Tag
}
class Comment : Event {
content :: Text
}
class User {
...
}

Figure 5.1 Original and evolved metamodel for the running example
⊥→ hIssue.logi
hTagAddition.tagi →⊥
+superTypes
⊥→ hProject.logi hTagAddition.timestampi →⊥ hTagAdditioni −−−−−−→ hTagAdditioni
hTagEventi
⊥→ hProject.tagsi
hTagAddition.issuei →⊥
⊥→ hEventi
hTagRemoval.issuei →⊥
+superTypes
⊥→ hEvent.issuei
hTagRemoval.tagi →⊥ hTagRemovali −−−−−−→ hTagRemovali
hTagEventi
⊥→ hEvent.timei
hComment.authori →⊥
⊥→ hEvent.actori
hComment.issuei →⊥
+superTypes
hCommenti −−−−−−→ hCommenti
⊥→ hTagEventi
hComment.timestampi →⊥
hEventi
⊥→ hTagEvent.tagi

Figure 5.2 Difference model for the running example
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create feature TagRemoval.timestamp :: DateTime
extract super class TagEvent {issue, timestamp, tag}
from TagAddition, TagRemoval
rename Comment.author to actor
create feature TagEvent.actor → User
extract super class Event {issue, timestamp, actor}
from Comment, TagEvent
rename Event.timestamp to time
create feature Issue.log <> Event (0..*) opposite issue
create feature Project.log <> TagEvent (0..*)
create feature Project.tags <> Tag (0..*)

Figure 5.3 Evolution trace for the running example

The evolution of the metamodel can also be captured in an evolution trace
as shown in Figure 5.3. At the metamodel level, the trace specifies the creation
of five new features, the renaming of two other features, and the extraction of
two new classes. At the model level, it specifies a corresponding migration.
From the properties of the involved operators, we can conclude that the evolution is constructive and that we can safely migrate existing models without
losing information.
In detecting the example evolution trace from the difference model, we
face all three major problems in trace reconstruction several times. For example: The second step depends on the first step as it can only be applied if
TagRemoval has a timestamp; Furthermore, the second step comprises several
of the presented differences; And finally, the first step interferes with the second, since its effect is completely hidden from the difference model. The step
needs to be reconstructed during detection.

Contribution & Outline.

In this chapter, we provide an approach to
reconstruct complex evolution traces from difference models automatically. It
is based on the formalization of the core concepts involved, namely metamodels, difference models, and evolution traces (Section 5.2). First, we provide a
mapping from changes in a difference model to primitive operators in an evolution trace. We solve the dependency problem by defining preconditions
for all primitive operators. Based on these preconditions, we define a dependency relation between operators which allows us to order operators on
dependency and to construct valid primitive evolution traces from a difference model (Section 5.3). Second, we show how to reorder primitive traces
without breaking their validity and provide patterns for mapping sequences
of primitive operators to complex operators. We solve the detection problem
by reordering primitive traces to different normal forms in which the patterns
can be detected easily (Section 5.4). Finally, we extend our method to detect
also partial patterns in order to solve the interference problem (Section 5.5).
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class MetaModel {
classes
♦ Class (0..*)
}
abstract class NamedElement {
name
:: String (1..1)
}
abstract class Type
: NamedElement {}
class Class : Type {
isAbstract
:: Boolean (1..1)
superTypes → Class (0..*)
features
♦
Feature (0..*)
}

Modeling Metamodel Evolution

class DataType : Type {}
abstract class Feature
: NamedElement {
lowerBound
:: Integer (1..1)
upperBound
:: Integer (1..1)
type
→ Type (1..1)
}
class Attribute : Feature {
isId
:: Boolean (1..1)
}
class Reference : Feature {
isComposite :: Boolean (1..1)
opposite
→ Reference
}

Figure 5.4 Metamodeling formalism providing core metamodeling concepts

5.2

M O D E L I N G M E TA M O D E L E V O L U T I O N

5.2.1 Metamodeling Formalism
Metamodels can be expressed in various metamodeling formalisms. In this
chapter, we focus only on the core metamodeling constructs that are interesting for coupled evolution of metamodels and models. We leave out packages,
enumerations, annotations, derived features, and operations.
Figure 5.4 gives a textual definition of the metamodeling formalism used
in this chapter. A metamodel defines a number of classes which consist of
a number of features. Classes can have super types to inherit features and
might be abstract. A feature has a multiplicity (lower and upper bound) and
is either an attribute or a reference. An attribute is a feature with a primitive
type, whereas a reference is a feature with a class type. We only support
predefined primitive types like Boolean, Integer and String. An attribute can
serve as an identifier for objects of a class. A reference may be composite and
two references can be combined to form a bidirectional association by making
them opposite of each other. In the textual notation, features are represented
by their name followed by a separator, their type, and an optional multiplicity.
The separator indicates the kind of a feature. We use :: for attributes, → for
ordinary references, and ♦ for composite references.
If we want to reason about properties of metamodels and their evolution,
a textual representation is often not sufficient. Thus, we provide in Figure 5.5
a more formal representation of metamodels in terms of sets, functions, and
predicates. In the upper left, we define instance sets for the metaclasses from
Figure 5.4. In the upper right, we formalise most metafeatures from Figure 5.4
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in terms of functions and predicates. Since super types and features of a class
c form subsets of instance sets, we formalise them accordingly. In terms of
these subsets, we define other interesting subsets, e.g., children, ancestors and
descendants of c in the middle part. Typically, we refer to a class c by its name
cn and to a feature f of class c by cn.fn where cn and fn are the names of c
and f , respectively. To access classes and features referred by name, we define
lookup functions in the last box. The formalization so far also captures invalid
metamodels, such as metamodels with duplicate class names, or cycles in an
inheritance hierarchy. Therefore, we define metamodel validity by a number
of invariants in Figure 5.6.

5.2.2 Difference Models
Difference-based approaches to coupled evolution use a declarative evolution
specification, generally referred to as the difference model [Cicchetti et al.,
2008, Garcés et al., 2009]. This difference model can be mapped automatically onto a model migration. With an automated detection of the difference
model, the process can be completely automated. Matching algorithms provide such a detection [Lopes et al., 2006, Falleri et al., 2008, Del Fabro and
Valduriez, 2007, Kolovos et al., 2009, Xing and Stroulia, 2005, Brun and Pierantonio, 2008].
We do not rely on a particular matching algorithm and abstract over concrete representations of difference models. We model the difference between
an original metamodel mo and an evolved version me as a set ∆(mo , me ). The
elements of this set are three different kinds of changes [Cicchetti et al., 2008]:
Additive changes ⊥→ e, where the evolved metamodel contains an element e
which was not present in the original metamodel. Subtractive changes e →⊥,
where the evolved metamodel misses an element e which was present in the
original metamodel. Updative changes, where the evolved metamodel contains
an element e0 which corresponds to an element e in the original metamodel
and the value of a metafeature of e0 is different from the value in e. We dis+mf
tinguish three kinds of updates: Additions e −−→ e0 , where the multi-valued
v

metafeature mf of e0 has an additional value v which was not present in e.
−mf

Removals e −−→ e0 , where the multi-valued metafeature mf of e0 is missing a
v

mf

value v which was present in e. Substitutions e −→ e0 , where the single-valued
metafeature mf of e0 has a new value which is different from the value in e. A
complete list of possible metamodel changes with respect to our metamodeling formalism is given in the left columns of Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
For validity of difference models, we have three requirements: First, the
original and evolved metamodel need to be valid. Second, two changes
should not link the same source element with different target elements or
the same target element with different source elements. Element merges and
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Instance sets

Functions and predicates

N := T ∪ F
(named elements)

name : N → String

(names)

lower : F → Integer

(lower bounds)

T := Td ∪ Tc

upper : F → Integer

(upper bounds)

Td

(types)
(data types)

Tc

type : F → T

(classes)

F := Fa ∪ Fr

opposite : Fr → Fr

(types)
(opposite references)

(features)

abstract : Tc

(abstract classes)

Fa

(attributes)

id : Fa

(identifying attributes)

Fr

(references)

composite : Fr

(composite references)

Instance subsets
C p (c)

(parents)


Cc (c) := c0 ∈ Tc c ∈ C p (c0 )
Ca ( c ) : = C p ( c ) ∪

(children)
0

[

Ca ( c )

(ancestors)

Cd (c0 )

(descendants)

c0 ∈C p (c)

[

Cd (c) := Cc (c) ∪

c0 ∈Cc (c)

Ch (c) := Ca (c) ∪ Cd (c) ∪ {c}

(type hierarchy)

F (c)

(defined features)
[

Fi (c) := F (c) ∪

0

F (c )

(defined and inherited features)

c 0 ∈ Ca ( c )

Fa (c) := Fa ∩ F (c)

(attributes)

Fr (c) := Fr ∩ F (c)

(references)

Lookup functions
(
c if c ∈ Tc ∧ name(c) = cn
hcni :=
⊥ else

(

hcn.fni :=

f

if f ∈ F (hcni) ∧ name( f ) = fn

⊥ else

Figure 5.5 Formal representation of metamodels in terms of sets, functions, and
predicates

splits are represented as separate additions and removals and will be reconstructed during detection. Third, we expect changing features not to move
between classes, i.e., the class containing a changed feature should be the
same or a changed version of the class containing the original feature. We
define these requirements formally in Figure 5.6. Note that s(δ) yields the
source element of a change (left-hand side of an arrow) while t(δ) gives the
target element (right-hand side).
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Metamodel validity ` m

∀c, c0 ∈ Tc : name(c) = name(c0 ) ⇒ c = c0

(unique class names)

∀c ∈ Tc : ∀ f , f 0 ∈ Fi (c) : name( f ) = name( f 0 ) ⇒ f = f 0

(unique feature names)

∀c ∈ Tc : c < Ca (c)

(non-cyclic inheritance)

∀ f ∈ F : lower( f ) ≤b upper( f ) ∧ upper( f ) >b 0

(correct bounds)

∀ f ∈ Fa : type( f ) ∈ Td

(well-typed attributes)

∀ f ∈ Fr : type( f ) ∈ Tc

(well-typed references)

∀ f , f 0 ∈ Fr : opposite( f ) = f 0 ⇔ opposite( f 0 ) = f

(inverse reflectivity)

Difference model validity ` ∆(mo , me )

` mo ∧ ` me

(source and target validity)

∀δ, δ0 ∈ ∆(mo , me ) : t(δ) = t(δ0 ) ,⊥⇒ s(δ) = s(δ0 )
0

0

0

∀δ, δ ∈ ∆(mo , me ) : s(δ) = s(δ ) ,⊥⇒ t(δ) = t(δ )
0

(unique sources)
(unique targets)

0

∀δ, δ ∈ ∆(mo , me ) : s(δ) ∈ F (s(δ )) ∧ t(δ) ,⊥⇒ t(δ) ∈ F (t(δ0 ))
(non-moving features)
Evolution trace validity mo , me ` O1 . . . On

` mo
∀i ∈ 1, . . . , n : ` O1 ◦ · · · ◦ Oi (mo )
O1 ◦ · · · ◦ On (mo ) = me

(source validity)
(valid applications)
(target validity)

Figure 5.6 Validity of metamodels, difference models, and evolution traces

5.2.3 Evolution Traces
Operator-based approaches to coupled evolution provide a rich set of coupled
operators which work at the metamodel level as well as at the model level
(Chapter 3). At the metamodel level, a coupled operator defines a metamodel
transformation capturing a common evolution step. At the model level, it
defines a model transformation capturing the corresponding migration. Following the terminology from Chapter 3, we differentiate between primitive
and complex operators. Primitive operators perform an atomic metamodel evolution step that can not be further subdivided. A list of primitive operators
which is complete with respect to our metamodeling formalism is given in the
left columns of Figures 5.10 to 5.13. Complex operators can be decomposed into
a sequence of primitive operators which has the same effect at the metamodel
level but typically not at the model level. For example, a feature pull-up can
be decomposed into feature deletions in the subclasses followed by a feature
creation in the parent class. At the model level, the feature deletions cause
the deletion of values in instances of the subclasses while the feature creation
requires the introduction of default values in instances of the parent class.
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Thus, values for the feature in instances of the subclasses are replaced by default values. This is not an appropriate migration for a feature pull-up which
instead requires the preservation of values in instances of the subclasses. We
will define only a few complex operators. For an extensive catalog of operators, see Chapter 3.
Each operator has a number of formal parameters like class and feature
names. Instantiating these parameters with actual arguments results in an
operator instance O. This notation hides the actual arguments but is sufficient.
We can now model the evolution of a metamodel as a sequence of such operator instances O1 . . . On . We call this sequence an evolution trace. We distinguish
primitive traces of only primitive operator instances from complex traces. There
are three requirements for the validity of an evolution trace with respect to the
original and the evolved metamodel. First, we require the original metamodel
to be valid. Second, each operator instance should be applicable to the result
of its predecessors and should yield a valid metamodel. Third, applying the
complete trace should result in the evolved metamodel. Again, we capture
these requirements formally in Figure 5.6.

5.3

RECONSTRUCTING PRIMITIVE EVOLUTION

This section shows how to reconstruct a correctly ordered, valid evolution
trace from a difference model. First, we provide a mapping from metamodel
changes to sequences of primitive operator instances. Second, we define a dependency relation between operator instances based on preconditions of these
instances. This allows us to order primitive evolution traces on dependency
resulting in valid primitive evolution traces.

5.3.1 Mapping
The mapping of changes onto sequences of operator instances is presented
in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The left column shows the metamodel differences.
The right column shows the corresponding operator instances. The middle
column shows conditions to select the right mapping and to instantiate parameters correctly. Note that we omit conditions of the form xn = name( x ).
We assume such conditions implicitly whenever there is a pair of variables x
and xn. This way, cn refers to the name of a class c, fn to the name of a feature
f , and tn to the name of a type t. Figure 5.9 (left) shows the result of the
mapping applied to the example difference model in Figure 5.2.
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Metamodel
Diff

⊥→ c

Conditions

Primitive Operator Instances

c ∈ Tc
abstract(c)

create class cn
[make cn abstract]
[add super scn1 to cn
..
.
add super scnk to cn ]

C p (c) = {sc1 , . . . , sck }
c →⊥

c ∈ Tc

drop class cn

name

e ∈ Tc

rename en to en0

e ∈ F (c)

rename cn . en to en0

¬abstract(c)

make cn abstract

abstract(c)

drop cn abstract

e −−→ e0
isAbstract
c −−−−−→ c0

+superTypes
c −−−−−−→ c0

add super scn to cn

−superTypes
c −−−−−−→ c0

drop super scn from cn

sc
sc

⊥→ f

f →⊥

f ∈ Fa (c) ∧ t = type( f )
l = lower( f ) ∧ l >b 0
u = upper( f ) ∧ u >b 1
id( f )

create feature cn . fn :: tn
[specialize lower cn . fn to l ]
[generalize upper cn . fn to ub]
[make cn . fn identifier]

f ∈ Fr (c) ∧ t = type( f )
l = lower( f ) ∧ l >b 0
u = upper( f ) ∧ u >b 1
composite( f )
f 0 = opposite( f )

create feature cn . fn → tn
[specialize lower cn . fn to l ]
[generalize upper cn . fn to ub]
[make cn . fn composite]
[make cn . fn inverse fn0 ]

f ∈ F (c)

drop feature cn . fn

Figure 5.7 Metamodel differences and corresponding sequences of primitive operator instances (1)

5.3.2 Dependencies between Operator Instances
Despite the atomicity of primitive operators, not all primitive evolution traces
that are valid can be completely executed. Reconsider the left trace in Figure 5.9. Step 5 creates a reference to TagEvent at a point where no class
TagEvent exists. Similarly, step 8 references a non-existent class Tag and
step 24 attempts to create an inheritance chain with duplicate feature names.
Operator instances cannot be applied to all metamodels: Features can only
be created in classes that exist, classes can only be created if no equivalently
named class is present and a class can only be dropped if it is not in use anywhere else. These restrictions either come directly from the meta-metamodel
or from the invariants for valid metamodels. We can translate these restrictions into preconditions. An operator precondition Opre ensures that an oper118
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Metamodel
Diff
lowerBound

f −−−−−−→ f 0

upperBound

f −−−−−−→ f 0

type
f −−→ f 0

isId
f −−→ f 0

isComposite

f −−−−−−→ f 0

opposite

f −−−−→

f0

Conditions

Primitive Operator Instances

l = lower( f 0 ) ∧ l
lower( f )

<b

generalize lower cn . fn to l

l = lower( f 0 ) ∧ l
lower( f )

>b

specialize lower cn . fn to l

u = upper( f 0 ) ∧ u >b
upper( f )

generalize upper cn . fn to ub

u = upper( f 0 ) ∧ u <b
upper( f )

specialize upper cn . fn to ub

f ∈ F (c)
f 0 ∈ Fa (c0 ) ∧ t = type( f 0 )
l = lower( f 0 ) ∧ l >b 0
u = upper( f 0 ) ∧ u >b 1
id( f 0 )

drop feature cn . fn

f ∈ F (c)
f 0 ∈ Fr (c0 ) ∧ t = type( f 0 )
l = lower( f 0 ) ∧ l >b 0
u = upper( f 0 ) ∧ u >b 1
composite( f 0 )
f 00 = opposite( f 0 )

drop feature cn . fn

¬id( f )

make cn . fn identifier

id( f )

drop cn . fn identifier

¬composite( f )

make cn . fn composite

composite( f )

drop cn . fn composite

f 0 ∈ Fr (c) ∧ f 00
opposite( f 0 ) , ⊥

=

f0
∈
Fr (c) ∧
opposite( f 0 ) = ⊥

create feature cn0 .fn0 :: tn
[specialize lower cn0 .fn0 to l ]
[generalize upper cn0 .fn0 to ub]
[make cn0 .fn0 identifier]
create feature cn0 .fn0 → tn
[specialize lower cn0 .fn0 to l ]
[generalize upper cn0 .fn0 to ub]
[make cn0 .fn0 composite]
[make cn0 .fn0 inverse fn00]

make cn . fn inverse fn00
drop cn . fn inverse

Figure 5.8 Metamodel differences and corresponding sequences of primitive operator instances (2)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

create feature Issue.log
<> Event
generalize upper Issue.log to -1
make Issue.log composite
make Issue.log inverse
Event.issue
create feature Project.log
<> TagEvent
generalize upper Project.log
to -1
make Project.log composite
create feature Project.tags
<> Tag
generalize upper Project.tags
to -1
make Project.tags composite
add super TagEvent
to TagAddition
drop feature TagAddition.issue
drop feature TagAddition.tag
drop feature
TagAddition.timestamp
add super TagEvent to TagRemoval
drop feature TagRemoval.issue
drop feature TagRemoval.tag
create class Event
create feature Event.issue
→ Issue
create feature Event.time
:: DateTime
create feature Event.actor
→ User
create class TagEvent : Event
create feature TagEvent.tag
→ Tag
add super Event to Comment
drop feature Comment.issue
drop feature Comment.timestamp
drop feature Comment.author

Chapter 5

create feature Project.tags
<> Tag
generalize upper Project.tags
to -1
make Project.tags composite
drop feature TagAddition.issue
drop feature TagAddition.tag
drop feature
TagAddition.timestamp
drop feature TagRemoval.issue
drop feature TagRemoval.tag
create class Event
create feature Issue.log
<> Event
generalize upper Issue.log to -1
make Issue.log composite
create feature Event.issue
→ Issue
make Issue.log inverse
Event.issue
create feature Event.time
:: DateTime
create feature Event.actor
→ User
create class TagEvent : Event
create feature Project.log
<> TagEvent
generalize upper Project.log
to -1
make Project.log composite
add super TagEvent
to TagAddition
add super TagEvent to TagRemoval
create feature TagEvent.tag
→ Tag
drop feature Comment.issue
drop feature Comment.timestamp
drop feature Comment.author
add super Event to Comment

Figure 5.9 Unordered and dependency-ordered primitives mapped from the difference model

ator instance O can be applied and that the application on a valid metamodel
yields again a valid metamodel. Figures 5.10 to 5.13 give a complete overview
of the preconditions for primitive operators.
One condition for the validity of a trace of operators is the validity of each
intermediate metamodel. Since succeeding operator preconditions ensure this
validity, we can redefine trace validity in terms of preconditions:
Evolution trace validity mo , me ` O1 . . . On
O1,pre ∧ ∀i∈2..n : Oi,pre ((O1 ◦ · · · ◦ Oi − 1)(m))

(valid applications)

Applying operator instances enables or disables other operator instances.
For example, the creation of a class c can enable the creation of a feature c. f .
The class creation operator validates parts of the precondition of the feature
creation operator. To model the effect of an operator instance on conditions,
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Primitive Operator

Preconditions
hcni = ⊥

create class cn

Postconditions
hcni , ⊥
F (hcni) = ∅
¬targeted(hcni)
¬abstract(hcni)

drop class cn

hcni , ⊥
F (hcni) = ∅
¬targeted(hcni)

create feature cn . fn :: tn

hcni , ⊥
∀c0 ∈ Ch (hcni) :
∀ f 0 ∈ F (c0 ) :
name( f 0 ) , fn

hcn.fni , ⊥
hcn.fni ∈ Fa

create feature cn . fn → tn

hcni, htni , ⊥
∀c0 ∈ Ch (hcni) :
∀ f 0 ∈ F (c0 ) :
name( f 0 ) , fn

hcn.fni , ⊥
hcn.fni ∈ Fr
type(hcn.fni) = htni
@f0 :
opposite(hcn.fni) = f 0
¬composite(hcn.fni)
¬id(hcn.fni)

drop feature cn . fn

hcn.fni , ⊥

hcn.fni = ⊥

hcni , ⊥

Figure 5.10 Pre- and postconditions for structural primitive operators

Primitive Operator

Preconditions

Postconditions

hcni , ⊥
hcn0 i = ⊥

hcni = ⊥
hcn0 i , ⊥

hcn.fni , ⊥
∀c0 ∈ Ch (hcni) :
∀ f 0 ∈ F (c0 ) :
name( f 0 ) , fn0

hcn.fni = ⊥
hcn.fn0 i , ⊥

make cn abstract

hcni , ⊥
¬abstract(hcni)

abstract(hcni)

drop cn abstract

hcni , ⊥
abstract(hcni)

¬abstract(hcni)

add super cnsup to cnsub

hcnsup i, hcnsub i , ⊥
hcnsup i < Ch (hcnsub i)
∀c ∈ Ch (hcnsub i) :
∀ f ∈ F (c) :
hcnsup .name( f )i
=⊥

hcnsup i ∈
C p (hcnsub i)

drop super cnsup from cnsub

hcnsub i, hcnsup i , ⊥
hcnsup i ∈ C p (hcnsub i)

hcnsup i <
C p (hcnsub i)

rename class cn to cn0

rename feature cn . fn to fn

0

Figure 5.11 Pre- and postconditions for non-structural primitive operators
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Primitive Operator

Preconditions

Postconditions

generalize type cn . fn to cn0

hcn.fni , ⊥
hcn0 i , ⊥
hcn0 i ∈ Ca (hcni)

type(hcn.fni)
= hcn0 i

specialize type cn . fn to cn0

hcn.fni , ⊥
hcn0 i , ⊥
hcn0 i ∈ Cd (hcni)

type(hcn.fni)
= hcn0 i

generalize upper cn . fn to u

hcn.fni , ⊥
u > B upper(hcn.fni)

upper(hcn.fni) = u

generalize lower cn . fn to l

hcn.fni , ⊥
l < lower(hcn.fni)

lower(hcn.fni) = l

specialize upper cn . fn to u

hcn.fni , ⊥
u < B upper(hcn.fni)
u ≥ B lower(hcn.fni)

upper(hcn.fni) = u

specialize lower cn . fn to l

hcn.fni , ⊥
l > lower(hcn.fni)
l ≤ upper(hcn.fni)

lower(hcn.fni) = l

Figure 5.12 Pre- and postconditions for generalization and specialization operators

Primitive Operator

Preconditions

Postconditions

make cn . fn inverse cn0 .fn0

hcn.fni, hcn0 .fn0 i , ⊥
@f :
opposite(hcn.fni) = f ∨
opposite(hcn0 .fn0 i) = f

opposite(hcn.fni)
= hcn0 .fn0 i

drop cn . fn inverse

hcn.fni , ⊥
∃f0 :
opposite(hcn.fni) = f 0

@f0 :
opposite(hcn.fni) = f 0

make cn . fn identifier

hcn.fni , ⊥
¬id(hcn.fni)

id(hcn.fni)

drop cn . fn identifier

hcn.fni , ⊥
id(hcn.fni)

¬id(hcn.fni)

make cn . fn composite

hcn.fni , ⊥
¬composite(hcn.fni)

composite(hcn.fni)

drop cn . fn composite

hcn.fni , ⊥
composite(hcn.fni)

¬composite(hcn.fni)

Figure 5.13 Pre- and postconditions for feature annotation modifying operators
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we use a backward transformation description as introduced by Kniesel and
Koch [2004]. A backward description Obd is a function that, given a condition C to be checked after applying an operator instance O, computes a
semantically equivalent condition that can be checked before applying O:
Obd (C )(m) ⇔ C (O(m)). We define backward description functions for the
primitive operators based on the postconditions specified in Figures 5.10 to
5.13: A backward description rewrites any clause in a condition C with true,
when it is implied by the operator postcondition. Using these backward description functions, we can define enabling and disabling operator instances
as dependencies: Operator instance O2 depends on operator instance O1 , if
the backward description of operator O1 changes the precondition of O2 . Typically, operator instances are dependent if they affect or target the same metamodel element. Examples are creation and deletion of the same class, creation
of a class and addition of a feature to this class, and creation of a class and of
a reference to this class.

5.3.3 Dependency Ordering
To ensure trace validity, we need to ensure that the preconditions of all operator instances are enabled and thus all dependencies are satisfied. The dependency relation between operator instances is a partial order on these instances.
To establish validity, we apply the partial dependency order to the trace and
make the ordering complete by arbitrarily ordering independent operator instances. Figure 5.9 (right) shows the dependency-ordered trace of primitive
operators for the running example.

5.4

RECONSTRUCTING COMPLEX EVOLUTION

This section shows how to reconstruct valid complex evolution traces from
valid primitive traces. First, we provide patterns for mapping sequences of
primitive operator instances to complex operator instances. Second, we discuss how to reorder evolution traces without breaking their validity. This
allows us to reorder traces into different normal forms in which the patterns
can be detected easily and be replaced by complex operator instances.

5.4.1 Patterns
A complex operator instance comprises a sequence of (less-complex) operator
instances. We can use patterns on these sequences to detect complex operator
instances. Figure 5.14 lists the decompositions and conditions for two complex operators working across inheritance. When read from left to right, it
shows how to decompose a complex operator instance, when read from right
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Complex Operator

Conditions
Cc (hcni) = {c1 , .., ck }

hcn1 .fni ≡ F .. ≡ F hcnk .fni
t = type(hcn1 .fni) ∧ t ∈ Td
l = lower(hcn1 .fni) ∧ l >b 0
u = upper(hcn1 .fni) ∧ u >b 1
id(hcn1 .fni)
pull up feature
cn . fn

Cc (hcni) = {c1 , .., ck }

hcn1 .fni ≡ F .. ≡ F hcnk .fni
t = type(hcn1 .fni) ∧ t ∈ Tc
l = lower(hcn1 .fni) ∧ l >b 0
u = upper(hcn1 .fni) ∧ u >b 1
composite(hcn1 .fni)
f 0 = opposite(hcn1 .fni)
extract
super class cn
{ fn1 ,. . ., fn j }
from cn1 ,. . ., cnk

true

Fi (hcni) = { f 1 , .., f k }
fold super class
cn from cn0

∀i = 1..k : hcn0 .fni i ≡ F f i

Equivalent Trace
drop feature cn1 . fn
...
drop feature cnk . fn
create feature cn . fn :: tn
[spec. lower cn . fn to l ]
[gen. upper cn . fn to ub]
[make cn . fn identifier]
drop feature cn1 . fn
...
drop feature cnk . fn
create feature cn . fn → tn
[spec. lower cn . fn to l ]
[gen. upper cn . fn to ub]
[make cn . fn composite]
[make cn . fn inverse fn0 ]
create class cn
add super cn to
...
add super cn to
pull up feature
...
pull up feature

cn1
cnk
cn . fn1
cn . fn j

drop feature cn0 . fn1
...
drop feature cn0 . fnk
add super cn to cn0

Figure 5.14 (De-)Composition patterns for complex operators

to left, it defines its detection pattern. Given a source metamodel m, we can
recursively decompose an operator instance O into a sequence of primitive
operator instances bOcm = P1 . . . Pn . As a precondition, a complex operator instance needs to fulfill the backward descriptions of the preconditions of
these primitives. But typically this is not enough and an operator instance requires an additional precondition.We highlight these additional preconditions
with a box in Figure 5.14.

5.4.2 Reordering traces
Figure 5.15 shows an excerpt of Figure 5.9 (right). It displays the extraction of
super class Event from class Comment . Operator ordering is still determined by
the dependency ordering from the previous section. To simplify the example,
we changed the operator on Comment.author to work on Comment.actor . We
will look at author and the complete trace in the next section. Consider
applying the patterns from Figure 5.14. There is no consecutive sequence of
operator instances satisfying any of the patterns. We could detect pulling up
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1 create class Event
2 create feature Event.timestamp
:: DateTime
3 create feature Event.actor
→ User
4 drop feature Comment.timestamp
5 drop feature Comment.actor
6 add super Event to Comment
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1
6
5
3

create class Event
add super Event to Comment
drop feature Comment.actor
create feature Event.actor
→ User
4 drop feature Comment.timestamp
2 create feature Event.timestamp
:: DateTime

Figure 5.15 Excerpt of dependency-ordered operators in Figure 5.9

feature timestamp in instances 2 and 4, yet where do we put the detected
complex operator: at position 2 or at position 4?
Detection patterns typically cannot be applied directly. Instead, traces need
to be reordered to find consecutive instances of a pattern. Dependency ordering is partial and therefore leaves room for swapping independent operators.
In the example, we can swap 2 and 3 as they work on different features; 2
and 4 as they work on different types; 2 and 5 which also work on different types; 4 and 5 which work on different features; 3 and 5, which work on
different types; and finally, we can repeatedly swap 6 to follow operator 1,
as all features that are created are dropped from the inheritance chain first.
The reordered trace is shown at the right of Figure 5.15. We can now apply
the patterns for pulling up timestamp and actor. Subsequently, we see
the pattern for class extraction emerge, which yields a super class extraction
of Event {timestamp, actor} from Comment and TagEvent .

5.4.3 Normal forms
In the example, we carefully swapped operators. Not only did we avoid swapping dependent operators (as to preserve trace validity), we also chose swaps,
which gave us a detectable pattern. In particular, we focused on obtaining a
consecutive feature creation and drop, of features that only differ in position
in the inheritance chain. A set of swap rules can bring an evolution trace
into a format most suitable for detecting a pattern. In general, these rules
obey the dependency relation. However, some dependent instances can still
be swapped by adjusting their parameters. For example, rename class A to B
and create feature B.f. . . can be swapped to: create feature A.f. . . and
rename class A to B .
Repeated application of a set of swap rules will result in a normal form
defined by this set. Each normal form targets to bring potential components
of a pattern together and to satisfy the operator precondition. For example, to
detect a feature pull up, we rely on feature similarity: Class creations and super additions get precedence over other operators. Feature creations, changes
and drops are sorted on feature name, type and modifiers. Class drops and
destructive updates on the inheritance chain go last. Different patterns need
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different trace characteristics and thus different normal forms. But operators
with similar kinds of patterns can share normal forms.

5.5

R E C O N S T R U C T I N G M A S K E D O P E R AT O R I N S TA N C E S

In this section, we extend the detection to deal not only with complete but
also partial patterns. First, we revisit the problem of operator interference
and study its effects on detection. Second, we show how to complete partial
patterns by the additions of operator instances in a validity preserving fashion. This allows us to detect operator instances which patterns are partially
or even completely hidden by other instances.

5.5.1 Masked Operators
We reconsider the running example from Figure 5.3. During evolution, several
features of the classes TagAddition and TagRemoval were extracted into a new
super class TagEvent. In order to extract the feature timestamp it needs
to be present in both TagAddition and TagRemoval . Yet, it is not. As a
human, we deduce that timestamp must have been added in the process of
extracting TagEvent. There is, however, no explicit record of such feature
creation. Detection will therefore fail. Later in the evolution, when extracting
the class Event, we seek to pull up a feature actor . The class Comment , which
we are extracting from, only offers a feature author. Again as a human, we
assume that author must have been renamed to actor (like we did in the
previous section), yet this operation is not present in the original evolution
trace. Similarly, we have to create the feature actor in TagEvent before
extracting Event and rename the feature timestamp to time after extracting
Event to yield the target metamodel. Each of these operations has no record
in the difference set obtained from the matching algorithm.
When evolutions become more complex, individual evolution steps no
longer need to have an explicit effect on the target metamodel and are therefore not explicit in the matching result. An operator instance can hide or
even undo parts of the effect of another instance. This is a strong variant
of dependency, which we call masking. A primitive operator P1 masks another primitive operator P2 when composition of the two can be captured in a
third primitive operator P3 . More generally, we define masking for arbitrary
instances as the presence of a mask in decompositions:

P1 masksm P2 ⇔ ∃ P3 : ( P1 ◦ P2 )(m) = P3 (m)
O1 masksm O2 ⇔ ∃ P1 ∈ bO1 cm : ∃ P2 ∈ bO2 cm : P1 masks P2
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Most operators can be masked by renaming. All operators are masked by
their inverses, in which case O3 is the identity operator. Extraction of class
TagEvent in the running example masks extraction of class Event . Note that
a trace obtained from a valid difference model will only contain masks that
involve complex operators.

5.5.2 Masked Detection Rules
When a primitive masks another primitive, the effect is completely hidden
from the target metamodel. There is no information (implicit or explicit) that
could lead back to the masked operator. However, when a complex operator
is masked, generally only part of the effect of the decomposition is hidden.
Using the remaining information, the complex operator can be reconstructed.
We detect masked complex operators by automatically filling the gaps caused
by masks.
Detection of masked operator instances follows a trace rewriting approach
similar to the original detection of complex operator instances: We try to
rewrite a sequence of operator instances into another sequence which has the
same effect on the metamodel. Instead of checking the operator precondition
in a pattern, like we did in the previous section, we now ensure the precondition by deducing a suitable sequence to rewrite to. We now discuss how
to derive a detection rule for a masked complex operator instance, e.g., for
pulling up an attribute cnsup .fn . Its decomposition is the following:
drop feature cnsub 1. fn
...
drop feature cnsub i. fn
create feature cnsup . fn

[specialize lower cnsup . fn to l]
[generalize upper cnsup . fn to u]
[make cn . fn identifier]

From the decomposition we choose a trigger, which tells us that there may
have been a feature pull up. We choose one of the feature drops (number x).
We use the trigger as a pattern on the left-hand side of a rewrite rule and
assume on the right-hand side that there must have been a feature pull up:
drop feature cnsub x. fn

...
pull up feature cnsup . fn
...

When the dots are left blank, application of the left-hand side to a metamodel does not have an equivalent effect as application of the right-hand side.
Instead, we fill the dots, to establish equivalence. The left set of dots ensures
that the pull up feature operator can be applied, i.e., its precondition is satisfied. The right set of dots ensures that application of the trace is equivalent to
application of the left-hand side of the rewrite rule. Both sets of dots are filled
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in using inverses of the operators found in the pattern. The left set of dots
is replaced by inverses of each of the primitive operators whose precondition
is not already satisfied. For pull up feature, we create features in all sibling
classes if they do not exist yet and remove the target feature if it already exists. The right set of dots is replaced by inverses that neutralize the effect
of the complex operator and bring the metamodel back to its original state.
For pull up feature, we need to create all sibling features, which were present
beforehand, as these were deleted during pull up and we need to drop the
target feature if it was not present beforehand. The rewrite rule for detecting
a masked feature pull up is (leaving out the operations on feature modifiers,
for simplicity):
drop feature cnsub k. fn

create feature cnsib n1. fn
...
create feature cnsib nj. fn
[drop feature cnsup . fn ]
pull up feature cnsup . fn
create feature cnsib e1. fn
...
create feature cnsib ek. fn
[drop feature cnsup . fn ]

In which cnsup is chosen arbitrarily from C p (cnsub k ), cnsib n is the set of all
sibling classes which do not have a feature named fn and thus need to obtain
the feature to pull it up. cnsib e is the set of all sibling classes which do have
a feature named fn and thus need to be reequipped with fn to neutralize the
effect of pulling it up. The feature drops are conditional. The first drop should
be present if hcnsup .fni , ⊥ and the latter should be present if hcnsup .fni = ⊥.
In addition to the pattern on the left-hand side of a rewrite rule for a masked
complex operator O, a rewrite rule is also conditioned by the Ocpre . It is
checked in addition to the trigger.
For feature pull up, the operator precondition Ocpre ensures presence of an
inheritance chain between cnsub and cnsup . The metamodel invariants ensure
feature names uniqueness across inheritance. The precondition of the trigger
ensures fn exists in cnsub . Therefore, fn cannot exist in cnsup . The rewrite rule
for feature pull up can thus be simplified by removing the top drop feature
and always using the bottom drop feature.
Using the presented approach, we can derive masked detection rules for
any complex operator. By definition, such rules expand the trace. To find
a suitable evolution, we need to compact the trace again. Firstly, we can
rewrite any pair of inverse operators to the identity function, as their effect
on the metamodel is cancelled out and they are unlikely to have been part of
the original evolution. Secondly, we combine a creation and deletion of two
features, which only differ by name into a feature rename. This allows us to
detect complex operators, which are masked by a rename, such as a pull up
of feature f, followed by a rename of f to f’. Combining rules for inverses
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1 drop feature
TagAddition.issue

→ pull up feature TagEvent.issue
drop feature TagEvent.issue
create feature TagRemoval.issue

2 create feature
→ identity
TagRemoval.issue
drop feature TagRemoval.issue
3 create feature
→
TagEvent.tag → Tag
drop feature TagAddition.tag
drop feature
TagAddition.timestamp
drop feature TagRemoval.tag
4 pull up feature
TagEvent.issue

pull up feature TagEvent.tag
create feature TagRemoval.timestamp
pull up feature TagEvent.timestamp
drop feature TagEvent.timestamp

→ drop class TagEvent
drop super TagEvent from TagAddition
drop super TagEvent from TagRemoval
extract super TagEvent
{issue, tag, timestamp}
from {TagAddition, TagRemoval}
push down feature TagEvent.tag
push down feature TagEvent.timestamp

Figure 5.16 Masked detection applied to running example

requires a normal form grouping on operator category and the renaming rule
requires a normal form on feature similarity.

5.5.3 Applying Masked Detection Rules
We apply masked detection rules to the running example. Figure 5.16 shows
the intermediate steps. Step 1 applies feature pull up detection to the feature
TagAddition.issue . After normalizing the trace, we apply an inverse pattern
to creation and drop of TagRemoval.issue and reduce the trace (step 2).
TagEvent.issue is not reduced yet. It will be used later as a component of
extracting class Event . Next, we repeat steps 1 and 2 by pulling up tag
and timestamp (step 3). Subsequently, the pull up of TagEvent.issue triggers
detection of super class extraction of TagEvent in step 4. The drop class,
both super drops and both feature push downs are subsequently neutralized
by a class creation, super additions and pull ups respectively. We then repeat
detection of super class extraction for Event , using the rename pattern to
neutralize create and drops of timestamp - time and author - actor . Finally,
we get the result shown in Figure 5.3.
The regular rewrite rules, which we defined in the previous section all reduced the number of operators in the trace. Furthermore, we did not consider
overlapping (interfering) complex operators. These two assumptions enabled
fast detection. The rules for detecting masked operators, on the other hand,
can increase the size of the trace. For example, the feature pull up pattern increases the trace by the number of occurrences of this feature in sibling classes
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plus one (for dropping the pulled up feature). Furthermore, for each trace,
several rules may be applicable at different positions in the trace. To find a
solution, we therefore use a backtracking approach. Each backtracking step
tries to apply each of the rules to a trace, yielding zero or more new traces, to
which rule application is applied recursively.

5.6

R E L AT E D W O R K

Research on difference detection is found in differencing textual documents,
matching structured artefacts and detection of complex evolution. Text differencing is ignorant of structure or semantics. We discuss related work on
matching and complex detection.

5.6.1 Matching
A matching algorithm detects evolution between two artefacts, by linking elements of one artefact to elements of the other. Links are either established
based on similarity, or using an origin tracking technique such as persistent
identifiers. Links are concerned with one element in each artefact. Consequently, matching approaches detect atomic changes. They do not offer support for detecting complex changes. Nevertheless, we discuss them as potential input to our approach. Matching has received attention in the domains of
UML, source code reorganization, database schemas and metamodels.
In the domain of UML, Ohst et al. [2003] first proposed a solution to compare two UML documents. They compare XML files and use persistent ids for
matching. The matching algorithm can detect intra-element changes (such as
renames) and structural changes, such as element creates, deletes and moves.
Later work by Xing and Stroulia [2005] presents UMLDiff, a matching tool
set using similarity metrics instead of persistent ids to establish links. Similar to the work of Ohst et al., UMLDiff detects element additions, deletions,
renames and moves. Lin et al. [2007] propose a generalization of the work of
Xing and Stroulia, which is not restricted to UML models, but uses domain
specific models as input instead.
In the domain of source code reorganization, Demeyer et al. [2000] proposes to find refactorings using change metrics. Later work by Tu and Godfrey [2002] uses statistical data and metrics to match evolved software architectures, a process referred to as origin analysis. The approach has a strong focus
on understanding and visualizing software evolution. The work on evolving
architectures is extended by Godfrey and Zou [2005], by adding detection of
merged and split source code entities.
In schema matching, a body of work exists, which generally offers a basis
for the other works presented in this section. Rahm et al. and later Shvaiko et
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al. present surveys on schema matching [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001, Shvaiko
and Euzenat, 2005]. Sun and Rose [2003] present a study of schema matching
techniques.
Lopes et al. [2006] consider schema matching applied in the context of
model-driven engineering, but propose a new matching algorithm for models. Instead, Falleri et al. [2008] take the existing similarity flooding algorithm
from the field of schema matching and apply it to metamodels. Work by
Del Fabro and Valduriez [2007] and by Kolovos et al. [2009] propose new
matching algorithms to the modeling domain. Finally, EMFCompare offers
metamodel independent model comparison in the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). EMFCompare is presented by Brun and Pierantonio [2008]. They
distinguish calculation, representation and visualization as relevant aspects in
comparing models. The approach uses heuristic-based matching and differencing. Both matching and differencing are pluggable and can thereby be
adjusted to a specific domain.
In general, matching approaches are concerned with at most one element
in each artefact. Consequently, regular matching approaches detect atomic
changes. Some approaches are augmented to detect slightly more complex
changes, detecting, inter-element moves, element merges or element splits.
In practice, evolution is not bound to merely atomic changes. To obtain the
actual evolution trace and not to overwhelm the developer with changes that
did not actually take place [Brun and Pierantonio, 2008], complex changes
need to be taken into account.

5.6.2 Complex Detection
Detection of complex operators has received significantly less attention in research than matching. Cicchetti et al. [2008] discuss an approach for model
migration along complex metamodel evolution. They obtain the complex evolution from an arbitrary matching algorithm, but do not offer such an algorithm on their own. Instead, they emphasize the need for a matching algorithm able to detect complex evolution. Our approach fulfills this need. Later
work of Cicchetti addresses the problem of dependencies between evolution
steps [Cicchetti et al., 2009]. Since their work focuses only on dependency
ordering but not on complex operator detection, they specify operator dependency only statically in terms of the metamodeling formalism. This is too
restrictive for the detection of complex operators since it limits possible reorderings dramatically. By defining dependency only in the context of an actual metamodel, our approach enables reordering into various normal forms
which allow for the detection of complex operators.
Garcés et al. [2009] present an approach to automatically derive a model migration from metamodel differences. The difference computation uses heuristics to detect also complex changes. Each heuristic refines the matching
model, and is implemented by a model transformation in ATL. The trans131
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formation rules for detecting complex changes are similar to the patterns presented in Section 5.4. There are different kinds of heuristics. Creation heuristics create an initial matching model from two metamodel versions. Similarity
heuristics decorate the equivalences of a matching model with annotations
about the similarity. Filtering heuristics remove unwanted equivalences from
the matching. Differentiation heuristics identify differences between metamodel elements in the match. Rewriting heuristics structure equivalences and
differences, and detect complex changes. The approach does not cover operator dependencies, was not able to detect complex changes in a Java case study,
and does not address operator masking.

5.7

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

We implemented our approach prototypically in the tool set Acoda1 , a data
model evolution tool for WebDSL [Visser, 2008a], which is a DSL for web
applications. Acoda offers an Eclipse plugin to seamlessly integrate into regular development. The plugin offers editor support for evolution traces (such
as syntax highlighting, instant error marking and content completion); generation of SQL migration code; application of migrations to a database; and
the evolution detection presented in this chapter. The implementation uses
an existing data model matching algorithm. We relied on rewrite rules in
Stratego [Visser, 2004] to specify each step of the reconstruction algorithm,
i.e., mapping data model changes to primitive operators, dependency ordering, normal form rewriting, complex operator detection and masked operator
detection. Acoda’s Eclipse plugin presents different evolution traces to the
user who can select and potentially modify the best match.

5.8

DISCUSSION

5.8.1 Metamodeling Formalism
In this chapter, we focus only on core metamodeling constructs that are most
interesting for coupled evolution of metamodels and models. Concrete metamodeling formalisms like Ecore [Steinberg et al., 2009] or MOF [Object Management Group, 2006] provide additional metamodeling constructs like packages, interfaces, operations, derived features, volatile features, or annotations.
Since our approach allows for extension, we can add support for these constructs. Therefore, we need to provide additional primitive operators, define
their preconditions, extend existing preconditions with respect to new invari1 http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/Acoda
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ants, derive additional complex operators, and define detection patterns for
them.

5.8.2 Trace Selection
Involving the user in the selection process prevents complete automation, but
with a rich set of supported coupled operators, detection is likely to yield
several suitable traces. Only the user can decide which migration is correct.
We can assist this decision by presenting migrations of example models. Conversely, the user can assist the detection by giving examples for original and
migrated models. The detection can then drop all traces which cannot reproduce the examples. Additionally, the user may choose to only consider
information-preserving traces, thereby narrowing down the set of suitable
traces.

5.8.3 Completeness
The set of primitive operators guarantees completeness at the metamodel level
as it allows us to evolve any source metamodel to any target metamodel.
Completeness at the model level is not feasible since it would imply that we
can detect any model transformation between the instances of two arbitrary
metamodels. Yet, we can add more complex coupled operators to our detection. This increases the search space for both the user and for the detection.
As for the user, we have a tradeoff between completeness and usability. There
will be many similar operators with minor differences in their migration. Understanding and distinguishing operators becomes harder. In a number of
real-life case studies, we identified the most common operators (Chapter 3).
We propose to support only the detection of these operators and to leave rare
cases to the user. As for the detection, supporting more complex operators
increases the search space and we have a tradeoff between completeness and
performance.

5.8.4 Performance
Besides the number of supported complex operators, detection performance
is influenced by evolution size and mask depth, not by metamodel size, which
only affects the matching process. The GMF case study [Herrmannsdoerfer
et al., 2010a] showed us that a larger distance between original and evolved
metamodel gives less precise results from a matching algorithm making it
more unlikely to still detect a good evolution trace. On the other hand, we
found that the evolution between two commits to the repository could mostly
be captured by 20 evolution steps.
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Pruning the Search Space. Masked detection rules can increase the
length of the trace. It is the potential of reducing this length again, which
confirms that application of the detection rule was indeed a correct choice. As
we know that in reality, traces are of limited length, unbound expansion has
no purpose. We therefore limit the search space on trace length.
A trace length bound needs to be chosen carefully. If too high, it makes
the search space too large, if too low, it may exclude the sought trace. In
practice, the length bound mostly determines the number of nested masks we
can detect. Considering deeply nested masks are unlikely to occur in practice,
a lower bound (close to the original trace length) is more likely to be suitable
than a higher one. Using the masked detection rules, there are many ways of
rewriting one trace into another. It is therefore likely that we will come across
equivalent traces during search. Excluding these from a recursive descent,
prunes the search space significantly.
Triggering Carefully.

The search space is defined by the original
trace and by the rewrite rules we can apply. There is variability in the presented approach of deriving masked detection rules. A variability, which
primarily determines the search algorithm efficiency.
Firstly, the choice of trigger determines how often a rewrite rule can be
applied. We chose feature drop for pull up. As feature drops are common,
the pull up detection decreases performance. On the other hand, the triggers chosen for fold and extract super class are uncommon, thus having little
impact. Most complex operators contain uncommon components, therefore,
most detection rules can have uncommon triggers. Additionally, we assumed
that except for the trigger, the complete operator is masked. This is flexible,
but unlikely in practice. Choosing multiple triggers improves performance
significantly.

Case Study.

A preliminary case study of Acoda on part of the evolution
of Researchr (see Appendix B), a publication management system, showed
the applicability of the presented detection. Traces in Researchr between subsequent repository commits are short, hence we applied the detection to steps
of ten subsequent commits, which yields traces up to 52 steps in length.
A detection run generally takes several seconds and is significantly shortened when reducing the number of commits considered in a single detection
run.

5.9

CONCLUSION

In coupled metamodel evolution, a metamodel evolution is mapped onto a
suitable model migration to preserve the conformance relation between model
and metamodel. Tools to perform this mapping exist (e.g., [Wachsmuth,
2007b, Hößler et al., 2005, Rose et al., 2010]) yet they require an explicit evo134
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lution specification. Since evolution is generally applied implicitly by editing
a metamodel, explicit evolution needs to be reconstructed. A typical first step
in finding evolution is metamodel matching (or differencing), in which a set
of differences is derived by comparing the two metamodel versions. Although
these differences describe what changed in the metamodel, they neither offer
knowledge on how the metamodel changed, nor on what the developer intended in his change, both of which are (partially) captured in an evolution
sequence. To construct a suitable migration, we need to know the metamodel
evolution.
This chapter presents a technique to reconstruct metamodel evolution, given
two metamodel versions, using the result of a metamodel matching algorithm
as input. The chapter provides solutions to three major problems faced in reconstruction. Firstly, it offers an approach to resolve evolution dependencies.
While metamodel differences can be applied in any order, metamodel evolution steps (and their corresponding model migrations) show dependencies,
which need to be resolved upon reconstruction. Secondly, while metamodel
differences show atomic changes, evolution steps are generally complex and
comprise multiple atomic differences. Thirdly, different evolution steps can
hide, change or partially undo the effect of other evolution operators. Their
presence in the to be reconstructed evolution is thereby obfuscated, or hidden
completely in the metamodel changes.
This chapter provided an approach to reconstruct complex metamodel evolution steps, from a set of metamodel differences. It first showed how to map
metamodel changes onto primitive evolution operators, then it solved the evolution operator dependency problem by ordering operators based on their
pre- and postconditions, yielding a valid evolution trace. Next, it discussed
how to reconstruct complex evolution steps by using the variability in the
operator dependency ordering and various normal forms. Finally, it showed
how to extend this approach to detect evolution patterns, which are, by interference, partially or completely hidden from the metamodel differences.
Additionally, the chapter formalized the concepts of metamodel evolution
and defined pre- and postconditions for the various operators found in Chapter 3. The reconstruction approach is implemented in Acoda and applied to
the Researchr case study (see Appendix B), in which it was used to reconstruct
the complete Researchr evolution trace.
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Heterogeneous Coupled Evolution
of Software Languages
ABSTRACT
As most software artifacts, meta-models can evolve. Their evolution requires
conforming models to co-evolve along with them. Coupled evolution supports this. Its applicability is not limited to the modeling domain. Other
domains are for example evolving grammars or database schemas. Existing
approaches to coupled evolution focus on a single, homogeneous domain.
They solve the co-evolution problems locally and repeatedly. In this chapter
we present a systematic, heterogeneous approach to coupled evolution. It
provides an automatically derived domain specific transformation language;
a means of executing transformations at the top level; a derivation of the coupled bottom level transformation; and it allows for generic abstractions from
elementary transformations. The feasibility of the architecture is evaluated by
applying it to data model evolution.

6.1

INTRODUCTION

Data models are an integral part of software development. They define the
structure of data that is processed by an application and the schema of a
database. Running applications produce and store data that conforms to the
data model.
Due to changing requirements or maintenance, data models need to evolve.
This process is known as format evolution [Lämmel and Lohmann, 2001]. As
a consequence of evolution, stored data no longer conforms to the evolved
data model and can thereby become useless to the evolved application. To
continue using existing data, the data needs to be transformed to reflect the
evolution, which is an instance of coupled evolution.

Problem.

Coupled evolution does not only apply to data transformation,
but is a reoccurring problem in computer science [Lämmel, 2004]. Models
need to be transformed to reflect evolution in their meta-models [Gruschko
et al., 2007, Favre, 2003, Wachsmuth, 2007b]. Programs need to be transformed
when the programming languages (or domain specific language) they have
been written in evolves [Pizka and Jürgens, 2007b]. And a data model itself
needs to be transformed to reflect evolution in the data modeling language
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(e.g. UML). We unify these scenarios by considering evolving software languages and transformation of sentences in these languages.
Current approaches to support coupled evolution of software languages are
homogeneous. They solve the problem in a specific domain. They repeatedly
implement the coupled evolution structure and solve problems common to
coupled evolution locally. Instead, we would like a systematic approach to realize heterogeneous coupled evolution for any scenario of software language
evolution.

Contribution. In this chapter, we present two generalizations over coupled software language evolution scenarios and introduce the concept of heterogeneous coupled evolution. To enable the generalization, we present an architecture to support heterogeneous coupled evolution of software languages.
We have implemented a tool to support the architecture. It generates a domain specific transformation language (DSTL) for an arbitrary software language domain. It generates an interpreter of transformations defined in the
DSTL. And it supports generic abstraction from the basic transformations that
are defined in the DSTL. We illustrate the architecture and tool by elaborating
their application to coupled data model evolution.
Outline.

The chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.2 we briefly
introduce data model evolution and its context. In Section 6.3 we elaborate on
coupled data evolution by defining data model transformations and deriving
data transformations to reflect these. In Section 6.4 we generalize over the
different scenarios of coupled software language evolution. In Section 6.5, we
discuss the architecture to support heterogeneous coupled evolutions. Section
6.6 discusses related work. Section 6.7 concludes.

6.2

D ATA M O D E L E V O L U T I O N

Data models describe the structure of data that is processed and stored by an
application. As example application we consider a Wiki. It consists of web
pages, users to edit these and webs, which are collections of pages that cover
a similar topic. The corresponding data model is shown in Figure 6.1 (left).
Changing requirements and maintenance cause data models to evolve along
with the application they are set in, a process known as format evolution
[Lämmel and Lohmann, 2001]. Consider for example the shift from a userbased to a group-based access control security mechanism and the addition
of page topics. The new data model to support these is shown in Figure 6.1
(right).
Since the Wiki is a running application during evolution, it has stored
pages, users and webs. Such data conforms to some version of the data
model. To prevent the loss of data when the data model changes, the data
needs to be transformed to reflect these changes. Figure 6.2 (left) shows the
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entity User {
name
:: String
}

entity User {
name
:: String
}

entity Web {
admin
:: Set of User
topic
:: String
}

entity Web {
admin
:: Set of Group
topic
:: String
}

entity Page {
content ::
date
::
author ::
web
::
}

entity Page {
content ::
date
::
author ::
web
::
topic
::
}

String
Date
User
Web

String
Date
User
Web
String

entity Group {
name
:: String
members :: Set of User
}

Figure 6.1 Data model original (left) and evolved (right) versions

process graphically. At the top level, we see two versions of the data model.
At the bottom level we see the stored data and the transformation needed to
reflect the data model change. The vertical lines indicate conformance. The
dashed arrow indicates the changes applied to the data model and is usually
performed manually by editing the data model. The transform arrow on the
other hand requires tools for database transformations, as it is usually too
much of an effort to reenter all data manually.

6.3

C O U P L E D D ATA E V O L U T I O N

When a data model evolves, stored data may no longer conform. In practice
the data is usually no longer usable. To continue to use the data, we need to
reflect the data model changes in a transformation of the stored data. Supporting a single data model change, requires a significant effort. Supporting
data model changes in an evolution process, requires repeated data transformations. If these transformations are defined manually, this becomes costly
and holds back the development process.
Coupled data evolution automates the data transformation process. It is
based upon the assumption that the data model transformation and the data
transformation are related. The concept of coupled data evolution is shown
in Figure 6.2 (right). A coupled evolution application consists of two components, which are represented by the top two arrows: (1) A definition of the
data model transformation (the evolve arrow) and (2) a mapping from data
model transformation to data transformation (the vertical arrow). The first
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Figure 6.2 Data model changes (left) and coupled data evolution (right)

needs to be specified for each change of the data model, whereas the second
is typically defined once for the modeling formalism.
The questions that remain are: How to define the data model transformation and how to derive a data transformation. In Chapter 2 we discussed
various approaches to formalize both. In this section, we take a closer look
at the two, using the Wiki data model as a running example. We introduce a
language for defining data model transformations and show a mapping that
targets a broad set of databases.

6.3.1 Defining Data Model Transformations
We distinguish two methods to formalize transformations for coupled evolution [Gruschko et al., 2007]: Specify the difference between the two versions
of the data model or specify a trace of elementary transformations defining
how the new version is obtained from the old version. Both have advantages
and disadvantages. We choose the second because it allows us to define the
mapping, as we will see in the next section.
Our data models are relatively basic. They consist of entities with a name
and properties. Each property has a name and a type. Entities, properties,
types and names are the constructs of our data model. A fairly limited set of
constructs. Consequently, the number of elementary transformations we can
perform on our model (on our constructs) is fairly small. We identify:
• adding or removing entities
• changing the name of an entity
• adding or removing properties
• changing the name of a property
• substituting the type of a property
• substituting the type of a set
For example, we define the addition of a new entity "Group" as follows:
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:: String
description :: String
members
:: Set of User
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}

Although the addition is in itself a valid transformation, in general the
elementary actions above do not have sufficient meaning on their own. One
cannot change the name of an entity without knowing which entity is being
referred and a substitution of a type should not only specify the new type,
but also the old type that is being replaced. The transformations above are
local and need a location to make them executable to a specific model.
The representation of a data model is tree-structured. The root node is the
model itself. Its direct children are entities, which have in turn properties as
their children and so on. We define a unique location in a data model by
specifying a path from the root node. For example: “Entity Group - Property
members - Type” indicates the type of the members collection in the Group
entity that we have just added. In a similar way, we define locations for our
transformations using the APath [Janssen, 2005] notation, which is based on
the XPath language [Clark et al., 1999]. APath expressions consist of a /separated list of construct names. The above would be written as:
Entity [Id="Group"] / Property [Id="members"] / Type

The [...]-part indicates a predicate on the node that is being evaluated.
If we would have written Entity/Property/Type, we would have got all
types, of all properties, of all entities. The predicates restrict this by only
allowing those with the right id’s.
We define a transformation to be a combination of an APath and a local
transformation. The two are separated by a ::-sign. As examples, we specify
the removal of the ‘description’ property and the substitution of the type in a
set:
Entity[Id="Group"] / Property[Id="description"]
:: remove
Entity[Id="Web"] / Property[Id="admin"] / Type / Set / Type
:: substitute with Group

We also need more complex transformations, such as copying properties
over an association, or merging entities. Although these can be modeled as
separate transformations or transformation patterns [Hößler et al., 2005], we
recognize them to be similar to the already defined transformations, with the
addition of being able to use other data model elements as input. So copying
the topic from a Web to all of its pages is similar to adding a topic property
to every page, with its web topic as a source:
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Entity[Id="Page"] / Property
:: add Web/Property[Id="topic"]

Elementary transformations are combined by sequential composition indicated by a semi-colon. Figure 6.1 (right) shows the result of applying the
above transformations to the Wiki data model in Figure 6.1 (left).

6.3.2 Deriving Data Migrations
We have defined the data models and the data model transformation. The last
step is therefore to specify a ‘data model transformation’ to ‘data transformation’ mapping, as indicated by the dashed arrow in Figure 6.2 (right). The
implementation of the mapping depends on numerous factors, such as how
the data is stored, what platform is available to execute the data transformation on and the quantity of the data. The implementation is therefore driven
by the context. We have implemented the mapping using Stratego/XT [Visser, 2004] and a data model to Java classes mapping from the WebDSL project
[Visser, 2008a]. It maps the data model transformations as shown above to a
data migration program in Java. The migration program loads objects from a
database, transforms them to conform to the new data model and stores the
new objects. It follows a so-called Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process.
The migration mainly uses two libraries, namely an object to relational
mapping and an object transformation library. The first library provides functionality for loading and storing Java Objects in a relational database. The
migration program is based upon the Java Persistence API (JPA) [Biswas and
Ort, 2006], which provides an interface to accessing these types of libraries.
Consequently, any JPA compliant library is suitable. An example of such
a library is Hibernate [Hibernate, 2008]. The combination of JPA and for
example Hibernate supports a large number of database systems. The second library provides functionality for transforming Java objects and managing
these transformations. It supports transformations such as adding attributes,
changing attribute types and changing attribute names, but due to Java restrictions, the set of transformations does not directly cover the elementary
transformation set we have seen above. We have written the transformation
library specifically for the mapping, but it could also be used in different
settings.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce the mapping using the examples we have presented above. Although the mapping directly refers to
the transformation library, we use a domain specific language (DSL) for the
library to abstract away from the underlying Java and JPA details. Nevertheless, the DSL can directly be mapped onto executable Java code.

Basic concepts.

The group addition, introduces most of the basic concepts. It is mapped to the following:
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transform () to (Group) {
EmptyObject();
AddAttributeByValue("name", "Group Name");
AddAttributeByValue("description", ". . .");
AddAttributeByValue("members", null)
}

The transform directive defines a transformation as follows:
transform INPUT-TYPES to OUTPUT-TYPE {
TRANSFORMATION-DEFINITION
}

In the Group addition, INPUT-TYPES is empty and OUTPUT-TYPE is a
Group. The transformation itself starts with an empty object (an object with
no attributes) and subsequently adds the various attributes of Group. The
AddAttributeByValue directive has the new attribute’s name as first parameter and the attribute’s value as second.
Similarly, the description removal is mapped to:
transform (Group) to (Group) {
DropAttribute("description")
}

Annotations.

In the data transformations above, we carelessly introduced values for each of the attributes ("Group Name", "..." and null).
These are required in a data transformation, but unknown in the data model
or data model transformation. Such information can be considered to be a
separate input of the mapping, yet at the same time, storing it separately
from the data model transformation would be impractical.
As a solution, we allow data model transformations to be annotated. When
transforming data models, these annotations can be ignored, but when looking at data transformations, annotations provide the information we were
missing. Instead of writing:
Entity[Id="User"]
:: add age :: int

to add an attribute age, we therefore write:
Entity[Id="User"]
:: add age :: int

defaultValue(25)

Using a similar approach we specify the value of a newly added group.

Data-level computations.

Copying the topic property from a web
to a page is done by an attribute addition. The attribute addition by constant
value we have seen above is not sufficient. We need an attribute addition by
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computed value here. The computation itself is a parameter to the attribute
addition:
transform (Page) to (Page) {
AddAttribute("topic", getWeb().getTopic() )
}

In Java, the computation is represented by an anonymous class.
The substitution from the previous section indicates a type substitution. At
the data level this is reflected by a conversion to a value of the new (substituted) type. There are various type substitutions that have a standard value
conversion. Examples are int to string, string to int, but also set of int to set
of string. We have explicitly included the conversions for these substitutions
in our mapping.
The substitution from the previous section is a set of User to a set of Group
substitution. Such a substitution does not have a standard value conversion.
To still be able to execute the data transformation, the user is required to
explicitly specify the desired conversion by means of an annotation1 . An
example conversion would be to convert our set of user to a set of singleton
groups in which each group holds exactly one user. This is mapped to:
transform (Web) to (Web) {
AttributeSetConversion(
"admin",
new Group( getUser().getName(), { getUser() } )
)
}

Note that the name AttributeSetConversion indicates that the conversion (the second parameter) is applied to each of the elements in the admin set, not to the set as a whole, which would be the functionality of the
AttributeConversion transformation.

Types. Each of the above transformations refers to types. They have a set
of source types and a target type. Since the code above is directly mapped to
Java, these should represent actual Java types. The final step of the mapping
is therefore to construct a Java type base to support the transformations. To
establish the type base, we use a Java type generator from the WebDSL project,
that takes a data model as input and produces the corresponding Java classes
as output. Without investigating the transformations, we generate all types
for the data model before transformation as well as all types in the data model
after transformation. The resulting types are stored in different Java packages
to prevent name clashes.
1 Not by means of a parameter, as this computation only influences the data, not the data
model.
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Figure 6.3 Schema evolution (left) & DTD evolution (right)

In addition to the source and target types, we also sometimes need types
half-way through the transformation (e.g. when using the attribute addition
by computation). These are generated when performing the mapping.

6.4

H E T E R O G E N E O U S C O U P L E D T R A N S F O R M ATION

When data models evolve, conforming data needs to be transformed to reflect
these changes. Although a frequently reoccurring approach is to define data
transformations manually, it requires a significant effort and can hold back
a development or maintenance process. We have shown that it can be performed automatically. In this section we step away from the detailed look on
data model transformations and take a broader look at the problem from a
higher level of abstraction.

6.4.1 Horizontal Generalization
Recall Figure 6.2. It shows the outline of the coupled data evolution problem.
We have looked at Object Oriented data models describing data in a data base.
If we would have described our data by means of a database schema (e.g. SQL
schema), we would have an evolving database schema and data that has to be
transformed to reflect these changes [Cunha et al., 2006, Berdaguer et al., 2007,
Gupta et al., 1993], as shown in Figure 6.3 (left). The problem of coupled data
evolution therefore reoccurs when using a different formalism for describing
our data.
Similarly, we could use XML to store our data and DTD’s to describe
it. Again our DTDs evolve to satisfy changing requirements and our XML
data needs to be transformed to reflect these changes [Lämmel and Lohmann,
2001], as shown in Figure 6.3 (right).
We also see the same problem reoccurring in different domains. When
programming languages evolve, the programs written in it have to be migrated to the new version of the languages. The programs have to conform to
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Figure 6.4 Grammar evolution
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Figure 6.5 Data model grammar

the grammar of the programming languages [Pizka and Jürgens, 2007b] (Figure 6.4). Similarly, when meta-models evolve, conforming models need to be
transformed to reflect the evolution [Gruschko et al., 2007, Xiong et al., 2007,
Favre, 2003, Wachsmuth, 2007b, Hößler et al., 2005, Hearnden et al., 2006].
Coupled evolution is a reoccurring phenomenon. Naming conventions
for the coupled evolution problem vary in the different areas between coevolution, two-level data transformations, coupled transformation and simply
synchronization or adaptation. But they effectively address the same problem
of coupled evolution. Lämmel discusses this for a subset of the above in
[Lämmel, 2004], naming it the ubiquity of coupled transformation problems.
Identifying the coupled evolution problem in different domains is a form of
horizontal generalization.

6.4.2 Vertical Generalization
We introduced the data model language on the fly in the previous sections.
We thereby implicitly defined its syntax. The syntax is formalized by the
grammar found in Figure 6.5. It is written in SDF [Visser, 1997] format. For
simplicity, it only shows the context-free production rules. The lexical syntax
definitions and the start symbol (DataM) definition have been left out. On
the left-hand-side of each production rule the construction of the specific sort
is defined, on the right-hand-side the produced sort. Each of the rules are
annotated, which is indicated by the {...} text at the end of each rule. We
ignore these annotations for now.
As data conforms to a data model, data models conform to the data model
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grammar. The grammar describes the structure of the data model and the
data model describes the structure of the data. The data model grammar
itself is rather limited. In future, it may for example be useful to add support
for more attribute types, inheritance, or support for uniqueness of property
values. So, in practice, the grammar is far from fixed and is itself subject to
expansion and modification. No different from the data model scenario, if the
grammar changes, data models that originally conformed to it are invalidated
and need to be migrated along with the grammar. In other words, we have
a second scenario of coupled evolution in the single context of data models.
Figure 6.6 shows the extension with the additional evolution scenario.
We cover another conformance level by saying that also the SDF syntax
may be subject to change, at which point, the grammar defined above has
to be migrated along with the changing SDF definition. From which we see
that the same coupled software transformation problem reoccurs over different conformance levels, which is a vertical generalization of the problem. In
terms of model-driven architectures [Soley et al., 2000] the vertical generalization can be phrased as coupled evolution on the levels M1 -M0 (data model data), M2 -M1 (data model grammar - data model), M3 -M2 (SDF - data model
grammar), or even higher if M3 is not defined in itself.
To abstract away from a specific conformance level and from specific areas
of application, we will from now on use a generalized representation of the
problem as shown in Figure 6.7 (left). In this generalized view, we see the
common aspects of coupled software language evolution:
• An evolving software language (M i)
• Software that is subject to transformation to reflect the evolving language (M i-1)
• A means to define software languages (M i+1)
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Figure 6.7 Generic representation of software language evolution (left) & generic
architecture for supporting software language evolution (right)

For the case of data model evolution, we have automated the transformation
process. To do the same in the generic case, we need a way to formalize
the evolution for an arbitrary software language. Furthermore, we need a
mapping from the language evolution to a concrete transformation.

6.5

GENERIC ARCHITECTURE

In this section we propose and outline a generic architecture for coupled software evolution. Its goal is to reduce the manual effort involved in traditional
coupled evolution. Furthermore, it structures the evolution process, increases
the transformation abstraction levels and allows for common problems to be
solved once instead of repeatedly.
Traditional approaches to coupled evolution are usually based on architectures similar to the one in Figure 6.2. The generic solution is based on the
generalized and extended architecture displayed in Figure 6.7 (right). The
main component in the architecture is the definition of the transformation
language used to formalize the evolution (named DSTL). In earlier work, the
transformation language is usually fixed and considered to be an assumption
of the approach. We assume it to be variable and consider it an artifact in
coupled evolution.
Although the transformation language stands out most in the figure, the
key concept of the architecture lies in the added arrows. The dashed arrow
denotes a transformation defined by the user. The solid arrows denote automatic transformation, these do not require human interaction.
Input to the architecture is a coupled evolution scenario as explained in the
previous section and a mapping from a top-level transformation to a bottomlevel transformation. The first should come for free (either implicit or explicit),
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since it is merely defining what is to be evolved. Without it, the coupled evolution problem does not exist. The second is also part of most domain-specific
approaches and may to that respect be reused in these specific domains.
The mapping, or dashed line in the figure, is defining a semantic link between the two levels, which is by definition sufficient to allow for coupled
evolution. Since it is indirectly based upon M i+1, it is generic over any software (or model) being evolved within the same domain. We therefore have
fixed mappings for the domain of data model evolution, or the domain of
SDF evolution. In practice, the evolution scenario is therefore the main input,
varying most frequently.
Based upon the two inputs, the architecture provides a structured approach
to software language evolution, consisting of:
• Automatic derivation of a transformation language for each domain
• Automatic derivation of an interpreter for transformations in the transformation language
• Automatic software migration along a specified transformation
In practice, the transformation language is needed to define the mapping.
Yet, since the transformation language derivation is automatic, the ordering
will not be a problem in practice. The following subsections focus on the
aspects of the architecture individually.

6.5.1 Deriving Domain Specific Transformation Languages
The first and most central component of the architecture is a transformation
language specific to the M i+1 definition. We will refer to it as the Domain
Specific Transformation Language (DSTL). The transformation language cannot be generic, as we cannot construct a complete mapping from a generic
language. Generic languages contain by definition concepts that are not part
of the domain2 .
Many of the traditional transformation languages for coupled evolution
define a large set of elementary transformations and an extensive mapping.
In contrast to this, we focus on a transformation language that is as small as
possible, but still covers all transformations. This makes defining the mapping
as easy as possible. Usability of the language is achieved through abstractions.
We have implemented the DSTL derivation in Stratego/XT and assume M i+1
to have been defined in SDF. The DSTL syntax is again defined in SDF.
Input to the derivation is M i+1, the software language grammar (in SDF).
The derivation produces elementary transformations from the production
2 Having a partial mapping is similar to using an implicit domain specific language. The
language is defined by the domain of the mapping
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rules in the grammar. It starts at the productions of the start symbol and traverses the grammar recursively. We distinguish different types of production
rules, for which different types of elementary transformations are generated.

Lists.

The top-most production rule in the data model grammar (Figure 6.5) defines a data model to be a list of entities:
Entity*

→ DataM

In the transformation language, the list is reflected by two list operations,
namely addition and removal of entities. The syntax for these transformations
is defined by the context-free productions:
"add" Entity
"remove"

→ Transformation
→ Transformation

In the same way, the addition and removal of properties are generated
when considering the Entity production recursively. Furthermore, we generate transformations for optional symbols in a similar way (these are set and
unset transformations).

Lexical syntax.

When a symbol is defined to be lexical, it has no more
productions and can thus not be decomposed further. The recursion therefore
stops and a transformation is generated to substitute its value. An example of
a lexical symbol is Name, for which the following transformation is generated:
"substitute with" Name

→ Transformation

Multiple productions.

The symbols that are considered above are
either lexical, or produced by a single production. The Type symbol inside a property can be produced in multiple ways (namely, "int", "bool",
"set of Type", or Id). Consequently, we must allow it to be substituted
by one of these:
"substitute with" Type

→ Transformation

We import the original data model grammar into the DSTL definition to
reuse the Type symbol that was defined in the original grammar.

Type checking.

A software language defines groups of software elements. For data models we have entities, properties, ids, but also ids inside
sets, or ids inside a property. The local transformations defined above are
only applicable to some of the element groups, which make up the domain
of a local transformation. For example, the addition of entities can only be
applied to data models and the substitution of types only to properties or
sets.
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We use APath expressions to indicate where a local transformation is to be
applied. Each APath expression results in certain groups of software elements.
To make sure a local transformation is applied within its domain, we need to
verify that the APath expression to which it is connected can only result in
elements that are in the domain of the local transformation, which is a form
of type checking.
We have implemented type checking for any DSTL. It primarily consists
of three components: A generation of domains for each of the local transformations. A (generic) type derivation for APath expressions and (generic)
functionality that checks whether the result of the APath will indeed fall inside the domain of the local transformation. The type checking is complicated
by the use of recursive productions: the set of int should fall in the same
group as the set inside set of set of int.

Larger grammars. The presented data model grammar is small. We
have used a much larger data model grammar, which was developed as part
of the WebDSL project. Although the principles above can be applied to all
the rules in a larger grammar, in practice, one does not want to be able to
transform every group of software elements. In the small grammar, we could
for example leave out the type substitution within sets if we would not be able
to map it to a data transformation.
By means of annotations on the production rules of a grammar, the user
can indicate which rules (and thereby what symbols) should be transformed
and which should not be transformed. There are two possible annotations:
A ‘transform’ annotation, which tells the tool to generate transformations for
a production rule and a ‘constant’ annotation, which tells the tool to take
the production rule into account by recursively generating transformations
for each of the symbols on the left-hand-side (in SDF), but not generating
transformations for the production rule itself. No annotation on a rule means
that it is ignored during DSTL derivation.
6.5.2 Automated Transformation
The DSTL syntax we have defined allows us to write transformations. The
next step is to execute these transformations. For this purpose, we have defined an interpreter generator. Similar to the syntax generator, it takes the
software language definition as input, but instead produces an interpreter for
the associated DSTL as output. The interpreter mainly consists of:
• A mapping of the elementary DSTL transformations onto generic transformations
• A generic transformations library (build on top of Stratego/XT)
• Implementation of generic DSTL constructs such as composition and
abstraction
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• An APath evaluation library
The first is specific for the DSTL and therefore generated. It mainly consists
of production rules that denote the specific to generic mapping. These look
like:
transform(|mmodel, path):
AddProperty(newValue) → <addAtLocator(|path, newValue)> mmodel

The last three items are generic over all DSTLs, so defined once. Their
definition is in most ways straightforward and is therefore not discussed here.

6.6

R E L AT E D W O R K

Coupled evolution plays a significant role in computer science and has been
treated in various areas. Earlier research has primarily focused on constructing coupled evolution support for specific domains. We discuss related work
in the most important domains of coupled evolution: model evolution, domain specific language evolution and schema evolution.
Coupled evolution for the meta modeling domain is introduced by Gruschko et al. [2007]. As is the case for most publications on coupled evolution
for models, Gruschko models evolution using small elementary transformation steps. A classification of these steps is proposed: non-breaking changes,
breaking and resolvable changes and breaking and unresolvable changes. A
classification, which is frequently reused in later work and is also applicable to
our work, yet not directly relevant to the proposed architecture. In his paper,
Gruschko also identifies different steps in coupled evolution, although these
steps are generic, they mainly consider what we have called ‘the mapping’
and are in that sense only applicable to a subset of what has been discussed
here. The only step, which does not fall inside the scope of this mapping is a
change detection, to determine the evolution steps that have occurred between
two given models. Chapter 5 discusses evolution detection in detail.
Wachsmuth [2007b] introduces a set of transformations specific to MOF [Object Management Group, 2006] compliant meta models. The set is very similar
to the set of elementary transformations for data models as we have introduced in Section 6.3.1 and which is derived automatically in our approach.
Different to the transformations we have derived is their distinction between
two type changes, namely generalization and restriction, yet they do not provide a specification on how these should be mapped to concrete types. Furthermore, they have transformations to support changes to inheritance and
inlining of classes. Both concepts were not included in our input data model
grammar and are therefore not reflected in the output. Wachsmuth proposes
a mapping to model migrations implemented in QVT [Object Management
Group, 2007].
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Similar to Wachsmuth, Herrmannsdoerfer considers coupled evolution on
metamodels based on small evolution steps [Herrmannsdörfer, 2007]. He focuses on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [Eclipse Foundation, 2008],
in which ECore, the meta-meta model implements a subset of MOF. In his
approach, named COPE, Herrmannsdoerfer distinguishes two types of evolution steps: open and closed coupled evolution. The first is what we have
named the elementary transformations and the second are transformations
based upon these. In contrast to other works, this view does provide a way of
abstracting from meta-model specific transformations. However, the derivation of the elementary transformations as well as the definition of these transformations are left to the user. This does not only require additional effort,
it also prevents structured abstractions as are possible in our approach. Herrmannsdoerfer provides a prototypical editor based on Eclipse.
In the area of domain specific languages, Pizka et al. discuss the evolution of DSLs. They claim three obstacles in DSL development: (1) Stepwise
bottom-up generalization is required, which is a special case of the evolution
we have been looking at. (2) DSLs should be layered, which is specific to DSLs
and not directly related to coupled evolution. (3) Automated co-evolution is
required for DSLs, which is what we generically solve in our work. As we
have seen in [Wachsmuth, 2007b], Pizka’s work is focused on a single domain,
namely DSLs, it is limited to the discussion of a transformation definition and
mapping specific to this domain.
With respect to the data variants of coupled evolution (schema evolution)
and the related two-level data transformations, numerous approaches have
been found to solve these problems [Lämmel and Lohmann, 2001, Cunha
et al., 2006, Berdaguer et al., 2007, Gupta et al., 1993, Alves et al., 2008b].
These mainly focus on the schema to data mapping, frequently taking different types of complicating concepts into account, such as data restrictions and
performance optimization. These are typically aspects that may also be solved
generically, such that they can be used in any domain. In current work, we
have not focused on this, but it may be interesting as future work.

6.7

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we presented two directions of generalizing coupled software
language evolution scenarios and introduced the concept of heterogeneous
coupled evolution. We presented an architecture to automate coupled evolution on an arbitrary software domain (e.g. programming languages, modeling or data modeling). The architecture requires as input: a coupled software
evolution scenario and a mapping from software language transformations to
software transformations. The outputs are: Automatic derivation of a domain
specific transformation language (DSTL) to formalize the software language
evolution; automatic derivation of an interpreter for transformations conform153
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ing to the DSTL; and automatic software migration along the evolving software language.
Using Stratego/XT, we have implemented a coupled evolution tool to support the architecture. It is based on software languages defined in SDF. We
have successfully applied the tool to the domain of data modeling in the web
modeling language WebDSL [Visser, 2008a], where we have used it to create
a tool for automatic database migration along an evolving data model, which
targets a broad set of databases.
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Conclusion
In this dissertation we studied concepts, techniques and tools to support coupled evolution in the context of a conformance relation. We aimed to ease
the coupled evolution process, while reducing its impact on development and
broadening its view across the traditional boundaries of coupled evolution
domains such as dataware, modelware and grammarware.
We studied existing literature to find directions for further research. We analyzed a set of evolution case studies, in order to identify common evolution
patterns, to assess their automation potential and to analyze their characteristics. We implemented automatic coupled evolution in the context of a double conformance mapping, aiming to simplify the coupled evolution process
for developers. We formalized coupled metamodel evolution, and derived
a technique for automatically detecting evolution patterns from a sequence
of evolved metamodel versions. Finally, we generalized the coupled evolution solution across domains, by automating the common efforts needed to
establish a new coupled evolution implementation.
The remainder of this chapter enumerates the core contributions of this
dissertation, it answers the research questions posed in the introduction and
it provides recommendations for further research in the coupled evolution
domain.

7.1

S U M M A RY O F C O N T R I B U T I O N S
• A systematic literature survey [Kitchenham and Charters, 2007] on coupled evolution approaches in the context of conformance, across different technological spaces (Chapter 2).
• A feature model for classifying coupled evolution approaches independent of technological spaces. Its application to existing approaches and
the interpretation of the results (Chapter 2).
• An extensive catalog of coupled operators, which are either motivated
from the literature or from case studies that we performed. An organization of this catalog to ease selection of the right coupled operator and
to assess the impact of the coupled operator on the modeling language
and its models (Chapter 3).
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• A domain-specific language for specifying data model evolution in the
context of WebDSL, including checks for evolution validity and correctness (Chapter 4).
• Implementation of coupled operators for the evolution of WebDSL data
models and migration of WebDSL databases through SQL migration
scripts (Chapter 4).
• A formalization of the core concepts involved in coupled evolution of
metamodels and models, namely metamodels, difference models, and
evolution traces (Chapter 5).
• Automatic reconstruction of complex metamodel evolution traces from
difference models, dealing with operator dependencies and interference
(Chapter 5).
• Two generalizations over coupled software language evolution scenarios, introducing the concept of heterogeneous coupled evolution (Chapter 6).
• An architecture to support heterogeneous coupled evolution of software
languages, offering an automatic domain specific transformation language generation (DSTL) and an automatic DSTL interpreter generation
(Chapter 6).

7.2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS REVISITED

Research Question 1
How do we characterize and compare coupled evolution approaches across technological spaces?
Different approaches to coupled evolution, show different characteristics,
yet many of these are comparable. Characteristics can be formalized into features, offering a discrete distinction and a basis for comparison. In Chapter 2,
we have derived a set of features to characterize coupled evolution approaches
and organized the set in a feature model. Subsequently, we have applied the
feature model to existing coupled evolution approaches.
By interpreting the results of applying the feature model, we derived reusable
solutions and directions for further research. Amongst others we concluded:
Views are a key concept in the domain of dataware and commonly used to
unobtrusively support coupled evolution. Other domains make little use of
views. Porting views to other domains could offer novel approaches; Migration is a transformation, yet only few approaches use a transformation
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language for specifying migrations. Existence of suitable transformation languages would ease the implementation of coupled evolution; Versioning of
schemas, classes, or objects has common use in dataware, received some, but
little research in modelware, yet proves beneficial in both domains. A generalization or reimplementation of versioning in other domains, would support
and simplify coupled evolution; Finally, in-place transformations may well
be used in modelware or grammarware, to support larger artefact size, or
artefacts that require continuous availability.
Research Question 2
How can coupled evolution concepts and solutions be generalized across technological spaces?
Coupled evolution is a reoccurring phenomenon in various domains. Nevertheless, its underlying concepts remain similar. In Chapter 6 we showed
that coupled evolution can be generalized horizontally – across domains –
and vertically – across meta-levels. Furthermore, in Chapter 2, we showed
through the feature model, that characteristics are comparable along the horizontal generalization.
By exploiting the horizontal and vertical generalizations, we derived a
framework that emphasizes the commonalities between domains and extends
them to automate the process of deriving a new coupled evolution approach.
It offers an automatic domain specific transformation language (DSTL) generation and an automatic DSTL interpreter generation. The generation results
partially implement arbitrary coupled evolution approaches. However, the
generalization is not complete: The mapping from evolution to migration is
domain-specific and hard to generalize. Chapter 4 highlights several of the
domain-specific problems faced in the object-oriented dataware domain.
Research Question 3
What metamodel evolution patterns can be distinguished, which allow automation in the context of migration?
Determining common evolution in each of the domains of coupled evolution in the context of conformance would require extensive investigation of
each of the domains. As our implementations primarily targets the domains
of dataware and modelware, we performed an analysis of evolution in these
two domains. We looked at evolution in various case studies, several of which
are industrial. Additionally, we analyzed which evolution is supported in the
existing evolution tools and publications.
Using the analysis results, we have derived a catalog of 61 operators, that
can accurately describe most of the evolution of the inspected cases. Evolution
which is not supported by the catalog but which did occur in the case studies, only occurred in a single case study and therefore offers little ground for
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automation. We organized the catalog along the effect on the modeling language or the migrated models, to ease evolution automation and to ease its
usage by developers. The catalog, its coupled operators and their properties
are discussed in Chapter 3.
Research Question 4
How can software language evolution be formalized, such that it both functionally and understandably represents the developer’s evolution intent?
For understandability, an evolution specification of a domain-specific model
should follow the domain-specific modeling concepts. This reduces the gap
between model and evolution specification. Formalizations come in different
forms for different types of models. We offer a formalization for evolution of
the object-oriented data models found in WebDSL models. Nevertheless, the
concepts of WebDSL data models are similar to object-oriented data models
and metamodels, hence the formalization can be generalized to the domains
of modelware and dataware.
Chapter 4 discusses the formalization of evolution of WebDSL data models.
It follows the catalog of common evolution operations outlined in Chapter 3,
to ensure a broad coverage. The formalization targets the same abstraction
level as WebDSL, by reusing the domain-specific concepts found in WebDSL.
Thus reducing the gap between the evolution formalization and the original
model as to increase the understandability of the evolution. At the same time,
the formalization abstracts away from the lower-level details of the underlying
implementation frameworks (Hibernate and Relational databases), to ensure
a focus on the evolution, rather than the implementation.
As the formalization follows the catalog of operators, from Chapter 3, we
know that it is not sufficiently complete to cover arbitrary evolution. A means
to deviate from the operators in the catalog is needed, either by customization or by addition. Yet this remains a topic for further research. As for the
Acoda tooling, implementing unsupported migrations manually in SQL is the
recommended, yet insufficient solution.
Research Question 5
How do we support coupled evolution unobtrusively and prevent the undesired
loss of information during migration?
Coupled evolution has an impact on software development. On the one hand,
coupled evolution requires manual effort, as the developer’s evolution intent
cannot be completely obtained automatically. On the other hand, artefact
migration implies a risk of information loss. We aim to reduce the impact of
coupled evolution as much as possible, to streamline the evolution process.
We discussed two directions to reduce coupled evolution impact. In Chapter 5, we discussed how to automatically reconstruct evolution from two ver158
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sions of a metamodel (or data model). The automated reconstruction supports complex evolution operators, operator dependencies as well as operator
interference – where the effect of one operator is partially or completely hidden from the final result. Reconstruction still requires developer feedback to
ensure the correct evolution has been detected, but reduces evolution effort
drastically compared to defining evolution manually. In Chapters 3 and 4,
we discussed how to reduce the risk of information loss in coupled evolution.
On the one hand, evolution operator characteristics assess their impact on the
modeling language and the set of models. Combination of such properties
can predict information loss before applying migration. On the other hand,
evolution validity is automatically validated, to ensure a functionally correct
evolution after it has been edited or completely specified by a developer.

7.3

E VA L U AT I O N

We used two types of research throughout the dissertation. We used analytical
research to increase our understanding of the status quo (Chapters 2 and 3).
We used research of a constructive nature, to improve the status quo (Chapters
4, 5 and 6). Analytical research requires case studies that are a representation
of the status quo. Constructive research, requires case studies to evaluate that
a change indeed improves the status quo.
The case studies used for analytical research are summarized in Figure 3.2.
Their histories were analyzed by mining their repositories and examining
their commit logs. They primarily provided input to the set of evolution
patterns derived in Chapter 3. Both industrial cases as well as open source
cases were used.
The constructive research we discussed throughout the dissertation primarily targets to improve the process of coupled evolution. Evaluation of
such constructive research is complicated as the change does not merely affect one measurable outcome, does not merely affect a whole set of outcomes,
but completely changes the case itself. The presence of support for evolution
does not just shorten the evolution, or shorten development time by automating migration, it completely changes the evolution that would have taken
place.
To still evaluate the constructive research, we used two types of case studies. Firstly, we used case studies, which we were (partially) executed without
support of new evolution tooling. These case studies are Bugzilla and Researchr. Secondly, we used case studies, which (partially) benefit from the
newly developed technology. These case studies are Researchr and YellowGrass. The latter category had to be developed from scratch, these cases are
therefore typically smaller, but examined in much greater detail. Nevertheless, both Researchr and YellowGrass are much-used systems, making them
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realistic cases. The three main cases YellowGrass, Researchr and Bugzilla are
discussed in Appendices A, B and C respectively.
In Chapter 3, case studies were used for quantitative analysis and collection of evolution patterns. In Chapter 4, YellowGrass was used to qualitatively
validate the functioning of the migration component of Acoda. We verified
that on YellowGrass, Acoda migrations yield the correct results and do not
cause undesired loss of data. Although we optimize the generated migrations
for performance (see Section 4.8), we did not evaluate these improvements,
as an evaluation would rather evaluate the performance of the database management system than the specified migration itself. The time it takes to map
evolution onto migration is negligible. Furthermore, migration of very large
databases, or distributed migration remains a topic of further research. In
Chapter 5, we used the Researchr history to do a preliminary evaluation of
performance. In particular, we were interested in how big evolution traces
typically get, as they determine the reconstruction time. Further evaluation
on different case studies could provide input to further improvements of the
algorithm. The reconstruction algorithm can principally reconstruct any evolution trace. A (heuristics-based) selection of the sought-after evolution trace
falls outside the scope of the work (although the current heuristic on trace
length seems to work exceptionally well). An evaluation of such selection
therefore also falls outside the scope of this work.

7.4

F U T U R E R E S E A R C H R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

This dissertation addresses different concepts, techniques and implementations on coupled evolution. As shown in Chapter 2, coupled evolution is a
domain of ongoing research. New techniques are developed and new domains are explored. The evolution problem is common, yet hardly supported
in practice. Much additional research is needed before coupled evolution can
commonly find its way into regular software development. This section addresses some directions of research that follow from the earlier chapters.

7.4.1 Metamodeling Formalism
A coupled evolution approach is bound by the metamodeling formalism it
supports. The discussed concepts and implementations primarily focus on the
core modeling concepts found in most metamodeling languages. We considered classes, inheritance, cardinalities and inverses. However, concrete metamodeling formalisms offer a broader range of constructs, requiring the need
to extend the presented ideas and implementations.
Most concrete metamodeling formalisms, such as Ecore [Steinberg et al.,
2009] or MOF [Object Management Group, 2006], offer additional constructs,
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such as interfaces, packages and annotations. Although support for these
requires additional implementation, they have limited impact on persisted
artefacts and thereby limited impact on migration or coupled evolution. They
do not affect the presented concepts for coupled evolution.
More influential additions to the metamodeling formalism, such as invariants, have more significant impact on coupled evolution. All metamodel definitions offer restrictions on the data set. More definitions implies a more
restrictive set. Each of the restrictions have in common that they have a fairly
predictable impact on the extension. For example, cardinalities restrict the
data by quantity. In migration, we consider the full impact of these quantity restrictions and adapt the data migration accordingly. Due to their wide
scope, the impact of invariants on a metamodel’s extension is harder to predict. Therefore, it is harder to adjust migration to meet invariants. Additional
research is needed to support invariants in coupled evolution.
Previous chapters mostly discussed metamodeling in the dataware and
modelware domains. Although these domains are different, their metamodeling formalisms and conformance relation are similar. Also the domain of
XMLware shows a similar metamodeling formalism and conformance relation. There are however clear differences with the domain of grammarware.
This, and other differing domains may need a different type of detection,
a different type of migration and a different catalog of coupled operators.
The presented work may not be directly applicable. As presented in Chapter 2, some research into coupled evolution of grammars and programs exists
[Staudt et al., 1987, Garlan et al., 1994, Jürgens and Pizka, 2006, Pizka and Jürgens, 2007b,a, Lämmel, 2001, Lämmel and Zaytsev, 2009a,b]. Concepts may
be similar, but additional research is needed to see to what extent existing
technology can be applied to other less related modeling domains.

7.4.2 Coupling Customization
We support coupled evolution through a set of coupled operators. By a series
of case studies, we showed that the set is near complete in practice. Yet at the
same time, we also showed that there are evolution steps in real-life development, in which the set does not suffice. Some evolution is not supported.
To enable unsupported evolution, developers can implement a suitable migration manually. However, similar evolution may occur repeatedly, evolution
may be similar to an existing coupled operator or evolution may comprise a
complete or partial combination of existing coupled operators. In each of
these cases, automation through coupled evolution is preferable, when new
coupled operators can be added, existing coupled operators can be adjusted,
or existing coupled operators can be combined. To fully support an evolution
process, coupled operators need to support customization.
Some approaches exist, which allow developers to define custom operators
and reuse them during evolution (e.g. [Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009]). Yet
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these neither support reusing existing coupled operators in operator definitions, nor do they support detection of custom coupled operators. Support
for coupled operator customization throughout the entire coupled evolution
workflow would allow automation of the complete evolution process.

7.4.3 Implementing Migrations
A large amount of the time spent on implementing a new coupled evolution
approach involves implementing the set of coupled operators. Coupled operator implementation mostly involves implementing migrations or migration
patterns. The choice of migration platform, or migration language, greatly
influences the ease of implementing coupled evolution.
Some domains, offer transformation languages that can directly be used for
the purpose of migration and can therefore directly be used to implement the
migration component of a coupled operator. For example, in the domain of
grammarware, program transformation techniques can be used to implement
program migrations. Similarly, in the modelware domain, model transformation techniques can be used to migrate models. However, model transformation techniques are generally not suitable for implementing migrations. They
are frequently homogeneous – lacking support for metamodel changes – or
may require excessive descriptions, when migration steps are small. In the
dataware domain, data transformation techniques are also mostly homogeneous. The heterogeneous approaches, like those offered by database systems,
are primitive and lack support for information preservation.
The lack of transformation frameworks suitable for migration hampers the
development of coupled evolution approaches. Research into this particular
type of transformation is needed to ease migration development. Additionally, alternative approaches to migration may offer new advantages, like seen
in the dataware domain. For example, migration by constructing views may
offer a coupled evolution solution to running systems.

7.4.4 Coupled Evolution in the Wild
Most research on coupled evolution has a strong focus on concepts and prototypical implementations (Chapter 2). At the same time, there appears to be
limited use of coupled evolution techniques in practice. Despite the common
need for migration upon evolution, manual implementation is generally chosen in favor of automation. Different causes of limited use can be considered.
Existing tools may be too prototypical, or there may be a mismatch between
what is needed and what is offered through research.
In general, much research ignores practical restrictions, to ease coupled
evolution. For example, minimum artefact uptime may be required, thus
disabling offline migrations. Artefacts may be physically distributed, requiring the need for distributed migration. Larger artefacts, or larger numbers
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of artefacts require better migration performance. But also, organizational
restrictions, such as the management of risks can complicate coupled evolution. Additional research needs to reveal the evolution limitations of real-life
software development and provide suitable solutions. Additional engineering effort is needed to turn existing approaches into tools suitable for use in
industry.
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Appendix: Case Study YellowGrass
This appendix and the following discuss case studies that provided input to
the research underlying this dissertation. This appendix describes YellowGrass, a tag-based and web-based issue tracker. The evolution of YellowGrass
was used for statistical analysis in chapter 3 and (slightly condensed) used as
running example in chapter 5.

A.1

CONTEXT

Due to the complexity of software, any reasonably-sized piece of software
is bound to have bugs. Bugs reduce the quality of software and therefore,
most of them need to be addressed during a software’s life time. To improve
software quality, software projects need to keep record of found bugs, which
is known as bug tracking. To aid software project management, bug tracking
software offers functionality to collect, record, manage and process known
bugs.
Found bugs imply the need for software changes. Yet, in software project
management, one often needs to keep track of a broader collection of incentives for software change, such as requested new functionality, suggested
improvements, or potential scope changes. We refer to these as software issues. Issue tracking software aids in managing the flow of issues, thus offering
a valuable tool to software project management.

A.2

ISSUE TRACKING IN YELLOWGRASS

Various bug trackers and issue trackers exist, such as Mantis1 , Bugzilla2 ,
or JIRA3 . However, these are either intended for large projects or for small
projects. Yet, typically, software projects grow from a small code base at
project start, to a larger code base after some months or years of development. The number of issues and their management tend to complicate over
time. YellowGrass supports a growing software development project by making issue management flexible and customizable through the use of tagging.
Tags are simple (unstructured) strings, which are used to label issues. YellowGrass supports any choice and usage of tags. Typically projects use simple
1 http://www.mantisbt.org
2 http://www.bugzilla.org
3 http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
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tags to divide issues into categories, divide issues across software components, or to assign urgency levels to issues. YellowGrass offers generic tag
support for any tag, such as filtering issues on tags, applying issue ordering,
or enhancing issue search results. More complex tags are structured strings,
which receive special functionality support. For example, tagging an issue by
@john assigns this issue to john and makes it show up on his YellowGrass
home page. Tagging an issue by !john will make john follow the issue, as a
result of which he will be informed of changes to the issue or comments on
the issue by other users.
Additionally, tags can be tagged themselves by meta-tagging. Meta-tagging
assigns special meaning to tags, which allows YellowGrass to reveal extra
functionality as a project grows in size. For example, issues can be tagged by
a software version number (as tags are unstructured, any versioning scheme is
supported). A set of issues with a particular version tag can be combined into
a snapshot and a series of issue sets tagged by subsequent versions comprise
a software’s evolution description. Yet, with merely the generic tag management, these snapshots and evolution descriptions would be cumbersome to
maintain. Therefore, YellowGrass allows the users to tag tags as “release”.
This enables additional functionality, such as a road map, scheduling releases
and postponing issues. Meta-tagging offers the possibility to extend the issue
tracking functionality as a project grows. Smaller projects are not bothered
by functionality they do not use, but as they grow, the functionality can be
enabled when needed.
YellowGrass issues are collected in projects, which each has its own tag set.
Projects have members, who each have a login and to whom issues can be
assigned. YellowGrass is a web application written in WebDSL. Figure A.1
shows a screenshot of the Acoda road map on YellowGrass. YellowGrass is
freely available and open source4 .

A.3

YELLOWGRASS.ORG

A public instance of YellowGrass is hosted on http://yellowgrass.org. YellowGrass.org has been live for 2 years. At current date, it supports 40 active
projects (some public, some private) recording several thousands of issues.
The YellowGrass.org database has been used extensively to test Acoda. The
database is not open, due to the sensitive user information and various private
projects, yet most information is accessible as public information through the
website.

4 https://svn.strategoxt.org/repos/issolar
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Figure A.1 Screenshot of a YellowGrass road map. The left column shows a list
of versions, issues for each versions and controls to postpone issues. The right
column shows project controls, description and statistics.
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EVOLUTION

Development of YellowGrass started approximately two years ago. It followed
an agile development process, offering correctly functioning versions at nearly
all stages of development. Its evolution (to date) follows a total of 232 revisions spread across 22 releases5 . The evolution is recorded in subversion and
as the project is open source, the evolution is public.
Evolution of YellowGrass is primarily focused on extension of functionality, refactorings to support the agile development methodology and some
design changes to fix poor design decisions (such as the use of global tags
versus project-based tags). Due to the use of for example meta-tagging, the
data model of YellowGrass is complex with respect to the size of the application. Consequently, the evolution trace follows rather complex steps, which
provide excellent input to the previous chapters. A detailed documentation
of the changes applied to YellowGrass can be found in the road map on YellowGrass.org and in the subversion logs.
YellowGrass.org has gone live after about one month of development, by
then offering a very small subset of the functionality it offers now. Nevertheless, it has been actively used since it went online. As various projects
relied on the issue data recorded, the YellowGrass.org database could not
loose information. Therefore, Acoda was used extensively since the start of
the project. By offering data model evolution support that is in traditional development not available, Acoda has influenced the evolution process, making
it more complex, longer and more focused on agile development. There are
no steps to be found that prevent or work around evolution, as these were
simply not needed.

5 http://yellowgrass.org/roadmap/YellowGrass
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Researchr1 is a web-based publication management system, on which one can
find, collect, share and review scientific publications and their meta data. The
evolution of researchr was used for statistical analysis in Chapter 3 and as
feasibility study in Chapter 5. A simplified version of researchr’s data model
and database is used as running example in Chapter 4.

B.1

CONTEXT

One of the outcomes of research are publications. Over the years, research –
in all its forms – has produced large quantities of publications. These large
quantities make finding, traversing, or keeping track of publications hard. For
the purpose of literature surveys, conference reviewing processes, or simply
the process of research, one needs to deal with the quantities, to use existing
work and to prevent duplication in future work.
It is not the publications themselves, which are hard to manage in these
processes, but their meta data (a publication title, author names, author affiliations, abstract, citations, digital object identifier etc.). Using the publication meta data, the publication itself is generally easily found. Some search
engines exist to simplify the process of finding publications. For example,
Google Scholar2 searches publications based on their content. It offers a list
of publication meta data as result. Nevertheless, once found, there is little
or no support for keeping track of publications, staying up to date with new
publications or managing publications, such as reviewing or classifying.

B.2

RESEARCHR.ORG

Researchr3 is a web application, offering support for the management of publication meta data. It allows users to register new publication meta data and
browse a large set of publications already present in the researchr database
(imported from DBLP4 ). Users can group publications into bibliographies, review publications and classify them. Users can unite in groups, to share bibliographies and reviews. Publications can be tagged and an extensive meta data
1 http://researchr.org
2 http://scholar.google.com
3 http://researchr.org
4 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db
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search functionality (not content-based) is available. Additionally, researchr
offers a registration of past conferences and a conference calendar marking
future events and their deadlines.
Figure B.1 shows a screenshot of the researchr start page.

B.3

EVOLUTION

The evolution of researchr started in March 2008 and is still under active
development. Over the past four years, there have been 665 source code revisions and about 60 releases5 . The website has gone live shortly after the start
of the project. Its registered data has been kept since.
Two evolutions are input to the work in the previous chapters. Firstly, the
evolution of researchr itself was used in chapters 3 and 5. Secondly, separate
from the regular researchr evolution, Acoda was used to evolve the DBLP data
model into the current researchr data model and to migrate the DBLP data to
researchr data. The migration is later repeated to import new DBLP publications into the researchr database. The example in Chapter 4 is based upon the
evolution trace from the original DBLP data model, first to an early researchr
data model and next to the current researchr data model. The evolution trace
spans a total of ten data model revisions. As it is relatively short in length, it
is not considered a significant case study and therefore only served as input
to the running example of Chapter 4.
Acoda was not used in the regular evolution of researchr. It may therefore
not have had the freedom of evolution available in the evolution of YellowGrass. However, Acoda was used in the evolution from DBLP meta data to
researchr meta data, which therefore could evolve more freely and presents
more complex evolution steps (hence its suitability as example).

5 http://yellowgrass.org/roadmap/researchr
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Figure B.1 Screenshot of the Researchr start page. The left column shows a set of
recently added publications, the right column shows some statistics and shortcuts
to active of new items.
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This appendix presents Bugzilla1 . Bugzilla is a widely-used defect (or bug)
tracking system. The evolution of Bugzilla was used for statistical analysis
in chapter 3. The context of Bugzilla is similar to the context of YellowGrass,
which is discussed in Section A.1. This appendix discusses Bugzilla’s functionality and its evolution.

C.1

BUG TRACKING IN BUGZILLA

Although Bugzilla and YellowGrass address the same domain, Bugzilla has
a larger scope and is feature-wise richer. Bugzilla has little support for tagging, but offers (on top of the functionality offered by YellowGrass): tracking
of code changes; handling of patches, such as patch submission and patch
review; automated duplicate bug detection; time tracking for larger projects;
project status analysis and reporting for project management; and quality assurance management.
At the time of writing, the Bugzilla implementation consist of 128,320 lines
of code. 83% of this code is written in Perl. The Bugzilla documentation and
page templates are written in XML, they comprise a total of 10% of the code.
The remainder of code is mostly stylesheets, written in CSS and client-side
code written in JavaScript.
Bugzilla is a web application, supporting different database engines (namely
MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL and SQLite). It is open source and distributed
under the Mozilla Public License2 . The source code and its revisions are
stored using Bazaar (which replaces the original CVS system) and available
online3 . Figure C.1 shows a screenshot of Bugzilla.

C.2

EVOLUTION

Development on (the current variant of) Bugzilla has started in 1998. Bugzilla
has been under active development since. There have been approximately
8000 revisions over the past 13 years. The discussion of Bugzilla in this dissertation (Chapter 3) focuses on Bugzilla’s data model, of which there have been
280 revisions over the years.
1 http://bugzilla.org
2 http://mozilla.org/MPL
3 http://bzr.mozilla.org
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Figure C.1 Screenshot of a Bugzilla bug report. It shows the bug details, its relations to other bugs and attachments. Further down on the page (not visible in the
screenshot), comments on this bug are listed.
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bug_see_also => {
FIELDS => [
id
=> {TYPE => ’MEDIUMSERIAL’, NOTNULL => 1,
PRIMARYKEY => 1},
bug_id => {TYPE => ’INT3’, NOTNULL => 1,
REFERENCES => {TABLE => ’bugs’,
COLUMN => ’bug_id’,
DELETE => ’CASCADE’}},
value => {TYPE => ’varchar(255)’, NOTNULL => 1},
class => {TYPE => ’varchar(255)’, NOTNULL => 1,
DEFAULT => "’’"},
],
INDEXES => [
bug_see_also_bug_id_idx => {FIELDS => [qw(bug_id value)],
TYPE
=> ’UNIQUE’},
],
},

Figure C.2 Excerpt of Bugzilla’s data model.

The Bugzilla data model4 is encoded in 3000 lines of Perl code. Declarations of tables, columns, foreign keys and indexes are encoded in Perl hashes.
Figure C.2 shows an excerpt of the schema. For statistical analyses, these
hashes were converted to a more concise format similar to the data models
used in WebDSL.
Data model evolution and the development of required associated database
migrations received little tool support in Bugzilla’s evolution. Upon evolution,
Bugzilla’s developers are expected to construct a migration script (also in Perl)
and add it to a large database modification script5 , which is run during installation or upgrade of a Bugzilla instance. Figure Figure C.3 shows a small
excerpt of the migration code.

4 The

data model can be found in the repository at Bugzilla/DB/Schema.pm
accumulated database migration script can be found in the repository at Bugzilla/Install/DB.pm
5 The
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# 2002-12-20 Bug 180870 - remove manual shadowdb replication code
$dbh->bz_drop_table("shadowlog");
_rename_votes_count_and_force_group_refresh();
# 2004/02/15 - Summaries shouldn’t be null - see bug 220232
if (!exists $dbh->bz_column_info(’bugs’, ’short_desc’)->{NOTNULL}) {
$dbh->bz_alter_column(’bugs’, ’short_desc’,
{TYPE => ’MEDIUMTEXT’, NOTNULL => 1}, ’’);
}
$dbh->bz_add_column(’products’, ’classification_id’,
{TYPE => ’INT2’, NOTNULL => 1, DEFAULT => ’1’});
_fix_group_with_empty_name();
$dbh->bz_add_index(’bugs_activity’, ’bugs_activity_who_idx’,
[qw(who)]);
# Add defaults for some fields that should have them but didn’t.
$dbh->bz_alter_column(’bugs’, ’status_whiteboard’,
{TYPE => ’MEDIUMTEXT’, NOTNULL => 1, DEFAULT => "’’"});
if ($dbh->bz_column_info(’bugs’, ’votes’)) {
$dbh->bz_alter_column(’bugs’, ’votes’,
{TYPE => ’INT3’, NOTNULL => 1, DEFAULT => ’0’});
}
$dbh->bz_alter_column(’bugs’, ’lastdiffed’, {TYPE => ’DATETIME’});

Figure C.3 Excerpt of Bugzilla’s database migration script
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Samenvatting
S O F T WA R E TA A L E V O L U T I E
– Sander D. Vermolen –
Een groot deel van de informatica richt zich op de ontwikkeling van applicaties. Dit kunnen reguliere applicaties zijn, die een gebruiker opstart, gebruikt en weer afsluit, maar ook bijvoorbeeld web applicaties, de beheersing
van je printer, of de besturing van een vliegtuig. In hun kern zijn applicaties niets meer dan een lange reeks 0-en en 1-en, welke door een computer
worden omgezet naar concrete acties. Ontwikkeling van applicaties omvat
primair het ontwikkelen van zulke reeksen 0-en en 1-en, maar het handmatig
schrijven ervan is onpraktisch, te ingewikkeld en duurt te lang. In de beginjaren van de computers was dit handmatig schrijven nog nodig, maar over
de jaren heen zijn er programmeertalen ontwikkeld. Een programmeertaal levert een toegankelijke manier om applicaties, ofwel programma’s te schrijven.
Programma’s lijken vaak op een sterk gestructureerde en beperkte vorm van
de Engelse taal. Een programma in een programmeertaal kan automatisch
vertaald worden naar een reeks 0-en en 1-en die dan weer door een computer
begrepen kunnen worden.
Gelijk aan het breed spectrum van natuurlijke talen, is er een, wellicht nog
breder, spectrum aan programmeertalen. Programmeertalen vertonen over
het algemeen grote verschillen. Als hetzelfde programma geschreven wordt
in twee verschillende programmeertalen, dan zal het er hoogst waarschijnlijk
anders uitzien. Net als dat een boek in de Nederlandse taal eenvoudig te
onderscheiden is van hetzelfde boek in de Franse taal. Ze gebruiken andere
woorden en een andere grammatica, of in bredere zin, een andere ’structuur’.
Waar we bij een natuurlijke tekst zouden zeggen dat deze “in het Nederlands
is geschreven”, zeggen we dat een programma conformeert aan zijn programmeertaal.
Een veel gebruikte term voor computerprogramma’s is software. Het gebruik van deze term is niet geheel juist. Alhoewel een computer programma
een variant software is, beslaat de term software een breder domein. Software
is de tegenhanger van hardware en slaat op informatie (gewoonlijk computergerelateerd) die eenvoudig te wijzigen is. Dit is een breed domein en omvat
bijvoorbeeld ook foto’s, films, gegevens die je verstuurt via internet, een tekstdocument, enzovoorts. Al deze software heeft gemeen dat ze een bepaalde
structuur hebben: Voor foto’s en films zijn er verschillende bestandsformaten,
voor informatie die je verstuurt via internet gelden zogenaamde protocollen
die exact vastleggen hoe de gegevens eruit moeten zien, een tekst document
is gewoonlijk geschreven in Engelse tekens, enzovoorts. Net als dat een programmeertaal de structuur van een programma vastlegt, legt een softwaretaal
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in bredere zin, de structuur van een stuk software vast. We zeggen dat software conformeert aan een softwaretaal.
Eén van de belangrijke eigenschappen van software is dat het eenvoudig
te veranderen is. Dit heeft als direct gevolg dat het daadwerkelijk vaak verandert. Programma’s veranderen bijvoorbeeld als er fouten in gerepareerd
moeten worden, of als er functionaliteit moet worden toegevoegd. Verandering van software vindt over het algemeen over een langere periode en in veel
stappen plaats. We spreken dan van software evolutie.
Net als software, veranderen software talen ook. Betere inzichten en technische ontwikkeling maken het vaak nodig om een taal aan te passen. Bij
natuurlijke talen zien we hetzelfde proces: Het Nederlandsch van de middeleeuwen is anders dan het hedendaags Nederlands. De evolutie binnen de informatica vindt echter vele malen sneller plaats dan de evolutie bij natuurlijke
talen. We spreken meestal over maanden of weken in de informatica, waar
we over eeuwen spreken bij natuurlijke taal. Evolutie van een softwaretaal,
heeft als gevolg dat bestaande software niet meer conformeert aan de taal. De
software wordt daardoor moeilijk leesbaar. Immers, het lezen van een middeleeuws boek is voor ons lastiger dan het lezen van een hedendaagse tekst.
Voor software, waar taal regels veel strikter worden gehanteerd, is software
met een geëvolueerde taal, niet meer bruikbaar.
Om de gevolgen van softwaretaal evolutie tegen te gaan, moet software
vertaald worden van de oude taal-variant naar de nieuwe taal-variant. We
noemen dit migratie. Migratie kan handmatig uitgevoerd worden als de verandering van de taal bekend is. Maar vaak is de software is te groot voor een
handmatige migratie. Daarom worden er programma’s geschreven die de migratie uitvoeren. Het schrijven van zulke programma’s is veel werk. Evolutie
wordt daarom vaak zoveel mogelijk voorkomen. Het tegengaan, of vermijden
van evolutie van een taal heeft echter tot gevolg dat de kwaliteit van de taal
langzaamaan afneemt. Het wordt steeds lastiger om software te schrijven en
te verwerken. Een betere ondersteuning voor de evolutie van software talen
voorkomt dit.
Een van de aanpakken om softwaretaal evolutie beter te ondersteunen is
gekoppelde evolutie. Hierbij worden vaak-voorkomende softwaretaal evolutiepatronen gekoppeld aan geschikte migraties (vertalingen) van software.
Met gekoppelde evolutie kunnen evolutiestappen tegelijk met de migratie
worden toegepast. Dit vereenvoudigt het proces en biedt de mogelijkheid
om zulke koppelingen te hergebruiken als in de toekomst een soortgelijke
evolutiestap optreed.
Gekoppelde evolutie van software en software talen komt voor in verschillende domeinen van de informatica: In de programmaontwikkeling vereist
een evolutie van programmeertalen een migratie van programma’s; in de dataverwerking vereist evolutie van datamodellen een migratie van databases;
en in de modellering vereist evolutie van metamodellen een migratie van modellen.
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Dit proefschrift bespreekt verschillende onderwerpen in de context van gekoppelde evolutie van software talen en software in verschillende domeinen
van de informatica. Het richt zich op vragen als: Hoe evolueert een softwaretaal? Hoe kunnen we softwaretaal evoluties koppelen aan software migraties?
Hoe kunnen we een gepasseerde softwaretaal evolutie reconstrueren? En hoe
kunnen we het softwaretaal evolutie probleem generaliseren over de verschillende domeinen?
Naast een aantal wetenschappelijke publicaties en nieuwe inzichten in gekoppelde evolutie van software talen en software, heeft het onderzoek geresulteerd in een tool set voor gekoppelde evolutie van web applicaties en hun
databases, genaamd Acoda6 . Daarnaast heeft het onderzoek verschillende
case studies opgeleverd, welke concrete en realistische informatie bieden over
softwaretaal evolutie in de praktijk.

6 http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/Acoda
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